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ABSTRACT 
 
 

This thesis presents various advanced control strategies in smart microgrid 

applications.  

In recent years, due to the rapid depletion of fossil fuels, increasing demand of 

electricity, and more strict compulsory government policies on reduction of greenhouse 

gas emissions, renewable energy technologies are attracting more and more attentions 

and various types of distributed generation (DG) sources, such as wind turbine 

generators and solar photovoltaic (PV) panels, are being connected to low-voltage 

distribution networks. Because of the intermittent nature of the renewable energy 

sources, it would be a good idea to connect these DG units together with energy storage 

units and loads to form a local micro power system, known as microgrid. This PhD 

thesis project aims to develop new and competitive control methods for microgrid 

applications.  

Based on a review of the state of the art of the wind power techniques, a new 

predictive direct control strategy of doubly fed induction generator is proposed. This 

method can achieve fast and smooth grid synchronization, and after grid connection, the 

active and reactive power can be regulated flexibly, which enables the wind power 

systems contributing to the grid voltage support and power quality improvement. The 

proposed strategy is simple and reliable, and presents excellent steady-state and 

dynamic performance. 

A new control approach using the model predictive scheme is developed for a PV 

system in microgrid applications. In the islanded operation, the inverter output voltage 

is controlled stably for the local loads. A simple synchronization scheme is introduced 

to achieve seamless transfer, and after being connected to the utility grid, the PV system 

can inject both active and reactive power into the grid flexibly within its capacity. 

As the capacity of DGs getting larger, the power conversion efficiency becomes 

more important. In order to reduce the switching loss, a multi-objective model-

predictive control strategy is proposed for the control of high power converters. By 

revising the cost function properly, the switching frequency can be reduced 

considerably without deteriorating the system performance. The control strategy is 

simplified using a graphical algorithm to reduce the computational burden, which is 

very useful in practical digital implementation where high sampling frequency is 
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required. The proposed method is very flexible and can be employed in both AC/DC 

and DC/AC energy conversions in microgrids. 

For a microgrid consisting of several DG units, various system level control 

methods are studied. A novel flux droop control approach is developed for parallel-

connected DGs by drooping the inverter flux instead of drooping the inverter output 

voltage. The proposed method can achieve autonomous active and reactive power 

sharing with much lower frequency deviation and better transient performance than the 

conventional voltage droop method. Besides, it includes a direct flux control (DFC) 

algorithm, which avoids the use of proportional-integral (PI) controllers and PWM 

modulators. 

For a microgrid system consisting of a 20 kW PV array and a 30 kW gas 

microturbine, a coordinated control scheme is developed for both islanded and grid-

connected operations. The experimental results from a renewable energy integration 

facility (REIF) laboratory confirmed the feasibility of the control strategy. The response 

of this microgrid under the condition of grid faults is investigated and the relevant 

protection mechanism is proposed.  

Given the intermittent nature of the renewable energy sources, and the fluctuated 

load profile, an appropriate solution is to use energy storage systems (ESS) to absorb 

the surplus energy in the periods when the power production is higher than the 

consumption and deliver it back in the opposite situation. In order to optimize the power 

flow, a model predictive control (MPC) strategy for microgrids is proposed. This 

method can flexibly include different constraints in the cost function, so as to smooth 

the gap between the power generation and consumption, and provide voltage support by 

compensating reactive power during grid faults.  
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 
 

1.1 Distributed Generation 
The rapid depletion (hence, increase of cost) of fossil fuels, rising demand of 

electricity, and ever tightening government policies on reduction of greenhouse gas 

emissions, together with the inability and inefficiency of the existing electricity grid, are 

driving major changes in electricity generation, distribution, and consumption patterns 

all around the world. In the last decade, serious concerns were raised about distributed 

generation units (DGs) including renewable and non-renewable sources, such as wind 

turbine generators, solar photovoltaic (PV) panels, gas microturbine generators, fuel 

cells, and gas/steam powered combined heat and power (CHP) stations. These DG 

sources offer competitive generation options and promise better economics with high 

reliability, high efficiency and reduced emissions [1.1].  

DG is an electric power generation source that is connected to the distribution 

network or just to a local load like the uninterruptible power supply (UPS) system. The 

advantages of DG applications can be described as follows: 

 

 High reliability of power supply, especially when interruption of service 

is unacceptable. 

 More flexible to exploit the renewable energy sources 

 High power quality 

 Ideal power supply for remote area where utility grid is unavailable for 

customers.  

  

Fig. 1.1(a) shows the configuration of a wind power system, which uses a doubly-fed 

induction generator (DFIG). The stator of the DFIG is directly connected to the grid, 

while a partial-scale power converter controls the rotor frequency and thus the rotor 

speed. The wind turbine captures the wind energy by means of turbine blades, 

converting the wind power into mechanical power. A gearbox is used to match the low 

turbine speed to the generator high speed. The generator converts the mechanical power 

into electrical power, which is then fed into a grid possibly through power electronic 

converters, and a transformer with circuit breakers and electricity meters.  
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Fig. 1.1(b) shows a typical configuration of a solar PV system, where numerous PV 

panels are connected in series and/or parallel to form an array to convert the solar 

energy into electricity and the electricity generated by the PV panels is fed to the 

untility grid via a centralized inverter, which converts the DC power to AC electricity 

for consumer use. The inverter monitors the terminal conditions of the PV module(s) 

and maintains the maximum power point tracking (MPPT) to maximize the energy 

capture. 
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(b) 

Fig. 1.1  Typical configurations of DG systems. (a) wind turbine system, and (b) PV system. 
 
 

Despite the benefits provided by DGs mentioned above, there are technical limits in 

reality on the degree to which DGs can be connected. The main concerns of connecting 

DGs can be summarized as the following: 

 The steady-state or transient over/under voltages at the point of connection due 

to sudden connecting or disconnecting a DG, 
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 The power output of the DG is fluctuated due to the intermittent nature of the 

renewable energy sources, which would cause negative impacts on the electric 

appliances, 

 Connecting or disconnecting DGs will deteriorate the power quality and stability 

of the utility grid, 

 Protection malfunctions such as breaker reclosing problem, over-current 

protection relaying interference, etc., 

 Possible power quality problems, such as voltage flickers and harmonics, 

 Impact on power system dynamics, and 

 Damage (to customers or DG itself) or safety (public or utility personnel) 

concerns of islanding operation of a single DG. 

 

 

1.2 Control of Power Converters for Distributed Generation  
 

1.2.1 Control strategies of a single converter  
 

No matter how the DG sources are connected to the grid or to a local load, the 

essentials of this power conversion process are the power electronics, which provides 

the flexible interface between the energy sources and the power customers.  

Fo DG applications, a large variety of pulse-width modulation (PWM) converters 

have been developed, and the control strategies have been the ongoing research subject 

over the last few decades. Recently, due to the sharp increase in the exploitation of 

renewable energy sources such as wind power, solar PV, and wave energy, more and 

more power converters have been used to interface the power sources with the AC 

and/or DC common buses in a DG system. As the penetration and capacities of DG 

units increase, the power converters are required to operate more efficiently and 

effectively to maintain high power quality and dynamic stability [1.2], [1.3]. To fulfill 

these requirements, advanced control techniques are desired.  
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Fig. 1.2  Control methods of power converters 

 

 

As illustrated in Fig.1.2, several control schemes have been proposed for the control 

of power converters. The classic linear controllers, together with modulation schemes 

and nonlinear controllers based on hysteresis comparators, have been the widely 

employed control strategies for power converters, and among them the voltage oriented 

control (VOC) and direct control are the most commonly used methods. Later on, more 

complex control techniques, such as the sliding mode control, fuzzy logic, and 

predictive control, were developed as rapid evolution of digital signal processing 

capacity. . Here, these control methods will be comprehensively investigated using a 

three-phase two-level rectifier based AC/DC conversion as an application example.  

 

A. Voltage oriented control 

This classic scheme is illustrated in Fig. 1.3. Since the line current vector, i = id + jiq, 

is aligned with the phase voltage vector, v = vd + jvq, of the power line supplying the 

converter, a revolving reference frame aligned with v is used, and the active power of 

the converter output can be controlled by adjusting the reference value, id
*, of the 

quadrature component of i, while the reactive power of the converter output can be 

regulated by adjusting the reference value, iq
*, of the quadrature component of i [1.4], 

[1.5]. Generally, iq
* is set to zero for unit power factor operation. The current references 

are compared with the actual values, and the errors are then delivered to the PI 

controllers to produce the voltage references. Finally, the switching signals for 

individual phases of the rectifier are generated by a classic space vector modulator 

(SVM).  

VOC has various advantages including fixed switching frequency and insensitive to 

the line inductance variation. However, the requirement of coordinate transformation, 
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decoupling between active and reactive components, and proportional-integral (PI) 

regulators results in complex algorithm and compromised transient performance. 
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Fig. 1.3  Block diagram of VOC  

 

 

B. Direct control 

Over the past few years, an interesting emerging control technique has been the 

direct control strategy. Among the existing direct control methods for power converter 

control, the direct power control (DPC) is one of the most commonly used approaches. 

The conventional switching table-based direct power control (SDPC) is derived from 

the original direct torque control (DTC) for AC machine drives [1.6], [1.7], and has now 

become one of the most popular control strategies, because of its excellent transient 

performance, robustness, and simplicity. In the SDPC, the converter switching states are 

determined using a switching table, which is built up from the output signals of 

hysteresis active and reactive controllers as well as the position of grid voltage vector or 

virtual-flux vector [1.8]-[1.11]. Since then, several switching tables have been proposed, 

trying to improve system behavior [1.12]-[1.14].  

Compared to VOC, SDPC does not need any internal current loop and modulator 

because the converter’s switching states are selected via a switching table, and hence the 

coordinate transformation is also eliminated. However, large power ripples and variable 

switching frequency are two major significant challenges faced by these SDPC 

approaches. 
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Fig. 1.4  Block diagram of DPC  

 

Fig.1.4 illustrates the SDPC scheme applied on the AC/DC converter. It has had a 

great impact on the technology, and is often regarded as a benchmark to which new 

DPC strategies are compared. The referenced active power, P*, is delivered from the PI 

DC voltage regulator while the referenced reactive power, Q*, is usually set to zero for 

unity power factor control. The digitized signals, dP and dQ, are then generated by two 

fixed bandwidth hysteresis comparators using the tracking errors between the estimated 

and referenced values of active and reactive power. The converter switching states 

selected from a look-up switching table according to dQ, dP and the position of power-

source voltage, which is located in an α-β plane of 12 sectors. This algorithm is 

implemented in the stationary reference frame without any involving modulation. The 

major drawbacks are the variable switching frequency and large power ripples, and a 

high sampling frequency is required to obtain a satisfactory performance. 

 

C. Space vector modulation direct control 

New approaches, e.g. the space vector modulation (SVM), have been incorporated 

into direct control to reduce the power ripples and achieve a constant switching 

frequency [1.15], [1.16]. The error obtained by comparing the commanded and 

estimated power values is sent to the PI regulators, and the average voltage vector is 

then delivered to the SVM to produce the switching signals. Whilst these approaches 

bring some benefits, complicated coordinate transformation and much tuning effort are 

required to ensure the system stability. 
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Fig. 1.5  Block diagram of SVM-DPC  

 

By using SVM, the average voltage vector of the converter is produced by 

integrating linear voltage vectors in a fixed period, and thus constant switching 

frequency can be achieved. Various researchers have studied integration of SVM into 

DPC. The key of this approach is to select the referenced voltage vector for the 

modulator. Instead of using the hysteresis comparators and a switching table, the errors 

between the referenced and estimated active and reactive power values are fed directly 

to two PI regulators, as shown in Fig. 1.5. The output signals from the PI regulators are 

transformed into Vα and Vβ in the stationary coordinate system before being sent to the 

SVM to generate the switching signals. Constant switching frequency and power ripple 

reduction can be achieved by integrating SVM into DPC. However, such an approach 

requires two additional PI regulators together with the coordinate transformation, which 

complicates the system and demands large computing power. The steady-state and 

transient performance is highly sensitive to the PI control parameters. 

 

D. Fuzzy logic control 

Fuzzy logic control has adaptive characteristics in nature, and can achieve robust 

response to a system with uncertainty, parameter variation, and load disturbance. It has 

been broadly used in the field of power electronics. Fig. 1.6 shows the schematic 

diagram of fuzzy logic control applied in AC/DC conversion system. Compared to the 

switching table based direct power control, this method selects the converter switching 

states by means of fuzzy logic rules using instantaneous errors of active and reactive 

power, P and Q, respectively.  At each sampling instant, discrete values of power 
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errors, P(k) and Q(k), are converted to their corresponding fuzzy variables and used to 

select the optimum switching state [1.17]. 
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Fig. 1.6  Block diagram of fuzzy logic control  

 

 

E. Sliding mode control 

The sliding mode control (SMC) method utilises a relatively high frequency 

switching control signal to enforce the system trajectories onto a sliding surface (or 

hyperplane) after a finite time and remain within the vicinity of the sliding surface 

towards the equilibrium point thereafter. The sliding surface is designed to achieve 

desired specifications, depending on the applications and the control objectives. SMC is 

robust with respect to matched internal and external disturbances. However, undesired 

chattering produced by the high frequency switching may be considered as a problem 

for implementing the SMC approaches for practical applications. 

The SMC strategy of AC/DC conversion is illustrated in Fig. 1.7. The error between 

commanded DC-bus voltage Vdc
* and measured DC-bus voltage Vdc is processed by 

SMC, which produces the reference active power, P*, and reactive power, Q*. They are 

then compared with the actual power values. The errors are sent to the hysteresis 

comparators, and the output is used to select an appropriate voltage vector. For the SMC 

controller, there are two components, namely the sliding surface and SMC law. The 

sliding surface is set to predefine the trajectories of the control objective. In order to 

maintain the enhanced transient response and minimize the steady-state error, the 

switching surfaces can be in the integral forms. Alternatively, they can also be designed 

via back-stepping and nonlinear damping techniques. On the other hand, for the design 
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of the SMC law, a Lyapunov approach is usually used for deriving conditions on the 

control law that will drive the state orbit to the equilibrium manifold. More details of 

this control method can be found in [1.18] and [1.19]. 
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Fig. 1.7  Block diagram of sliding mode control  

 

 

F. Predictive control 

More recently, the concept of predictive control emerged as an attractive alternative 

for the control of electrical machines and power converters. Several kinds of control 

methods have been developed under the name of predictive control. The most important 

types are the deadbeat control, model predictive control (MPC) and vector-sequence-

based predictive control (VPC). The deadbeat control uses a system model to predict the 

required reference voltage once every sampling period. This voltage is then generated 

using a modulator [1.20]-[1.28]. In the MPC, a system model is used to predict the 

behaviour of the variables over a certain time horizon, and a cost function as the 

criterion to select the optimal switching states [1.29]-[1.35]. The principle of the vector 

based predictive control is to force the system variables onto the pre-calculated 

trajectories, where several voltage vectors are typically used within each sampling 

period [1.36]-[1.42].  

 

G. Deadbeat based predictive control 

This type of predictive control approach uses the model of the system to calculate, 

once every sampling period, the required reference voltage to reach the reference value 

in the next sampling instant [1.20]-[1.28]. This average voltage vector is fed into the 

SVM to produce the switching signal. This approach has been applied for current 
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control in inverters, power control in rectifier, active filters, power factor correctors, 

DC/DC converters, uninterruptible power supplies, and torque control of electric drives.  
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Fig. 1.8  Block diagram of deadbeat based predictive control  

 

Fig. 1.8 depicts the implementation of the deadbeat based predictive control in 

AC/DC conversion. To eliminate the active and reactive power tracking errors at the 

end of a sampling period, the controller uses the model of the system to calculate, once 

every sampling period, the required reference voltage to reach the reference value in the 

next sampling instant. This average voltage vector is then fed into the SVM to produce 

the switching signal.  

While this method has been used when a fast dynamic response is required, being 

deadbeat-based, it is often fragile. Indeed, errors in the parameter values of the model, 

un-modelled delays and other errors in the model often deteriorate the system 

performance and may give rise to instability. Another disadvantage of these deadbeat 

control schemes is that the non-linearities and constraints of system variables are 

difficult to incorporate.  

 

H. Model predictive control 

The MPC uses the system model to predict the behaviour of variables over an N-step 

time horizon, and a cost function subsequently as the criterion for selecting the 

appropriate switching states in the future [1.29]-[1.35]. Generally, the design of MPC 

controller can be divided into three steps: system predictive model, cost function and 

parameters selection. Firstly, the system model can be expressed as a discrete-time 

state-space model, the output of which is determined by the input, the current state of 
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the model, and the discrete interval. In this way, the future behaviour of the system can 

be predicted until a certain horizon of time. Secondly, the control problem can be 

defined as the determination of an appropriate control action that will force a generic 

system variable, x(t), as close as possible to a desired reference value, x*. A cost 

function over a finite horizon of length N is then utilized to evaluate each switching 

state, and the one minimizing the error between x(t) and x* will be selected for the next 

sampling period. Finally, as the MPC allows the easy inclusion of system constraints 

and nonlinearities by revising the cost function, a trade-off between different control 

objectives should be taken into account in order to obtain the satisfied performance. 

Fig. 1.9 depicts the block diagram of MPC system, where one step prediction is 

employed. The essential concept of this predictive DPC is to predict the power of the 

(k+1)th instant for different voltage vectors. By evaluating the effects of each voltage 

vector on the active and reactive powers according to a specific cost function, the 

voltage vector that produces the least power ripple can be determined. In the rectifier 

control, the control objectives are chosen as the DC-link voltage and the power factor of 

the AC input, which can be regulated by controlling the active power, P, and reactive 

power, Q, respectively.  
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Fig. 1.9  Block diagram of model predictive control  

 

 

I. Vector-sequence-based predictive control 

This predictive approach selects an optimal set of concatenated voltage vectors in 

such a way that the controlled variables converge toward the reference values along a 

fixed predefined switching period [1.36]-[1.42]. The difference from deadbeat control is, 

for deadbeat control, the reference voltage, V*, is calculated directly from the predictive 
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model and generated using modulators. For vector-sequence-based predictive control, 

voltage vectors are not determined by a reference voltage, but by a defined criteria, and 

thus no modulators are needed.  

Fig. 1.10 illustrates the principle of the vector-sequence-based predictive control of 

rectifiers. The instantaneous active and reactive power slopes, fp and fq, for voltage 

vectors can be calculated. Under the condition that the line voltage is constant and the 

line current variations are small during each voltage vector application, the power 

slopes can be assumed constant for this period. Taking the symmetrical 3+3 vectors 

sequence as an example, the power increments can be predicted to force the power 

values at the end of a sampling period equal to the references. The key of this approach 

is to calculate the proper voltage vectors applied durations in order to minimize the 

power ripples.  
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Fig. 1.10  Block diagram of vector-sequence-based predictive control  

 

Because of the utilization of an optimal sequence of vectors in each period, the 

system objectives can be well controlled, and thus excellent steady state performance 

can be obtained. The drawbacks include complicated control structure and high 

sensitivity to the system parameter variation due to the complex calculation of “slopes”. 
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1.2.2 Control strategies of parallel-connected converters  
 

In a microgrid system, all the DGs are generally parallel connected to a common AC 

bus through inverters or AC/AC converters, the common bus is then connected to the 

utility grid via a static transfer switch. Proper operation of the microgrid in both the 

grid-connected and islanded modes requires the implementation of high performance 

power flow control and voltage regulation algorithms. For example, the DGs should be 

able to adjust their power outputs to taken up the changed power demand of the loads, 

which cannot be achieved by the control of a single DG. The parallel operation of 

converters is a challenging problem which is more complex than paralleling DC sources 

because every converter must properly participate in the load sharing. In this sense, 

appropriate control strategies for parallel connected DGs are required.  

The control strategies for parallel-connected converters were initially developed for 

UPS applications [1.43], which can be generally categorized as following: 

 
A. Centralized control 

Fig.1.11 illustrates the centralized control, also known as concentrated control. 

Actually, it is an average current sharing scheme. The current reference of each module 

is set to the same value obtained by dividing the total load current by the number of 

modules N [1.44]. The current reference value is then subtracted by the current of each 

module in order to obtain the current error, which is delivered to a current control loop. 

The outputs of the current regulators are then sent to the PWM modulators to produce 

switching signals for each inverter. 

On the other hand, an outer control loop in the centralized control adjusts the load 

voltage. Using this method, the measurement of the total load current is required, and 

thus it is impractical in a large distributed system. Alternatively a central control board 

is needed [1.45]. 

The overall implementation of this approach can be divided into three steps. The first 

step is to measure the total load current and calculate the reference value for each 

inverter. The second step is to obtain the current error and to decompose it into the 

direct component, ip, and the quadrature component, iq. Finally, ip and ip will be 

used to adjust the phase and amplitude of the output voltage for each inverter.  
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Fig. 1.11  Block diagram of the centralized control 

 

 

B. Circular chain control (3C)  

The control diagram of this method is illustrated in Fig. 1.12. Different to the 

centralized control mentioned previously, the 3C method takes the current reference of 

each unit from the aforementioned module to form a control ring, i.e. the current 

reference of the first unit is obtained from that of the last unit to form a circular chain 

connection. In other words, the current reference ik
* from the kth unit is taken from that 

of the (k-1)th unit ik-1 [1.50], [1.51].  

All the DG units have the same circuit configuration, and each unit includes an inner 

current control loop and an outer voltage control loop. A PI controller is normally 

adopted as the inner current loop controller to expedite the dynamic response. Since the 

successive unit tracks the current of its previous one to achieve an equal current 

distribution, a fast dynamic response can be obtained, and the proper current 

distribution among inverters can be achieved. Due to this specific structure, this 

approach can be quite suitable for distributed generation system based on power rings 

because of the distribution of the power lines. 
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Fig. 1.12  Block diagram of the current chain control (3C) 

 

 

C. Master-slave (MS) control  

In this method, the master module regulates the load voltage, and the master current 

fixes the current references of the rest of the modules. Consequently, as shown in Fig. 

1.13, the master acts as a voltage source inverter (VSI) while the slave works as a 

current source inverter (CSI).  
The single VSI, as the master, is controlled to provide a constant sinusoidal wave 

output voltage. On the other hand, the n sets of CSIs, as the slaves, are controlled to 
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monitor the reference current which is distributed from the power distribution centre. 

The current control loop in the CSIs consists of the output voltage feed-forward to 

eliminate the voltage disturbance and the reference current feed-forward for fast current 

response. Therefore, the load current can track closely to the references from the power 

distribution centre [1.46], [1.47]. In this configuration, if the master unit fails, another 

module will take the role of master in order to avoid the overall failure of the system.  
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Fig. 1.13  Block diagram of MS control 

 

 

D. Average load sharing (ALS) 

The ALS approach can be implemented using average current and average power, as 

illustrated below: 

Fig.1.14(a) depicts the ALS using average current scheme. The average current 

reference is firstly computed by a resistor connected to the current sensor of every 

single inverter. This current reference will be delivered by a single wire. By adjusting 

the resistor to a suitable value, the power rating of the parallel connected converters can 
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be set to a different value. It is noted that the average current of all the units is the 

reference for each individual one. Consequently, it is very reliable because every 

converter tracks the average current done by all the active converters [1.48]. In addition, 

this scheme is highly modular and robust, making it very useful for industrial 

applications. 

This control strategy can be implemented by using an inner or an outer current loop. 

The problem of using the outer loop is that, the voltage loop has a narrow bandwidth 

and in order to avoid instabilities, the current loop needs a compensator. As a 

consequence of the bandwidth reduction of this loop, the current dynamics is very slow, 

provoking poor current sharing during transients.  
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Fig. 1.14  Block diagram of ALS control, (a) average current sharing, (b) average power sharing 

 

Another ALS technique is to use the active and reactive power information instead of 

the current to adjust the phase and magnitude of the output voltage of each module 

[1.49]. Fig. 1.14(b) presents the schematic diagram of the average power-sharing 

method. The active and reactive power are firstly obtained through the active and 

reactive component decomposition of the output current, and the average active and 

reactive power references are then computed by dividing the measured power by the 

number of converters, N. Similar to the average current scheme, these average active 

and reactive power references are taken as the power reference for each converter. 

Using this approach, each unit controls its output power to match the average active and 

reactive powers of the whole system, by adjusting the inverter output voltage. It is 

noticed that this technique does not require any master or slave unit, and only low-

bandwidth digital communications are required to achieve good P and Q sharing. 
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However, it only acts correctly on the fundamental component of the output current, but 

incorrectly on the harmonic components. As a result, unbalances between the power 

stages and the power lines can produce large circulating harmonic current between the 

units. 

So far, the control strategies for the parallel operation of converters mentioned above 

can be categorized as the active load-sharing techniques. Although these schemes can 

achieve both good output-voltage regulation and equal current sharing, they need 

critical intercommunication lines among modules that could reduce the system 

reliability and expandability.  

 

E. Droop control 

For operation of parallel converters, such as in a microgrid system, the implemented 

control algorithms should preferably have no communication links between the parallel 

DG units, which can be located far apart. Hence, only the feedback variables that can be 

measured locally should be used in the controller. Here, different to the active load 

sharing approaches mentioned before, another type of control technique for parallel-

connected converters, namely droop control, is introduced. This concept stems from the 

power system theory, in which a synchronous generator connected to the utility mains 

drops its frequency when the power demand increases. By this technique, the active and 

reactive power sharing by the inverters is automatically achieved by adjusting the 

output voltage frequency and amplitude. It is able to avoid critical communication links, 

which can improve the reliability without restricting the physical location of the 

modules. 
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Fig. 1.15  Block diagram of the conventional droop control 

 

Fig. 1.15 shows the block diagram of the droop control strategy, consisting of an 

inner voltage control loop and an outer power control loop. In the outer power control, 

the instantaneous P and Q are firstly calculated according to the inverter output voltages 

and output currents. These measured powers together with the power references, P*and 

Q*, are then sent to a pre-defined droop function, in order to obtain the desired voltage, 

E*, which will be delivered to the inner voltage control loop. In the voltage control loop, 

a proportional compensator is used to force the inverter output voltage to track this 

specified E*. The outputs of this voltage compensator together with the inner filter 

inductor currents are then fed to an inner current compensator to produce modulating 

signals for the sinusoidal PWM (SPWM). This permits each generator to take up 

changes in total load in a manner determined by its frequency droop characteristics and 

amplitude droop characteristics, and essentially utilizes the system frequency as a 

communication link between the generator control systems.  
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This type of control method is very suitable for microgrids where several DG units 

are parallel-connected to a common AC bus, which will be discussed further in Chapter 

5.  

 
 

1.3 The Concept of Microgrids 
As mentioned previously, for various reasons, more and more distributed generation 

(DG) units are utilized to provide electric power, including both renewable and non-

renewable sources such as wind turbines generators, photovoltaic arrays, fuel cells, 

micro gas turbine generators, and gas/steam powered combined heat and power (CHP) 

stations. Despite the benefits provided by DGs, there are technical limits in reality on 

the degree to which DG can be connected. To find a better way to realize the emerging 

potentials of DGs, more recently, a new paradigm known as microgrids is proposed, as 

shown in Fig. 1.16 [1.52].  

A microgrid is a cluster of DGs and local loads that can offer many advantages to the 

current power grid in terms of power autonomy and the ability to incorporate renewable 

and non-renewable energy sources. In the grid-connected operation, the DGs together 

with the utility grid supply power to the local loads. If the power generation is greater 

than the load consumption, the excess can be either stored in the energy storage unit or 

injected into the grid if there is a need. On the other hand, if the power generation is 

smaller than the load demand, more power can be imported from the grid. In the 

islanded operation, the DGs should be able to provide a stable voltage at the point of 

common coupling (PCC) and pick up the loads automatically. In addition, the microgrid 

should be re-connected to the utility grid seamlessly when the grid is available.  

Another promising function of microgrids is that each microgrid system at the 

distribution level can be served as a utility grid supporting ancillary. With increasing 

penetration of the DG systems in to the electrical power distribution network, the DG 

systems could be equipped with their own power converters with capability of 

supplying reactive power or VAr using power electronics primarily for power 

conversion. This design approach will help utilities to reduce investment into voltage 

regulation devices because the application of static synchronous compensator 

(STATCOM) at the distribution voltage level is not very common due to the high cost 

that the equipment adds to the system. 
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Fig. 1.16 Microgrid system 

 

This new concept is becoming more and more attractive. Compared to a single DG 

unit, it offers many technical advantages in terms of power quality and reliability. 

Compared to the whole power system, it presents more control flexibilities. However, 

due to the discontinuous nature of these DG units, the output power is not stable and 

may cause negative influence to the quality of electricity or damage the electric 

appliances. For the spread of renewable energy in demand side, they must be installed 

with facilities which absorb the fluctuation. In addition, due to the complexity of such a 

small power system including several kinds of energy sources, energy storage systems, 

and loads, the coordinated control of these DGs to achieve optimal power flow and 

maintain high power quality becomes a big challenge. From the perspective of the 

energy sources, the power converters should be controlled to capture the maximum real 

power and inject the excess into the utility. On the other hand, from the utility/grid 

perspective, the power electronics interface should be also able to provide reactive 

power according to the requirement to improve power quality and enhance grid stability.  

It is noted that the microgrids would and should coexist with the existing electricity 

grid, and it is required to be self-healing and resilient to system anomalies. Fig. 1.17 

illustrates a smart city configuration in the future. Large-scale of renewable power 

distributed generation units such as wind turbine and PV arrays will supply electrical 

power to the grid together with the conventional power plants. The intelligent power 

transmission and distribution system will optimize the power flow and balance the 
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power generation and consumption effectively. At the power demand side, consumers 

not only can enjoy high-quality power, but also supply the surplus power back to the 

grid. 

 

 

Fig. 1.17.  Smart city 
 

In microgrid development and standard establishment, North America and Europe 

are taking solid steps. The National Institute of Standard and Technology (NIST) 

Framework and Roadmap for microgrid standards and Euripean smartgrid technology 

platform have identified priority areas for standardization and application. In the Asian 

Pasific area, the Smart Grid Australia (SGA) research working group, consisting of 

experts from the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Orgonisation 

(CSIRO), Ausgrid, and various universities, is making efforts to contribute towards the 

microgrids. Some other countries, such as China, Singapore, and Japan also begin to 

budget much investment on microgrid research. Fig. 1.18 illustrates the current small 

microgrid installations around the world. It can be seen that nearly half of installation is 

located in North America (44%), followed by Europe (16%), Australia (12%), and Asia 

(8%). 
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Fig. 1.18.  Existing microgrid installations around the world 
 

In general, the main issues of renewable power generation system that need to be 

addressed are power sharing, power quality and reliability, seamless transfer, system 

stability, and protection. 

 

1.3.1 Power sharing  

The converter interfaced DGs in a microgrid should pick up the load changes and 

smooth the voltage and frequency at the PCC. System regulations for quantities, such as 

frequency deviation and voltage drop, become very crucial during the decentralized 

power sharing through droop control. The most common strategy for load sharing in 

microgrid applications is the droop method, which was initially introduced in 1993 

[1.53]. Since then, various improved schemes have been proposed. For example, better 

transient response was obtained by introducing the derivative-integral terms [1.54]-

[1.57]. The power sharing accuracy was enhanced by employing a virtual power frame 

transformation or virtual impedance [1.58]-[1.60]. In [1.61], an angle controller was 

proposed to minimize frequency variation by drooping the inverter output voltage angle 

instead of the frequency. The voltage deviation caused by droop method is compensated 

by a multilayer control strategy in [1.62]. 

 

1.3.2 Power quality and reliability  

Unstable output power from DGs, unbalanced and nonlinear loads, and disturbance 

of the grid could be a challenge for stabilization of the frequency and voltage, which can 

be evaluated in terms of voltage (magnitude and frequency) variation, flicker, and 
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harmonics, etc. In [1.63] and [1.64], compensators were designed for a microgrid with 

unbalanced and nonlinear loads with the purpose of improving power quality. On the 

other hand, much attention has been paid to enhance the microgrid power quality under 

grid voltage disturbance [1.65]-[1.67].  

 

1.3.3 Seamless transfer 

The isolation of microgrids should not cause any major influence on the local loads 

when a grid fault occurs. On the other hand, the re-synchronization of microgrids to the 

utility grid should be conducted smoothly and quickly [1.68]-[1.70]. Recently, a robust 

hierarchical controller was proposed for seamless transfer between the grid-connected 

and the islanded modes [1.71]. 

 

1.3.4 System stability 

In an autonomous microgrid, all the DGs are responsible for maintaining the system 

voltage and frequency while sharing the real power and reactive power. Generally, the 

stability of microgrid is concerned as following: The system stability during load 

sharing; the transient stability of the power system with high penetration level of power 

electronics interfaced distributed generation; the low frequency stability problem with 

change in power demand; the robust stability of the control system. In addition, the 

influence of control parameters on system stability should be taken into account in 

terms of sensitivity analysis, using qualitative analysis and small-signal techniques 

[1.54], [1.60], [1.72]-[1.74]. 

 

1.3.5 Protection 

Protection of devices in both utility and microgrid sides during any fault is always a 

major concern. In [1.75], a RL feedforward and a flux-charge-model feedback algorithm 

was proposed to limit the large line current surge during grid voltage sags, while the 

system transient of the microgrid under short circuit faults was studied in [1.76]. With 

strong penetration of distributed generation, an information and communication 

technology (ICT) method based on petri net (PN) modeling was introduced to identify 

failures in smart grids [1.77]. 
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1.4 Research Objectives 
In order to exploit the potential benefits that a microgrid could provide to the 

customer’s as well as the utility grid’s side, the focus of this thesis is development of 

controllers to solve technical problems related to the modelling, control, and power 

management of microgrid applications. The main objectives of this research project can 

be described as 

 

 Development of advanced and flexible control techniques for DGs to achieve 

islanded operation, seamless transfer, and grid-connected operation. 

 Power conversion efficiency improvement of microgrids. 

 Autonomous power sharing, power quality improvement and grid support of 

microgrids. 

 
 

1.5 Thesis Outline 
 

The thesis is organized as follows: 

 

In Chapter 1, the background and motivation of this thesis are introduced, defining the 

main focus in the development of distributed generation system. The control strategies 

of the power converters in distributed generation system are also reviewed 

comprehensively. After that, the objectives of the thesis are presented. 

 

In Chapter 2, the state of art of the wind power techniques is studied, based on which 

the main concerns and tendency of the global wind market is illustrated. A new control 

strategy of doubly-fed induction generator using predictive direct control is proposed, 

this method can achieve fast and smooth grid synchronization and flexible power 

regulation. It is simple and reliable, and present excellent steady-state and dynamic 

performance. 

 

In Chapter 3, the characteristics of photovoltaic is presented, the PV system structure is 

investigated. After that, an improved model predictive control strategy is developed for 

a three-phase two-level inverter based PV system. At islanded operation, the inverter 

output voltage is controlled stably. A simple synchronization scheme is introduced to 
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achieve seamless transfer. After connected to the main grid, the PV system can injects 

active and reactive power into the grid flexibly within its capacity.  

 

In Chapter 4, in order to reduce the switching loss in distributed power generation, a 

multi-objective model-predictive control strategy is proposed for the control of power 

converters. By revising the cost function properly, the switching frequency is reduced 

considerably without significant system performance deterioration. The control strategy 

is also simplified using a graphical algorithm to reduce the computational burden. The 

proposed method is very flexible and can be employed in AC/DC and DC/AC 

applications in microgrids. 

 

In Chapter 5, based on the study of distributed generation sources and the related 

control strategies in the last chapters, a microgrid consisting distributed generation units, 

local loads and energy storage system is presented, and the system level control of the 

whole microgrid is focused. Two parallel-connected inverters system is firstly 

investigated, and a novel flux droop approach combing direct flux control is proposed. 

After that, a microgrid with PVs and gas microturbine is studied, a coordinated control 

scheme is then developed for both islanded and grid-connected operation. Furthermore, 

a model predictive control strategy is proposed for a microgrid system, where the power 

generated by distributed energy sources, power consumed by the load, power stored by 

the energy storage system and the power injected to the utility grid are determined 

according to an optimized cost function, so as to smooth the gap between the generation 

and consumption and maximize the economic potentials.  

 

In Chapter 6, the conclusions of the thesis are drawn accompanied by future work 

proposal.  
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CHAPTER 2 

WIND POWER GENERATION 
 

2.1 Introduction 
 

2.1.1 Wind power generation system 
Wind energy is relatively clean and sustainable, and it has become one of the most 

promising and fastest growing energy resources in the world. Due to the ever-growing 

electronic technology and the policy of governments and associations, the cost of 

electricity from wind energy has been reduced steadily. On the other hand, the global 

wind power installed capacity has increased from about 40,000MW in 2003 to 

59,091MW in 2006. By the end of 2020, it is expected that this figure will increase to 

well over 1,260,000MW, which will be sufficient for 12% of the world’s electricity 

consumption [2.1]. A typical wind power electronic system, consisting of renewable 

energy source, wind turbine, gearbox, generator, power converter, transformer, network 

and control unit, is shown in Fig. 2.1 while a typical cost share for the main components 

of a single wind generation system is shown in Fig. 2.2. 

 

 

Fig. 2.1 Wind power generation system 
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Fig. 2.2 Cost share of a variable speed wind system 
 

As the growing presence of distributed generation and in particular the introduction 

of renewable sources as well as new grid code requirements, it is significant to improve 

the power quality generated from wind farms. The concept of smart grid has been 

proposed to better manage the available resources by integrating advanced sensing 

technologies, control methods and communication into the current grid [2.2]. Therefore, 

three important issues are of concern in wind energy generation system namely the 

reliability, the efficiency and last but not the least the cost and power quality 

improvement, and automated fault ride-through have become the main research topic of 

wind system nowadays. 

   

 

A. Wind turbine characteristics 

 

For a horizontal axis wind turbine, the amount of power that is capable of producing 

is given by:  

30.5 pP AC v                                                    (2.1) 

where ρ is the air mass density, A the cross-sectional area of the turbine, Cp the power 

coefficient (which is a function of the tip speed ratio λ and the blade pitch angle β), and 

v the wind speed. The tip speed ratio λ is defined is the ratio of the turbine speed at the 

tip of a blade to wind velocity as 

R
v

                                                          (2.2) 
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where ω is the turbine rotational speed and R the turbine radius. Fig. 2.3 shows an 

example of the relationship between P and ω. For different wind speed, there is only 

one specific λ at which Cp is maximized, i.e., where the turbine is most efficient [2.3]. 

This is why the rotational speed should be regulated to achieve maximum power point 

tracking (MPPT). In reality, turbines will come on-line at a wind speed of about 3 to 5 

m/s. The generated power will then ramp up with respect to the wind speed in a linear 

fashion to the peak power point at a wind speed of about 12 to 15 m/s. The system then 

enters a constant-power profile up to the pull-out wind speed of around 25 m/s.  
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Fig. 2.3 Turbine output power characteristics for different wind speeds. 

 

 

B. Constant speed constant frequency system 
 

Wind turbines can be divided into two types, namely constant speed constant 

frequency (CSCF) system and variable speed constant frequency (VSCF) system. In 

CSCF system, originally the “Danish concept”, regardless of the wind speed, the wind 

turbine rotor speed is fixed and determined by the grid frequency. CSCF systems are 

typically equipped with squirrel-cage induction generator (SCIG), soft-starter and 

capacitor bank and they are connected directly to the grid, as depicted in Fig. 2.4. The 

lagging reactive power is compensated by the addition of the capacitor bank [2.4]. 

The CSCF system has the advantage of being simple, robust and reliable. However, 

the maximum conversion efficiency can be achieved only at a given wind speed and 

will degrade at any other operating points. With the varying wind speed, the fixed speed 
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turbine generates highly fluctuating output power, causing disturbances to the power 

systems. This type of turbines also requires a sturdy mechanical design to absorb 

mechanical stresses. 

 

 
Fig. 2.4 CSCF system with squirrel-cage induction generator 

 
    

An evolution of the SCIG-based CSCF system is the limited variable-speed system 

[2.5]. They are equipped with a wound-rotor induction generator (WRIG) with variable 

external rotor resistance controlled by power electronics. Thus, the total rotor resistance 

is adjustable, further controlling the slip of the generator and therefore the slope of the 

mechanical characteristic. Usually the control range is up to 10% over the synchronous 

speed. Another approach to broaden the dynamic speed is to use a generator with 

switchable poles or use two generators of different sizes. The operating speeds are 

determined by choosing the number of generator poles and/or the gear ratio. The smaller 

generator is used in low winds and the larger in high winds [2.6]. 

 

C. VSCF system 

 

Since 2005, variable-speed wind system has become the main focus in wind 

generation market. The VSCF system can achieve maximum aerodynamic efficiency 

over a wide range of wind speeds. The turbine can continuously adapt its rotational 

speed to the wind speed. In doing so, the tip speed ratio can be kept at an optimal value 

for maximum power output by using the MPPT technique. To make the turbine speed 

adjustable, the generator is normally connected to the utility grid through a power 

converter system. Compared with the fixed speed wind turbine systems, VSCF wind 

systems have several advantages [2.7]:  

 Mechanical stress of all parts of the turbine can be reduced because wind gusts 

can be absorbed by the turbine. 
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 Power fluctuations in the grid are reduced because the impacts of the wind are 

buffered in mechanical energy and are not passed onto the grid. Even the back 

pressure of the tower can be compensated. 

 The system efficiency is improved by the adjustment of the rotational speed as a 

function of the wind speed. The maximum output power can be achieved over a 

wide wind speed range. 

 The pitch control can be simpler because the time constant can be longer with 

variable speed and the noise emission is reduced in weak wind conditions 

because the turbine is rotating with lower speed. 

 

In the following sections, the VSCF systems with different electrical generators are 

discussed and compared. 

 

(1) Wound field synchronous generator (WFSG) 

 

Fig.2.5 illustrates a VSCF system with wound field synchronous generator. The 

stator winding is connected to network through a four-quadrant power converter 

comprised of two back-to-back PWM-VSIs. The stator side converter regulates the 

electromagnetic torque, while the supply side converter regulates the real and reactive 

power. Synchronous generators of 500 kW to 2MW are significantly more expensive 

than induction generators with a similar size. One should know that the use of a multi-

pole synchronous generator (large diameter synchronous ring generator) avoids the 

installation of a gearbox as an advantage but a significant increase in weight will be 

accepted in counterpart [2.6]. 

 
Fig. 2.5 Wound field synchronous generator system 
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(2) Permanent-magnet synchronous generator (PMSG) 

 

Fig. 2.6 shows a VSCF system where a PMSG is connected to a three-phase rectifier 

which controls the electromagnet torque, and the supply side converter regulates the 

DC-bus voltage as well as controlling the output power factor. The PMSG seems 

attractive as a wind turbine generator. Advantages include self-excitation, high power 

factor, and high efficiency. It is a solution that is appreciated in small wind turbines. 

However, permanent magnet materials are still expensive at present, and are difficult to 

handle in manufacture. In design and operation, it is also important to maintain a low 

operating temperature as permanent magnets are sensitive to temperature, and they 

would lose magnetism  at a temperature, known as the Curie Point [2.7] 

 

 
Fig. 2.6 Permanent magnet synchronous generator system 

 

(3) Doubly fed induction generator (DFIG) 

 

As illustrated in Fig. 2.7, this system consists of a DFIG, where the stator winding is 

directly connected to the network and the rotor winding is connected to the network 

through a four-quadrant power converter. Usually, the controller of the rotor side 

converter regulates the electromagnetic torque and supplies part of the reactive power to 

maintain the magnetization of the machine. On the other hand, the controller of the 

supply side converter regulates the power factor and maintains the DC link voltage. 

   The rotor circuit is capable of bidirectional power flow allowing sub-synchronous 

and super-synchronous modes of operation. During sub-synchronous generation, the 

rotor absorbs a fraction of the power generated by the stator, whereas under a super-
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synchronous condition, both the stator and rotor feed in power to the grid. The converter 

rating can be kept fairly low, approximately 20% of the total machine power [2.8]. 

 

 
Fig. 2.7 Doubly fed wound induction generator system 

 

 

 
Fig. 2.8 Prototype of a 30 kW CBDFIG at UTS 

 

Fig.2.8 illustrates a brushless doubly fed twin stator induction generator (BDFTSIG) 

developed at the University of Technology, Sydney (UTS). It consists of two induction 

machines connected in cascade with their rotors interconnected in a way which makes 

the combined generator act as a DFIG but with the advantage of not requiring brushes 

[2.8], [2.9]. 
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(4) Squirrel cage induction generator (SCIG) 

 

 
Fig. 2.9 Squirrel cage induction generator system 

 
   The stator winding is connected to network through an AC/DC/AC converter, as 

depicted in Fig. 2.9. The control system of the stator side converter regulates the 

electromagnetic torque and supplies the reactive power to maintain the machine 

magnetized. The supply side converter regulates the real and reactive power. SCIG is a 

very popular machine due to its mechanical simplicity and robust construction. A major 

problem is the necessity of obtaining the excitation current from the stator terminals. 

Besides, when connected to a weak grid with an unbalanced, three-phase load, 

overheating and torque pulsations may occur [2.7]. 

   Overall, there are different features in these four kinds of generators and they can 

be commonly used in different systems. Table 2.1 lists the advantages and drawbacks 

between different generator systems. 

 
TABLE 2.1  Advantages and Disadvantages of VSCF Wind Power Systems using Different 

Generators 

 
Type  Pros  Cons  

 
 

WFSG 

 Full speed range 

 Possible to avoid gear 

 Complete control of reactive 
and active power 

 Small converter 
for field 

 Full scale power 
converter 
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PMSG 

 Full speed range 

 Possible to avoid gear 

 Complete control of reactive 
and active power 

 Brushless (low maintenance) 

 No power converter for field 

 Full scale power 
converter 

 Multipole 
generator (big and 
heavy) 

 Permanent 
magnets needed 

 
 
 

DFIG 

 Limited speed  range -30% to 
30% 

 Inexpensive small capacity 
converter 

 Complete control of reactive 
and active power 

 Need for gear 

 
 

SCIG 

 Full speed range 

 Complete control of reactive 
and active power 

 Proven technology 

 Full scale power 
converter 

 Need for gear 

 

 

2.1.2 State of Art of Wind Power Generation Techniques   
 

A. Maximum power point tracking control 

 

For optimum energy extraction in a VSCF system, the speed of the turbine should 

vary with the wind speed so that an appropriate tip-speed ratio is maintained. A control 

algorithm which uses wind speed measurements is shown in Fig. 2.10(a).  In this 

algorithm, for the target tip speed ratio (TSR), the wind speed is measured and the 

required rotor speed for maximum power generation is computed. The rotor speed is 

also measured and compared to the calculated rotor speed reference. A novel algorithm 

for wind speed estimation using support-vector regression was proposed in [2.10]. 

Neither anemometers nor external memory for power-mapping look-up tables are 

required. Other methods which could be construed as sensorless systems were presented 

in [2.11]. However, all of these methods still require the use of the detected wind speed, 
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which means that there will be a degree of the power fluctuation under unstable wind 

conditions.  
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          (a)                                                                                    (b) 
Fig. 2.10  MPPT strategies: (a) Wind speed measurement, (b) Power versus rotor speed 

characteristic. 

 
Another commonly used control algorithm is shown in Fig. 2.10(b). The output 

power is measured and the target rotor speed for the required power generation is 

derived from the designed power versus rotor-speed characteristic. This algorithm is 

also called power signal feedback. Based on this principle, several evolved strategies 

have been proposed. Hill-climb searching is widely used because it needs no parameters 

and is extremely robust. A further development from this is the step-changed hill-climb 

searching technique, which also works well for large inertia wind turbines [2.12]. An 

advanced method, which uses a rotor position phase lock loop, and thus does not require 

a tachometer, position encoder or anemometer, was put forward in [2.13].  

Since the MPPT techniques have been well developed, it is not the concern in this 

chapter.  

 

 

B. Control strategies of DFIG 

 

In the global wind market, the DFIG has become one of the most popular 

configurations in wind turbines. Its advantages include low capital cost due to the use of 

a partially rated converter, maximum power capture over a wider speed range, and 

decoupled active and reactive power control. As the penetration level of DGs 

increasing, concerns about power quality and system ability are raised. Wind-driven 

generators should meet the grid connection regulations, and should not deteriorate the 

power quality when they are connected to the grid. With advance control strategies, they 
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should also be able to help stabilize the grid voltage and frequency in order to improve 

the power quality and enhance the fault ride through (FRT) capability [2.14]-[2.20].   

There are various existing control strategies for the DFIG. The most popular one is 

the field oriented control, also known as the vector control (VC), which regulates the 

active and reactive power by separately controlling the d- and q-axis components of the 

rotor current [2.21]-[2.24]. Unfortunately, this method requires a large amount of 

computing power to run the complex algorithm in real time. A significant amount of 

work is also required to tune the proportional-integral (PI) regulators, and it is sensitive 

to the machine parameter variation. To overcome these drawbacks, direct torque control 

(DTC) [2.25], [2.26], and later on direct power control (DPC) [2.27], [2.28], were 

developed for DFIGs. The DTC and DPC algorithms are much simpler and more robust 

than the VC algorithms. However, the conventional algorithms, which utilize switching 

tables, produce flux, torque and active/reactive power ripples and also result in a 

variable switching frequency. To address these issues, several modified strategies have 

been recently proposed and investigated [2.29]-[2.34]. 

Most DFIG control methods do not address the grid synchronization, which is an 

important and heavily regulated issue, and runs concurrently with protection [2.35]. The 

established method for grid synchronization using VC [2.36]-[2.40] utilizes an outer 

voltage loop and an inner rotor current loop to achieve the synchronization of frequency, 

phase and magnitude between the DFIG and the grid. These methods all inherit the 

drawbacks of VC and require measurements of the grid and stator voltages, rotor 

currents and position, resulting in complex control algorithms. A direct voltage control 

scheme using integral variable structure control without a current control loop was 

presented in [2.41]. However, it still requires the measurement of the grid and stator 

voltages. In addition, because of its complexity, the transient response is compromised.  

Grid synchronization using DTC was proposed in 2002 [2.42]. In comparison with 

the VC, a better transient performance was achieved. This method used three PI 

regulators and required the measurement of the rotor position and currents, and the 

stator and grid voltages. In 2009, fast grid synchronization was achieved without the 

need for PI regulators and stator voltage measurement by introducing a virtual torque 

concept [2.43]. Unfortunately, the stator voltage waveform was distorted because of 

large torque and flux ripples. This is a major obstacle to smooth grid connection. Still, 

the switching frequency is variable. 
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Another important issue is the need for fast and flexible active and reactive power 

regulation after grid connection, which would enable DG units to contribute to energy 

management and power quality improvement of the system. A grid synchronization 

strategy based on DPC was proposed in 2009, which could achieve smooth transition 

between synchronization and normal operation with active and reactive power 

regulation without changing the control configurations [2.44]. This control strategy is 

almost identical to that proposed in [2.43] except that it uses the virtual power rather 

than the virtual torque. In terms of grid synchronization, DPC is not superior to DTC for 

the following two reasons. Firstly, the effects of power ripples of DPC are larger than 

that of the torque and flux ripples in a DTC scheme for the same system parameters, 

resulting in more distorted stator voltage waveforms. Secondly, in DTC, the stator and 

grid voltage magnitudes are matched during synchronization by directly controlling the 

rotor flux amplitude whereas in DPC, this condition is fulfilled by imposing zero 

reactive power, resulting in an algorithm that is more complex and sensitive to 

parameters variations. 

Very recently, a new control strategy, known as the predictive control, was 

introduced in electrical drives [2.31]-[2.33], [2.45]-[2.51]. It has many merits, such as 

reduced torque, flux and active/reactive power ripples, constant switching frequency, 

and excellent steady-state and transient responses. Taking advantage of these merits of 

the predictive control, a grid synchronization strategy by combining predictive direct 

virtual toque control (PDVTC) and predictive direct power control (PDPC) was 

proposed in [2.52].  

 

 

2.2 Grid Synchronization and Flexible Power Regulation 

 

2.2.1 DFIG modeling  
 

The mathematical equations for a DFIG can be expressed in the rotor frame using 

complex vectors as the following: 

s
s s s r s

dR j
dt

V I                                                    (2.3) 
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r
r r r

dR
dt

V I                                                                 (2.4) 

s s s m rL LI I                                                                 (2.5) 

r m s r rL LI I                                                                  (2.6) 

*3 Im{ }
2e m r sT p L                                                       (2.7) 

*
1

3 Im{ }
2s m r sP L                                                      (2.8) 

2 *
1

3 [ Re{ }]
2s r s m r sQ L L                                    (2.9) 

where the phasors and variables are defined as: 

Vs, Vr  Stator and rotor voltage vectors 

Is, Ir  Stator and rotor current vectors 

Lm, Rm Magnetizing inductance and resistance 

Lσs, Lσr Stator and rotor phase winding leakage inductance 

Ls, Lr  Stator and rotor phase winding self-inductance 

Rs, Rr  Stator and rotor phase winding resistance 

ψs, ψr  Stator and rotor flux vectors 

Te  Electromagnetic torque 

Ps, Qs  Stator active and reactive power 

ω1, ωr, ωs Synchronous, rotor, and slip angular frequency 

p   Number of pole pairs 

λ  Leakage coefficient,  λ = 1/(LsLr-Lm
2) 

If the iron losses of the machine are considered, a resistance Rc can be introduced in 

parallel to the magnetizing inductance per phase. Consequently, two more expressions 

can be deduced [2.53], [2.54]: 

s r c mI I I                                                      (2.10) 

m
c c m

dR L
dt
II                                                     (2.11) 

where Ic and Im are the currents flow through Rc and Lm, respectively. The power and 

electromagnetic torque expressions can then be derived accordingly. While in some 
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specific applications, e.g. small power applications, the iron losses cannot be ignored in 

comparison to the total machine power capacity [2.55], in the work presented below, the 

effects of iron losses of the DFIG are not included.  

Since before being connected to the grid, the stator currents are zero, the DFIG 

model can be simplified as 

s
s r s

d j
dt

V                                            (2.12)   

r
r r r

dR
dt

V I                                              (2.13) 

s m rL I                                                        (2.14) 

r r rL I                                                        (2.15) 

* *3 3Im{ } Im{ } 0
2 2e m r s m r sT p L pL I I                  (2.16) 

 

2.2.2 The Virtual torque method 
 

For grid synchronization, the induced stator terminal voltage must match the grid 

voltage, i.e. the magnitude and frequency must be equal and they must be in phase. 

The virtual torque concept was proposed in [2.43]. The purpose is to meet a set of 

fundamental requirements, which can be defined as 

g gdtV                                                    (2.17) 

*3 Im{ }
2v m r gT p L                                     (2.18) 

where ψg is the virtual grid flux vector, Vg the grid voltage, and Tv the virtual torque.  

According to (2.17), the stator voltage vector can be expressed in terms of the stator 

flux vector in the stationary reference frame as 

s
s

d
dt

V                                                     (2.19) 

To meet the synchronization requirements, from (2.17) and (2.19), it can be seen that 

Vs = Vg is equivalent to ψs = ψg. Since there is no torque during synchronization, or Te = 
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0, when the stator terminal is open circuit, and the angle between the stator flux and 

rotor flux vectors is zero, i.e. ψs and ψr are in-phase. It can be seen that controlling ψr to 

be in-phase with ψg will force ψs to be in-phase with ψg, i.e., Vs will be in-phase with 

Vg. Therefore, the frequency and phase angle can be made equal by making (2.18) equal 

to zero, or 

3 sin 0
2v m r gT p L                                      (2.20) 

For ψs = ψg, the relationship between the rotor and grid fluxes can be obtained from 

(2.14) and (2.15) as 

r r
r s g

m m

L L
L L

                                              (2.21) 

However, from (2.17), the relationship between the grid flux and grid voltage can be 

rewritten as 

1

g
g j

V
                                                      (2.22) 

Thus, the relationship between rotor flux and grid voltage for grid synchronization 

can be derived by substituting (2.22) into (2.21), which gives 

1

gr
r

m

L
L j

V
                                                (2.23) 

Therefore, grid voltage synchronization can be achieved by setting the rotor flux 

amplitude to 

1

r g
r ref

m

L
L

V
                                                (2.24) 

where ω1 is the grid angular frequency in rad/s. 

 

 

2.2.3 An improved predictive direct control strategy 
 

A. Voltage vectors effect on torque/flux and active/reactive power 
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According to (2.7), the torque derivative can be expressed as 

*
*3 Im

2
e sr

m s r
dT ddp L
dt dt dt

                             (2.25) 

Substituting (2.4), (2.5) and (2.6) into (2.25) and considering dψs/dt = j(ω1-ωr)ψs 

[2.28], [2.33], the derivative becomes 

* * *
1 2Im{ } Im{ } Re{ }e

r s r s s r s
dT k k
dt

V                         (2.26) 

and the flux slope can be derived in a similar manner as 

* *
3 4

1 Re{ } Re{ }r
r r r s

r

d
k k

dt
V                                (2.27) 

In (2.26) and (2.27), k1 = 3pλLm/2, k2 = λRrLs, k3 = λRrLs|ψr|2, k4 = λRrLm, and ωs = ω1-

ωr. Similarly, the derivatives of the active and reactive powers can be obtained as 

* * *
1

3 Im{ } Re{ } Im{ }
2

s
m r s s r s r s r s

dP L R L
dt

V           (2.28) 

2* * *
1

3 Re{ } Im{ } Re{ }
2

s
m r s s r s r s r s r m s

dQ L R L R L
dt

V   (2.29) 
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Fig. 2.11  Torque, rotor flux, active power, and reactive power derivatives against rotor flux 

position at sub-synchronism. (a) torque and flux derivatives, (b) active and reactive power 

derivatives 
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Fig. 2.12  Possible voltage vectors generated by the inverter and sector division 

 
 

B. Vector selection strategy 

 

To obtain an intuitive view of the torque, flux and active and reactive power 

derivatives, Fig. 2.11 illustrates graphically the derivatives against the rotor flux 

position in steady-state for a 20 kW DFIG, the parameters of which are listed in Section 

2.3.1. There are eight possible voltage vectors generated by the inverter (six active 

vectors and two null vectors), and the αβ plane is divided into six sectors, as shown in 

Fig. 2.12. In this vector selection strategy, two active vectors followed by one null 
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vector are applied during every control period. A new vector selection method is shown 

in Table 2.2. This is almost identical to the one proposed in [2.50] for a permanent 

magnet synchronous motor drive. The first active vector is chosen using the error 

between the command and estimated torque (or active power). The second active vector 

should have a torque derivative that has the same polarity as the first vector (whether 

positive or negative) but has an opposite flux derivative polarity (or reactive power). 

This is illustrated in Fig. 2.13 by f1 and f2 for torque derivatives, or “slopes”, and f11 and 

f22 for flux “slopes”. For example, consider the third Sector S3 in Fig. 2.13. If the rotor 

flux is within this sector is sub-synchronized (i.e. it is behind where it should be) and 

∆T = Te
*–Te(k) < 0 (i.e. the torque at point k is too high compared to the reference), V4 

and V5 produce negative torque derivatives. These should be selected to correct the 

error. The null vector is used in the third step in the sequence to minimize the torque 

ripple. This is because it produces very small variation and creates a damping effect. 

This is in addition to flux ripple damping generated by the use of vectors V4 and V5, 

which produces opposite flux derivatives (positive for V4 and negative for V5).  

 

V5V4 V0

Te(k) Te(k+1)

|ψr|(k) |ψr|(k+1)

t1
t2kTs (k+1)Ts

f1 f2 f3

f11

f22
f33

 

Fig. 2.13  Waveforms for three vectors based predictive direct control 

 

TABLE 2.2  Vector Selection Strategy of Predictive Control 

∆T(∆P) VECTOR  SEQUENCE 
> 0 Vk-1     Vk-2    V0,7 
< 0 Vk+1   Vk+2   V0,7 

 

With further study of Fig. 2.11 it can be seen that ∆P = Ps
*–Ps(k) < 0 under the same 

operating conditions, so that V4 and V5 also produce negative active power derivatives 
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and opposite reactive derivatives (negative for V4 and  positive for V5). Therefore, Table 

2.2 can be utilized for both predictive direct torque control and predictive direct power 

control, which makes the control structure very simple in mode transition. This will be 

further discussed in Section V. This vector selection strategy is more straightforward 

than that in [2.31] because there is no need to switch between two tables regardless of 

whether sub-synchronous or super-synchronous, steady-state or transient state, or motor 

mode or generator mode. 

After the three vectors are selected, the duty ratio or the vector durations are 

calculated in a deadbeat fashion in order to achieve torque and flux ripple (or 

active/reactive power ripple) reduction at constant switching frequency by 

* *
2 2 2 3 1 1 22 22 3

1
11 2 3 22 3 1

( ( ))( ) ( ( ))
( ) ( )

sx x k f f x x k f T f ft
f f f f f f

                                (2.30) 

* *
2 2 2 1 1 1 11 22 22 11 3

2
11 2 3 22 3 1

( ( ))( ) ( ( ))( ) ( )
( ) ( )

sx x k f f x x k f f T f f ft
f f f f f f

               (2.31) 

where x1 is either the torque or active power, x2 either flux or reactive power, Ts the 

system control period, and f donates the torque or rotor flux derivatives.  

 

 

C. System simplification 

 

It can be seen that the derivative calculations in (2.26)-(2.29) are very complex and 

rely heavily on the machine parameters. It is necessary to simplify the calculations. 

Neglecting the rotor copper loss in (2.4) and substituting Vr = dψr/dt into (2.27), the flux 

derivative can be approximated to 

*1 Re{ }r
r r

r

d
dt

V                                          (2.32) 

Similarly, it is not difficult to deduce the approximate torque, active and reactive 

derivatives as 

* *
1 Im{ Re{ }e

r s s r s
dT k
dt

V                                (2.33)                   

* *
1

3 [Im{ } Re{ }]
2

s
m r s s s r

dP L
dt

V                      (2.34) 
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* *
1

3 [Re{ } Im{ }]
2

s
m r s s r s

dQ L
dt

V                   (2.35) 

Numerical simulation and experimental results show that this simplification is 

sufficiently accurate with no detectable performance degradation. 

 

 

2.2.4 A new strategy for grid synchronization and flexible power regulation 

strategy 

 

Fast and smooth synchronization with minimal impact is essential in grid connection, 

not only for single DGs but also for local networks or microgrids, which are comprised 

of DGs, loads, and energy storage units, e.g. battery banks. Once a DG or microgrid is 

connected to the main grid, flexible active and reactive power regulation must be 

achieved to help improve system stability and power quality [2.56]-[2.58]. This section 

presents a novel grid synchronization strategy for DFIG-based wind turbines, which 

takes advantage of the predictive direct control algorithm proposed in Section 2.2.3 in 

terms of excellent dynamic response and ripple reduction. For simplicity, we denote the 

period before generating power as Mode 1 and the period when the generator generates 

power as Mode 2. Fig. 2.14 illustrates the control diagram. 
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Fig. 2.14  Control diagram of DFIG 
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A. PDVTC in Mode 1 

 

In Mode 1, the predictive direct torque and flux control loop is switched on, while 

the predictive direct power control loop is off. The referenced virtual torque value is set 

to zero and the referenced rotor flux is set using (2.24). The main aim before grid 

connection is to control the stator terminal voltage so that it is the same as the grid 

voltage. After the stator winding is connected to the grid, the generator is ready to 

supply power to the grid depending on the wind speed and load power requirement. 

It should be noted that the derivative of the virtual torque can be expressed as 

*
*3 Im

2
gv r

m g r

ddT dp L
dt dt dt

                                 (2.36) 

Substituting (2.4) and (2.17) into (2.36) yields 

* * *3 Im
2

v r
m r g r g r g

r

dT Rp L
dt L

V V                             (2.37) 

 

 

B. PDPC in Mode 2 

 

After the stator is connected to the grid, flexible active and reactive power regulation 

is essential. This is especially true when considering reactive power compensation for 

voltage support and power quality improvement. Using the analysis in Section 2.2.3, it 

is found that the control effects on torque/flux and active power/reactive power are 

essentially the same. Therefore, flexible power regulation can be achieved without 

changing the switching table once the stator is connected to the grid. In simple terms, 

when the conditions of generating power are met, the system transits from Mode 1 to 

Mode 2 by switching on the predictive direct power control loop without changing the 

switching table. In Mode 2, the wind turbine can supply active and reactive power 

according to the grid conditions within the rated capacity of the DFIG. 
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C. Rotor position sensorless scheme 

 

To increase the reliability of the grid synchronization process, it is important to 

implement the sensorless rotor position control. Supposing that the rotor flux is as in 

Sector S3 with ∆T > 0, then the voltage vectors V2, V1 and V7 can be used in that order 

to minimize the power ripple (Table 2.2). Fig. 2.11 illustrates that V2 increases |ψr| while 

V1 decreases |ψr|. When the rotor flux steps forwards to S4, the effect of V2 (1st vector) 

on |ψr| will reverse. When the rotor flux rotates backwards to S2, the effect of V1 (2nd 

vector) on |ψr| will reverse. However, if ∆T < 0, voltage vectors V4, V5 andV0 are used; 

V4 increases |ψr| while V5 reduces |ψr|. When the rotor flux steps forwards to Sector S4, 

the effect of V5 (2nd vector) on |ψr| will reverse whereas when the rotor flux rotates 

backwards to Sector S2, the effect of V4 (1st vector) on |ψr| will reverse.  

 
TABLE 2.3  Direction of Change of Sector 

∆T(∆P) f11 f22 

> 0 + – 
< 0 – + 

 

From this information, sector changing can be estimated as tabulated in Table 2.3. 

An in-depth analysis shows that this principle is also valid for PDPC in Mode 2, 

regardless of whether it is sub-synchronous or super-synchronous. In this method, the 

sector number can be updated by the polarity of ∆T or ∆Ps and the derivatives of |ψr| or 

Qs by applying the first two active vectors. This is the case even if the exact flux 

position and rotational direction are unknown. It is very simple and easy to implement. 
 

 

D. One step delay compensation with Model based prediction  

 
The influence of the one-step delay in practical digital implementation is clearly 

illustrated in Fig. 2.15, where x is the system variable set, xk is the x sampled at the kth 

instant, and Tc the time that the digital signal processor takes to do the calculation. In 

power converter control, x may be the voltages, line currents, or power, etc. In electrical 

machine control, x may be the stator voltages, rotor currents, or electromagnetic torque, 

etc. After the desired voltage vector Vr
k is determined, it will not be applied until the 
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(k+1)th instant. The problem is that the system variable set xk has evolved into xk+1 at the 

(k+1)th instant. As a result, the vector applied at the (k+1)th instant which was decided 

during the sampling instants of k and k+1 is not necessarily the best one, which leads to 

the undesired torque/flux or active/reactive power ripples.  

 

kk-1 k+1

x*

x(t)

t

x

·

·

·

xk

xk+1
xk-1

Ts Ts

Tc Tc

 
Fig. 2.15  One step delay in digital implementation 

 

It is therefore worth compensating for the one-step delay for the predictive control. 

Otherwise, the effect on the performance in comparison to the basic direct control will 

be worse, especially when the sampling frequency is low [2.59]. Here, a model-based 

prediction is proposed to eliminate the influence of one-step delay. Using (2.3) and 

(2.4), at the kth sampling instant, ψs
k+1  and ψr

k+1 can be estimated from ψs
k, Is

k, ψr
k and 

Ir
k, using 

1 1( )k k k k k
s s s s s r s sR j TV I                                 (2.38) 

1 ( )k k k k
r r r r r sR TV I                                                    (2.39) 

In the conventional direct torque and direct power control, Vr is the applied active 

vector within the period between the kth and (k+1)th instants. However, in the proposed 

predictive direct control, Vr should be the resultant vector of the two active vectors and 

zero vector. In order to estimate the rotor flux more accurately, Vr can be expressed as 

1 1 2 2
k k

k
r

s

t t
T

V VV                                                   (2.40) 

Substituting (2.39) into (2.18), the virtual torque at the (k+1)th instant can be obtained, 

Tv
k+1 and |ψr

k+1| are then used to determine Vr
k+1, which will be applied at the (k+1)th 

sampling instant rather than Vr
k. After the power control loop is switched on in Mode 2, 
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the active and reactive power at (k+1)th sampling instant can also be predicted in a 

similar manner by substituting (2.38) and (2.39) into (2.8) and (2.9). 

 

 

2.3 Numerical Simulation and Experimental Verification  
 

2.3.1 Numerical simulation 
 

To check the feasibility of the proposed strategy, numerical simulations were carried 

out by using Matlab/Simulink. The system parameters are listed in Table 2.4. The 

nominal DC-link voltage is 400 V and the rotor speed is 1200 rpm unless explicitly 

indicated. The sampling frequencies of the conventional direct virtual torque control 

(CDVTC) and PDVTC were chosen to be 10 kHz and 4 kHz, respectively. The system 

was started at 0.05 s, the stator was connected to the grid at 0.2 s and the generator 

started producing power from 0.3 s. 

 

TABLE 2.4  Parameters of Wind Power System 

Symbol                             Quantity                               Value 
PN Rated power 20 kW 
VN,S 
VN,r 

Rated stator voltage  
Rated rotor voltage  

415 V (delta) 
380 V (star) 

IN,S Rated stator current 38 A 
IN,r Rated rotor current 53 A 
Vdc DC link voltage 400 V 
Lm Magnetizing inductance 85.003 mH  
L s Stator leakage inductance 2.426 mH 
L r Rotor leakage inductance (referred to stator) 2.426 mH 

Rs Stator winding resistance 0.207 Ω 
Rr Rotor winding resistance (referred to stator) 0.218 Ω 
p Poles pairs 2 
fN Operating frequency  50 Hz 
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A. System performance in Mode 1 

 

To evaluate the performance of the proposed method, a comprehensive comparison 

between CDVTC and PDVTC was conducted. The average switching frequencies were 

2.36 kHz and 2.01 kHz for CDVTC and PDVTC, respectively. 

Fig. 2.16 shows the dynamic responses of the virtual torque and rotor flux. It can be 

seen that the torque and flux ripples of PDVTC are smaller than those of CDVTC. There 

is some obvious torque surge at the beginning of system startup in PDVTC. Both the 

rotor flux of CDVTC and PDVTC can reach the commanding values in less than 10 ms. 
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(a)                                         (b) 

Fig. 2.16  Responses of virtual torque and rotor flux when system starts to operate in Mode 1. (a) 

CDVTC, (b) PDVTC. 

 

Fig. 2.17 shows the stator voltage and rotor currents. It can be seen that the induced 

stator voltage of both cases can track the grid voltage to within 10 ms. However, the 

stator voltage of PDVTC is closer to the grid voltage than CDVTC. This demonstrates 

the smoother grid synchronization of PDVTC. Also, the rotor current of PDVTC is more 

sinusoidal.  
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(a)                                                                                      (b) 

Fig. 2.17  Responses of stator induced voltage and rotor currents when system starts to operate in 

Mode 1. (a) CDVTC, (b) PDVTC. 

 
 

Fig. 2.18 presents the harmonic spectrum analysis of the stator voltage and rotor 

current. It can be seen that the stator voltage THD of PDVTC is only 2.06 % with the 

higher order harmonics appearing at 4 kHz and its multiples, much lower than 6.22 % of 

CDVTC with a broad harmonic spectrum.  On the other hand, it can be observed that the 

spectrum of the rotor currents presents very similar characteristics to that of stator 

voltage, both for CDVTC and PDVTC, and again, the rotor current THD of PDVTC is 

only 0.69 %, much lower than 2.54 % of CDVTC.  
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Fig. 2.18  Stator voltage and rotor current spectrum analysis. (a) CDVTC (stator voltage THD = 

6.22%, rotor current THD = 2.54%), (b) PDVTC (stator voltage THD = 2.06%, rotor current THD 

= 0.69%). 
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B. Transient of grid connection in Mode 1 

 

After synchronization, the grid connection can be carried out. The system 

performance of grid connection is shown in Fig. 2.19. From top to bottom, the curves 

are virtual torque, rotor flux, rotor current and stator current. It can be seen that there is 

no overshoot during the transient moment of grid connection. However, a slight surge of 

virtual torque in CDVTC can be observed. 
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(a)                                                                                  (b) 

Fig. 2.19  Responses of virtual torque, rotor flux, rotor currents and stator currents at grid 

connection instant. (a) CDVTC, (b) PDVTC. 

 

C. System Performance in Mode 2 

 

After successful grid connection, the system can switch to Mode 2, i.e. supplying 

power to the grid. The predictive direct control algorithm allows for smooth transition 

from PDVTC in Mode 1 to PDPC in Mode 2. This achieves fast and accurate active and 

reactive power regulation. 

The mode transition occurs at 0.3 s where the referenced active power is set to -15 

kW (-0.75 pu) and the reactive power is maintained at 0 pu. At 0.4 s the active power 

reference was stepping from -0.75 pu to 0.5 pu and the reactive power reference 

stepping from 0 pu to 0.5 pu. The new active and reactive power references are obtained 

in about 2.5 ms. There is a reverse in both rotor and stator currents. All these 

phenomena can also be found in Fig. 2.20. 
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Fig. 2.20  Responses of transition from Mode 1 to Mode 2 and power regulation in Mode 2. 

 

 

2.3.2 Experimental verification 
 

The proposed control strategy is further validated experimentally. Fig. 2.21 shows 

the experimental setup, where (a) shows the DFIG and its control units and (b) the 

control panel of the dSPACE system. The wind turbine is emulated by a 20 kW DC 

motor driven by a 4 quadrant thyristor DC converter. This is controlled by a dSpace 

system using a DS1104 controller board. The DC motor is connected to a 20 kW DFIG 

via a 1.33:1 gear box for increased torque at lower speed. For DFIG control, a three-

phase Semikron intelligent IGBT power module is used as the inverter while an ABB 

rectifier is used to converter the three-phase AC grid to constant 400 DC voltage. 

Another dSPACE DS1104 PPC/DSP control board was employed to implement the 

real-time algorithm coding using the C language for generator control. The grid voltage, 

stator voltage, rotor current and rotor position are sampled using the ControlDesk. This 

is interfaced with the DS1104 and PC at a rate of 10 kHz and 4 kHz for CDVTC and 

PDVTC (or PDPC), respectively. All the parameters and variables in the hardware are 

the same as those used in the simulations. The DFIG is driven by the DC motor at 1200 

rpm, unless explicitly indicated. 
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(a) 

 

 
        (b) 

Fig. 2.21  Laboratory setup. (a) DFIG and its control centre, (b) part of the control panel of 

ControlDesk from dSPACE. 
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A. System performance in Mode 1 

 

Fig. 2.22 presents the dynamic response of the induced stator voltage and rotor 

currents when the control algorithm starts. Again, PDVTC presents better performance 

than CDVTC not only in terms of the rotor currents, but more importantly, in induced 

stator voltage, which guarantees smoother grid synchronization. It is noted that the 

proposed control strategy also can achieve fast and smooth grid synchronization at 

lower rotor speed (i.e. lower wind speed), which is essential in practical wind power 

generation applications.  
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Fig. 2.22  Experimental results of stator induced voltage and rotor currents when system starts to 

operate in Mode 1. (a) CDVTC, (b) PDVTC, (c) PDVTC at 800 rpm 

 

 

B. Model based prediction for one-step delay compensation 

 

The one-step delay effect was reduced in the simulation results in Section VI using 

the method described in Section V. In order to show this effect a comprehensive set of 

tests were carried out. Fig. 2.23 shows the measured virtual torque and rotor flux with 

and without the use of the model-based prediction scheme (Section V). In Fig. 2.23(a) it 

can be seen that the torque and flux performance is slightly improved with the one-step 

compensation in CDVTC. However, the torque and flux ripples for PDVTC with 

compensation are reduced significantly, as shown in Fig. 2.23(b). These results illustrate 

that one-step delay compensation is very necessary in digital implementation, especially 

when the system control period is relatively low. One-step delay compensation has been 

implemented in all the experimental results in the remainder of this section. 
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Fig. 2.23  Experimental results of one-step delay compensation using model based prediction. (a) 

CDVTC with and without compensation, left: without compensation, right: with compensation, (b) 

PDVTC with and without compensation, left: without compensation, right: with compensation. 

 
In order to obtain a better comparison, the quantitative index of sampling frequency, 

average switching frequency, torque ripple, rotor flux ripple, stator voltage THD, and 

rotor current THD are listed in Table 2.5. The torque and rotor flux ripples are 

calculated using standard deviations. In Table 2.5, the asterisk * denotes the control 

strategy with one step delay compensation. It can be seen that the PDVTC with one step 

delay compensation presents the best performance in terms of torque and rotor flux 

ripples, stator voltage THD and rotor current THD, while its sampling frequency is only 

4 kHz and the average switching frequency fsw is only 1846.69 Hz. Another conclusion 

that can be drawn is that the performance is improved after using one step delay 

compensation in conjunction with model based prediction, especially for the PDVTC 

strategy, which can be explained in Section 2.2.3.  
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TABLE 2.5  Quantitative Comparison of Steady State at 1200 rpm before Grid Connection 

Strategy fs 
(kHz) 

fsw  
(Hz) 

Trip 
(Nm) 

ψrip 
(Wb) 

THD of 
Vs 

THD of 
Ir 

CDVTC 10  1485.62 30.2023 0.0935 13.54%  5.13% 
CDVTC*  10 2023.50 22.6800 0.0792 10.20% 4.22% 
PDVTC 4  1592.34 41.0269 0.1163 15.42% 5.80% 
PDVTC* 4 1846.69 9.2910 0.0215 3.97% 1.76% 

 

 

C. Grid connection 

 

Once the induced stator voltage matches the grid voltage in terms of frequency, 

magnitude, and phase angle, grid connection can be carried out. Fig. 2.24 presents the 

dynamic response of grid connection. No overshoot is observed in the currents in both 

control methods. However, compared to PDVTC, obvious harmonic components are 

present in the rotor and stator currents for CDVTC after grid connection. While the 

rotor flux does not change, there is distorted rotor current and non-zero stator current. 

This can be explained by (4), i.e. it is the non-zero component of the stator current LmIs 

that compensates for the distorted rotor current LrIr, resulting in unchanged rotor flux. 

Hence in the three vectors based predictive direct control, the torque and flux ripples are 

reduced considerately, which leads to better performance. 
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(a)                                                                               (b) 

Fig. 2.24  Experimental results of grid connection. (a) CDVTC, (b) PDVTC. 
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D. Flexible power regulation 

 

After grid connection, Mode 1 can be changed to Mode 2 for flexible power 

regulation by replacement of the virtual torque and rotor flux loop with the active power 

and reactive power loop. This is without changing the vector selection table. Therefore, 

the wind power generator can supply active power very quickly after grid connection. It 

can also participate in power quality improvement such as grid voltage support by 

providing reactive power flexibly. Fig. 2.25(a) shows the system performance with 

constant reactive power and step changing active power. Fig. 2.25(b) presents the 

results with constant active power and step changing reactive power. 
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Fig. 2.25  Experimental results of power regulation. (a) constant reactive power, (b) constant active 
power. 
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E. Performance of rotor position sensorless algorithm 

 

Before the results of rotor position sensorless scheme are presented, it is useful to 

review Table 2.3. This provides "The Direction of Change of Sector" using T ( P) 

and the rotor flux derivatives (or reactive power derivatives) f11 and f22. For instance, at 

the kth sampling instant, the rotor flux is located at sector Sm and P > 0. If f11(k+1) 

changes its polarity with f11(k), this means that the rotor flux just steps forward (+) into 

sector Sm+1; if f22(k+1) changes its polarity with f22(k), this means that the rotor flux just 

steps backward (–) into sector Sm-1. If neither f11(k+1) nor f22(k+1) change polarity from 

the previous sampling instant, this means that the rotor flux is still within sector Sm. The 

system control diagram, with the rotor position sensorless algorithm incorporated within 

it, can be found in Fig. 2.14. 
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(a)                                                                                       (b) 

Fig. 2.26  Experimental performances with and without rotor position sensor. (a) with rotor 

position sensor, (b) without rotor position sensor. 

 
 

Fig. 2.26 shows the waveforms of the stator active power, reactive power, and rotor 

current along with the sector information for P* = –0.75 pu and Q* = 0 pu. It can be 

seen that the rotor flux sector can be correctly estimated and there is very little 

deterioration in system performance with the proposed sensorless scheme. In order to 

deeply analyse the updated sector information, Fig. 2.27 shows the details of Fig. 2.26(b) 

at around 0.24 second. In rotor position sensorless control investigation, the rotor 

encoder was still installed on the shaft, but its position output was not used in the 
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system control. Instead, it was used for comparison with the estimated sector values. Fig. 

2.27 shows that f11 < 0 and f22 > 0 at the (k-2)th, (k-1)th, and kth sampling instances. 

However, at the (k+1)th instant, f22 become negative while f11 is still positive. This 

means that the rotor flux has already stepped forwards into the next sector, as given in 

Table 2.3 ( P < 0 and f22 reverses). After comparing the estimated sectors with the 

actual sectors from encoder, as shown in Fig. 2.27(b), it is verified that they match well. 

This scheme can also be implemented in Mode 1.  
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Fig. 2.27  Sensorless scheme validation. (a) active power error, (b) estimated sector, (c) reactive 

power derivative for the first active vector, (d) reactive power derivative for the second active 

vector. 

 

 

2.4 Summary of the Chapter 
 

In this chapter, different wind power system configurations are firstly presented, and 

then the advantages and disadvantages of each type are comprehensively compared. 

After that, the state of art of wind power generation techniques is reviewed. 

In the latter part of this chapter, a novel predictive direct virtual torque and power 

control method for DFIG with excellent transient and steady-state performance is 

proposed. Using this method, a new grid synchronization strategy for a DFIG is 

presented. Numerical simulation was performed to check the feasibility of the new 

strategy, and experimental testing done to check the validity. The results show that fast 
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and smooth grid synchronization was achieved in Mode 1, and flexible power regulation 

in Mode 2 (after synchronization). The transition between Modes 1 and 2 was simple, 

fast and smooth since there is no change in the control structure. The influence of one-

step delay has been successfully compensated in practical implementation by using a 

model-based predictive scheme. Finally, by using a sensorless rotor control algorithm, 

the system reliability is improved. 
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CHAPTER 3 
 
 

SOLAR PHOTOVOLTAIC POWER GENERATION 
 

3.1 Introduction 
 
3.1.1 Principle and configuration of photovoltaic systems  

 

Photovoltaic (PV) technology involves converting solar energy directly into 

electrical energy by means of solar cells, which are usually manufactured and combined 

into modules that consist of 36 to 72 cells, depending on the output voltage and current 

of the module [3.1]. Additionally, the modules can also be grouped together in various 

quantities and configurations to form arrays with unique voltage and current 

characteristics [3.2], [3.3].  

The performance of a PV array can be affected by many factors, such as temperature, 

sun light strength, and shading, etc. Fig 3.1 shows the total power output performance 

of a laboratory PV array from 6:00 am to 8:00 pm in a sunny day (21-10-2011) and a 

cloudy day (23-10-2011). It can be seen that, in a sunny day, the PV output power 

increase smoothly in the morning, reached the peak value of about 19 kW at around 2 

pm, decreased gradually in the afternoon, and hit the bottom of 0 kW at around 7 pm. 

However, the output power features an obvious fluctuated characteristic in a cloudy day. 
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Fig. 3.1  PV output power measured in two different days. 
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PV systems can be structured into several operational configurations. Each 

configuration has the basic power electronic interfaces that interconnect the system to 

the utility grid. Fig. 3.2 shows the configurations where a centralized inverter is used. 

This has been the most common type of PV installation in the past. PV modules are 

connected in series and/or parallel and connected to a centralized DC/AC converter. The 

primary advantage of this design is the fact that if the inverter is most costly part in the 

installed PV system, this system has the lowest cost design because of the presence of 

only one inverter. However, the main drawback of this configuration is that the power 

losses can be high due to the mismatch between the PV modules and the presence of 

string diodes. Another disadvantage is that this configuration has a single point failure 

at the inverter, and thus has less reliability.  
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Fig. 3.2  Centralized PV configuration 

 
Fig. 3.3(a) shows the configuration of a string-array PV system. The series of PV 

panels are connected in the form of a single string. Typically, 15 panels are strung 

together in series and interconnected through the utility with one inverter per string. The 

primary advantage of this topology is that there are no losses associated with the string 

diodes and a maximum power point tracking (MPPT) can be applied for each string. 

This is especially useful when multiple strings are mounted on fixed surfaces in 

different operations. The disadvantage to this configuration is the increased cost due to 

additional inverters.  

Fig. 3.3(b) shows the configuration of a multi-string PV system. It has several strings 

that are interfaced with their own DC/DC inverter for voltage boosting and are then 

connected to a common DC bus. A common DC/AC inverter is then used for utility 

interfacing. 
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(b) 

Fig. 3.3(a) PV panels in strings with individual inverters, (b) PV panels in a multi-string 

configuration 

 
 

Fig. 3.4 shows a configuration where each PV module has its own inverter. This 

design is also known as an AC-module. The advantages of this type of configuration are 

that it is easy to add modules because each module has its own DC/AC inverter and the 

connection to the utility is made by connecting the inverter AC field wirings together. 

There is also an overall improvement in system reliability because there is no single-

failure for the system. In addition, the power loss of the system is lower due to the 

reduced mismatch among the modules. This configuration seems to be a promising 

option for future designs as it can be used as a plug-in device by individuals without 

specialized knowledge. 
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Fig. 3.4  AC-Module power electronics configuration 
 
 

 
3.1.2 Power converters and controllers for PV systems 
 

For PV systems, there is no standard PV converter topology. Several useful proposed 

topologies have been studied and applied [3.4]. The main requirement of power 

electronic interfaces for the PV systems is to convert the generated DC voltage into a 

suitable AC for consumer use and utility connection. Generally, the DC voltage 

magnitude of the PV array is required to be boosted to a higher value by using DC – DC 

converters before converting them to the utility compatible AC. The DC/AC inverters 

are then utilized to convert the voltage to AC. Overall, the power electronics topologies 

for the PV systems can be categorized on the basis of the number of power processing 

stages, the location of power decoupling capacitors, utilization transformers, and the 

types of grid interfaces. 

 
 
A. Single phase – single stage 
 

Fig. 3.5 shows the single-phase single-stage configuration of PV power electronics. 

It is one of the fundamental topologies for PV system in last decades. The output of the 

PV array is first connected to a capacitor, which is used to stabilize the DC voltage and 

filter out the harmonics from the array. The other side on the capacitor is connected to a 

single-phase full-bridge converter that is connected to a LC filter before connected to 
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the grid through an isolation transformer. This configuration features several merits 

including simple structure, low cost, and high reliability. However, severe power losses 

during partial shadowing are unavoidable because all of the modules are connected to 

the same MPPT device [3.1].  
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Fig. 3.5  Single-phase single-stage PV power electronics 

 
 

B. Single phase – Multiple stage 
 

In fact, there is another drawback of the single-phase single-stage configuration that 

is relatively large size and low efficiency due to the utilization of low-frequency 

transformers, as shown in Fig. 3.5. In order to address these issues, multistage 

conversion systems are widely used nowadays. Fig. 3.6 presents a single-phase 

multistage configuration, which uses a high frequency transformer for a single phase 

connection to the grid. Since the output of the secondary side of the transformer is high 

frequency voltage, which cannot be fed back to the grid directly. Therefore, a diode-

bride rectifier is employed to convert the high-frequency voltage to DC voltage, and 

then converted back to AC voltage through an inverter which can match the grid voltage 

in terms of frequency, phase angle, and amplitude.  
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Fig. 3.6  Single-phase multiple-stage PV power electronics 
 
 

C. Three phase single stage 
 

Recently, the utilization of three-phase inverters in PV system has increased because 

it is quite suitable for larger system with larger power capacity, this will become more 

so since the high-voltage high power renewable power system will be the tendency in 

the near future.  Fig. 3.7 shows the three-phase topology for PV system, where a low-

frequency three-phase transformer is used. Again, the output of the PV array is 

connected to a capacitor first before connected to the three-phase inverter. LC filters are 

also employed here to clear the high frequency harmonics injected into the main grid.  
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Fig. 3.7  Three-phase PV topology with line-frequency transformer 
 

D. PV Controller 
 

A simplified block diagram of the PV system with the power electronics and control 

is presented in Fig. 3.8. It consists of a DC/DC converter and a three-phase inverter. The 

DC/DC converter is based on current-source full-bridge inverter with an embedded 
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high-frequency transformer and rectifier. The current-source input stage is beneficial 

since it reduces the requirement for the filter capacitor in parallel with the PV strings. 

The voltage from the PV string is first converted into a high-frequency AC, and 

galvanic isolation with voltage boosting is accomplished through the use of a high-

frequency transformer. The transformer secondary voltage is then rectified using a full-

bridge diode rectifier. After that, the rectified DC is converted into grid compatible AC 

and connected to the utility by a three-phase voltage-source inverter.  
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Fig. 3.8  Example of the control scheme for PV systems 

 
Tracking the maximum power point (MPP) of a PV array is usually an essential of a 

PV system, which will be implemented on DC/DC converter. Over the years, many 

MPPT methods have been developed and implemented. These methods vary in 

complexity, required sensors, convergence speed, cost, range of effectiveness, 

implementation hardware, and popularity, etc. The names of some of these methods are 

hill climbing, perturb and observe, incremental conductance, fractional open-circuit 

voltage, fractional short-circuit current, fuzzy logic and neural network control, ripple 

correlation control, current sweep, DC – link capacitor droop control, load – current or 

load – voltage maximization, and dP/dV or dP/dI feedback control [3.5].  
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(1) MPPT control of PV system 

 

A circuit diagram representing the PV cells is illustrated in Fig. 3.9, where the current 

source Ipv represents the photocurrent, Id the current shunted through the diode, and RPVs 

and RPVsh  are the intrinsic series and shunt resistances of the cell (Rsh >> Rs). 
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Fig. 3.9  Equivalent circuit of a PV cell 
 

The PV cells are assembled in large units known as PV modules, which are further 

grouped in a parallel-series configuration to form a PV array. The corresponding 

mathematical equation that describes the current-voltage characteristics of a PV array 

can be expressed as [3.6], [3.7] 

exp 1dc
p pv p rs

s

VqI N I N I
k A N

                                             (3.1)                   

where Vdc is the PV array output voltage, I and Irs are the PV array output current and 

reverse saturation current of a p-n junction, respectively, q (=1.602×10-19 C) is the unit 

electric charge, k (=1.38×10-23 J/K ) the Boltzman’s constant, β the p-n junction 

temperature (in Kelvin), and A the ideality factor. Ns and Np are the number of cells 

connected in series and the number of modules connected in parallel, respectively. It is 

noted that the photocurrent Ipv is proportional to the solar irradiation level S and to the 

cell temperature as  

[ ( )]
100pv scr r
SI I k                                                          (2) 

where βr is the cell reference temperature, Iscr the short-circuit current of one PV cell at 

the reference temperature and irradiation level, and Kβ the temperature coefficient. From 

(3.1), the power delivered by the PV array can be written as 

exp 1dc
pv p pv dc p rs dc

s

VqP N I V N I V
k A N

                                  (3.3) 
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Under uniform solar irradiation conditions, PV panels exhibits a unique operating 

point where PV output power is maximized. Since the PV power characteristic is 

nonlinear, as shown in Fig. 3.10. It varies with the level of solar irradiation and 

temperature, which complicates the extraction of maximum power. In order to 

overcome this problem, several methods for extracting the maximum power have been 

proposed, which are briefly introduced here. 

 

 

Fig. 3.10  Current versus voltage characteristic of a PV cell. [3.5] 
 

(a) Constant voltage method 

Normally the voltage at MPP is around 70% - 80% of the PV open-circuit voltage. 

Based on this empirical experience, the MPPT can be approximately achieved by 

controlling the PV output voltage to a specified value. In this method, only the PV 

voltage is measured, and the control structure is quite simple. However, it must be used 

in regions where the temperature varies very little because the voltage at the terminals 

of the module varies when the temperature changes [3.8]. 

 

(b) Fixed duty cycle 

Another simple approach of MPPT is the fixed duty cycle method. It does not require 

any feedback, and the load impedance is adjusted only once for the MPP. 

 

(c) MPP locus characterization 

The basic principle of this approach is to find a linear relationship between voltage 

and current at the MPP. This relationship is the tangent line to the MPP locus curve for 
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the PV current in which the minimum irradiation condition satisfies the sensitivity of 

the method. Generally the equation given by (3.4) is used to represent the MPP locus 

curve [3.9]. It is noted that this is just the linear approximation made offline with the PV 

panel. Besides, it should be updated with the temperature. This can be done by 

measuring the open-circuit voltage periodically, which means that the interface 

converter must be disconnected to the PV circuit, resulting in loss of power in these 

instants [3.9].  

( )T
L s MPP oc Do T

MPP

V
T N R I V V V

I
                                  (3.4) 

where N is the number of the PV cells, IMPP is the current at MPP, VT is the temperature 

voltage, while VDo is the differential voltage.  

 

(d) Beta method 

The Beta method is the approximation of the MPP through the equation of an 

intermediate variable β described as the following [3.10] 

ln PV
PV

PV

I
c V

V
                                  (3.5) 

where c = (q/(η·KB·T·Ns)) is a constant that depends on the electron charge q, the quality 

factor of the junction panel η, the Boltzmann constant KB, temperature T, and the 

amount of series PV cells Ns. 

In this method, the value of β remains almost constant even the operating conditions 

change. Therefore, β can be continuously calculated using the voltage and current of the 

panel and inserted on a conventional closed loop with a constant reference. The main 

drawback of this method is that the PV electrical parameters must be obtained. 

 

(e) Temperature method 

One attractive solution is to use a temperature method where the deviation of the 

MPP due to the variation of temperature can be eliminated [3.11]. In order to fulfill this 

goal, a low-cost temperature sensor is employed and modifies the MPP algorithm 

function, maintaining the right track of MPP [3.12].  

 

(f) System oscillation and ripple correlation 

This technique uses the oscillations to determine the optimum point of operation, 

which is quite similar to the hill-climb searching technique of MPPT for wind power 
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system, as introduced in Chapter 2. At the MPP, the ratio of the amplitude of the 

oscillation to the average voltage is constant. To implement this method, the doubly grid 

frequency or the additional low-frequency ripple can be used. However, switching 

frequencies must be filtered before being acquired in order to avoid wrong switching 

states and an increase of electromagnetic interference issues [3.13]. Similarly, ripple 

correlation uses the oscillations in power though all pass filter to obtain the optimal 

point, i.e., the high-frequency ripples in power and voltage are captured using high-

frequency filters, which are then used to compute dP/dV. After that, the sign of this 

derivative is sent to a signal function to indicate the right region of operation, and an 

integrator also ensures the MPP [3.14]. 

 

(g) P&O and P&O based on PI 

The basic idea of the P&O method is to periodically increase or decrease the output 

terminal voltage of the PV cell and then compare the power obtained in the current 

cycle with the power of the previous one by checking the sign of dP/dV. If the voltage 

varies and the power increases, the control system changes the operating point in that 

direction. Otherwise, it changes the operating point in the opposite direction. After the 

direction for the change of voltage is obtained, the voltage is varied at a constant rate 

[3.15], [3.16]. A modified operation can be obtained when the steps are changed 

according to the distance of the MPP, resulting in higher efficiency. 

It is noted that in steady state, the operation point is not altered unless changes in 

environmental conditions happen. The key is to reduce the dP/dV to zero using a closed-

loop control performing the P&O based on PI. 

 

(2) Grid-side inverter control of PV system 

 

As all these MPPT approaches mentioned above are quite mature and already 

implemented in practical application, therefore, MPPT of PV systems is not the main 

focus in this chapter. In this chapter, we concentrate on control of the grid-side inverter 

of the PV system.  

In a distributed generation system, there are generally two operation modes, namely, 

islanded mode and grid-connected mode. In islanded mode, the DG sources and the 

local loads form an isolated small power system, where the loads are totally powered by 

the DG units. In this case, the inverters are controlled to convert the DG energy to AC 
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power for the local loads, by establishing a stable voltage at the point of common 

coupling (PCC). In islanded operation, generally an inductive/capacitive (LC) filter is 

required to filter the pulse width modulation (PWM) ripple from the inverters in order 

to establish a satisfactory voltage waveform. If the power generated within the 

distributed generation system is greater than the local load demand, these DG units 

should be able to achieve grid synchronization and connection. A basic requirement 

here is that the transfer process from islanded operation to grid-connected mode should 

be as fast as possible, and not have any negative effect on the utility grid or the 

microgrid [3.17]-[3.20]. After grid connection, the inverters should be controlled to 

achieve flexible power regulation. The relevant IEEE standard does not currently allow 

a distributed generation system to actively regulate the voltage at the PCC, and 

recommends that low-power systems should be disconnected when the grid voltage is 

lower than 0.85 pu or higher than 1.1 pu, as an anti-islanding requirement [3.21], [3.22]. 

Despite this, in the future, if individual distributed generation systems like microgrids 

can be allowed to flexibly regulate active and reactive power, they could also be used to 

provide voltage support and power quality improvement at the system low voltage 

distribution level [3.23]-[3.25].  

Some recent work has investigated the control of inverters in islanded operation with 

a particular focus on uninterruptible power supply (UPS) application, including 

deadbeat control [3.26], [3.27], adaptive control [3.28], multiloop feedback control 

[3.29]-[3.31], etc. Most of these schemes use the output voltage and currents with outer 

and inner control loops, requiring proportional-integral (PI) regulators, which 

complicate the control system, and require significant tuning effort in practical 

implementation. Recently a model predictive control strategy was proposed to control 

inverters in islanded operation [3.32]. In this work, there is no need for internal current-

control loops, no modulators, and the scheme is easy to implement.  

Some effort has also been paid to grid-connected operation. Direct power control 

(DPC), derived from direct torque control (DTC) of AC machines, has become one of 

the most popular control strategies of grid-connected inverters because of its simplicity 

and excellent dynamic response. However, large power ripple is the main drawback of 

the conventional switching DPC, leading to distorted line currents [3.33]-[3.35]. 

Recently some improved DPC methods have been developed for better performance 

[3.36]-[3.38]. More recently, predictive control techniques appear to be an attractive 

alternative for the control of power converters, among which model predictive control 
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(MPC) has attracted much attention, predominantly because it has a flexible control 

scheme that allows the easy inclusion of system constraints and nonlinearities. In this 

control, a model is used to predict the system behavior, and a cost function is employed 

as a criterion to select the optimal switching states. The control objectives of MPC can 

vary considerably according to the applications. For example, the control objective is 

the inverter output voltage for an UPS system in [3.32], while in other applications, the 

objectives become the active and reactive powers in [3.39] and [3.40] for rectifiers, the 

currents in [3.41] and [3.42] for inverters, and the electromagnetic torque in [3.43], 

[3.44] for electric drives. Despite these systems, so far the literature reports very little 

on flexible power regulation for grid-connected inverters using MPC strategies.  

Though many control methods have been developed to control inverters for 

distributed generation systems, the majority of these methods only focus on one specific 

operation mode, and the literature seldom presents a general control strategy of inverters 

targeted at microgrid applications. Here we propose a MPC strategy of inverters for PV 

systems in microgrid application, which is sufficiently flexible to achieve islanded 

operation, seamless transfer, and grid-connected operation.  

 
 

3.2 Islanded Operation 
 
3.2.1 System model 

 

For a three-phase two-level inverter, determined by the switching states, the inverter 

output voltage Vi can be controlled to eight vectors, as shown in Fig. 3.11, which can be 

expressed in complex space vectors as 

( 1)
32 ( 1 6)

3
0 ( 0,7)

j i

dci
V e i

i
V                                            (3.6) 

A three-phase inverter based PV system considered in this paper is shown in Fig. 

3.12. 
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Fig. 3.11  Inverter possible output voltage vectors 
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Fig. 3.12  One-phase model of inverter-based PV system 

 

In islanded operation, the static transfer switch S1 is off while the bypass switch S2 is 

on. The PV system supplies the power to the local load. In this scenario, the dynamic 

behavior of the capacitor of the LC filter can be expressed as 

c
f L

d
C

dt
V

i i                                                (3.7) 

where C is the filter capacitance, Vc the capacitor voltage vector, if the inductor current 

vector, and iL the load current vector (io = iL). On the other hand, the behavior of the 

inductor of the LC filter can be described as 

f
i c f

d
R L

dt
i

V V i                                            (3.8) 

where R and L are the filter resistance and filter inductance, respectively. 
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3.2.2 Voltage control in islanded mode 
 

A. Basic principle of MPC 

 

Generally the MPC controller can be divided into three components, namely, system 

predictive model, cost function and parameters design [3.44], as illustrated in Fig. 3.13. 

Firstly, MPC strategies are usually formulated in a discrete-time setting with a fixed 

sampling interval. Thus the system model can be expressed as a state-space model, the 

output of which is determined by the input, the current state of the model, and the 

discrete interval. In this way, the future behavior of the system can be predicted until a 

certain horizon of time. Secondly, the power converter or drive control problem can be 

defined as the determination of an appropriate control action that will drive a generic 

system variable x(t) as close as possible to a desired reference value x*(t). Therefore, a 

cost function over a finite horizon of length N is utilized to evaluate each switching 

state, the one minimizing the error between x(t) and x*(t) will be selected for the next 

sampling period. Finally, as MPC allows the easy inclusion of system constraints and 

nonlinearities of the system by revising the cost function, a proper weighting factors 

selection is essential to obtain satisfactory performance by taking different control 

objectives into account. In addition, sampling interval, horizon length N, and constraints 

selection should also be considered in parameters design, according to different 

applications.  
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Fig. 3.13  Basic principle of MPC 
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B. Voltage control based on MPC 

 

For voltage control in islanded mode, the inverter should be controlled to establish a 

stable PCC voltage for the local loads without the power supply from the grid, therefore, 

the essential of voltage control based on MPC is to predict the future behavior of the 

capacitor voltage Vc. The block diagram of the voltage control based on MPC is 

illustrated in Fig. 3.14. 
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Fig. 3.14  Block diagram of voltage control 

 

Combining (3.7) and (3.8), the system LC filter can be rewritten as a state-space 

system as 

i d o
d A B B
dt
x x V i                                               (3.9) 

where 

f

c

ix V                                                        (3.10) 
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Since the sampling time Ts is very small, assume  
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                                    (3.11) 

Therefore, the discrete-time model of the filter of (3.7) for a sampling time Ts can be 

expressed as [3.32] 

( 1) ( ) ( ) ( )q q i dq ok A k B k B kx x V i                                  (3.12) 

sAT
qA e  

0

sT
A

qB e d  

0

sT
A

dq dB e B d  

Therefore, the capacitor voltage at (k+1)th instant can be predicted as  

/
/ ( 1)( 1) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

s
s

T C
T C s

c c f i o
TC eV k V k e i k V k i k

L C
                        (3.13)    

 To minimize the error in the PCC voltage, a cost function 

* 1 2 * 1 2( ) ( )k k
c c c cJ V V V V                                       (3.14) 

where Vcα and Vcβ are the real and imaginary components of the PCC voltage, 

respectively, is used to evaluate the possible voltage vectors. 

 

C. Seamless transfer  

  

According to (3.14), the PCC voltage can track its reference because the α and β 

components are tightly controlled using the cost function (3.14). Based on this analysis, 

it can be expected that the grid synchronization can be achieved by replacing the PCC 

referenced voltage Vc
* with the grid voltage Vg, as illustrated in Fig. 3.14. Therefore, the 

cost function can be revised as 

* 1 2 * 1 2( ) ( )k k
g c g cJ V V V V                                      (3.15) 

Using (3.15), the PCC voltage can match the grid voltage in terms of phase angle, 

amplitude and frequency tightly. When the grid synchronization process is completed, 

the PV system is ready for grid connection. 
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D. Discrete-time digital implementation of MPC 

 

It is noted that one-step delay will be caused by the time needed for performing the 

calculation in digital implementation. It is necessary to compensate this one step delay 

for model predictive control. Otherwise, the system performance will be deteriorated 

[3.40], [3.41]. This has been discussed in details using Fig. 2.15 of Chapter 2.  

One of the most effective methods to predict the system state in the next time instant 

is model based prediction. In islanded operation, Vc
k+1 can be first predicted using (3.13), 

and similarly, Vc
k+2 can be predicted with Vc

k+1 as a new initial state and Vi
k+1 as input 

using (3.13) again. In order to eliminate the one-step delay influence, in islanded 

operation, the cost function (3.14) should be revised as 

* 2 2 * 2 2( ) ( )k k
c c c cJ V V V V                                     (3.16) 

 In grid synchronization, the cost function (3.15) should be revised as 

* 2 2 * 2 2( ) ( )k k
g c g cJ V V V V                                    (3.17) 

 

 

3.3 Grid-connected Operation 
 

Current IEEE standards do not allow a distributed generation system to actively 

regulate the voltage at the point of common coupling (PCC), but in the future, if 

individual DG systems are allowed to flexibly regulate active and reactive power, they 

can also be used to provide voltage support and improve power quality at the system 

low voltage distribution level [3.23]-[3.25]. In this case, flexible power regulation 

capability for a DG unit becomes more and more significant. Here, after the PV system 

is connected to the grid, the inverter should be controlled to achieve flexible power 

regulation. For the predictive approaches, here, a MPC strategy for grid-connected 

inverter is developed.  

 
3.3.1 Flexible power regulation 

 

In grid-connected operation, the static transfer switch S1 is on while the bypass 

switch S2 is off. The inverter is connected to the grid through the line inductor, and the 
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PV system supplies the power to the local load together with the grid. The excess power 

generated by the PV system will be exported to the grid.  

In grid-connected mode, the mathematical model of the system can be expressed as 

f oi i                                                           (3.18) 

o L gi i i                                                     (3.19) 

o
i g o

d
R L

dt
i

V V i                                        (3.20) 

where Vg is the grid voltage vector, and ig the current vector injected into the grid. On 

the other hand, the inverter instantaneous output active and reactive powers can be 

written as 

*3 3Re{ }
2 2g o g o g oP V i V iV i                                   (3.21) 

*3 3Im{ }
2 2g o g o g oQ V i V iV i                                   (3.22) 

where * denotes conjugate of the vector. The active and reactive power derivatives can 

be derived from (3.21) and (3.22) as 

3
2

g f g f
f g f g

dV di dV didP i V i V
dt dt dt dt dt

                      (3.23) 

3
2

g f g f
f g f g

dV di dV didQ i V i V
dt dt dt dt dt

                      (3.24) 

Assume sinusoidal and balanced grid line voltage, or 

| | j t
g g g gV jV eV V                                         (3.25) 

where ω is the grid voltage frequency. The following expression can be deduced from 

(3.25) as 

g
g

dV
V

dt
                                                 (3.26) 

g
g

dV
V

dt
                                                   (3.27) 

On the other hand, in grid-connected mode, (3.8) becomes  
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f
i g f

d
R L

dt
i

V V i                                            (3.28) 

The instantaneous active and reactive power derivations can then be obtained by 

substituting (3.26), (3.27) and (3.28) into (3.23) and (3.24) as 

2*3 Re
2 g i g

dP R P Q
dt L L

V V V                                (3.29) 

    *3 Im
2 g i

dQ RP Q
dt L L

V V                                           (3.30) 

The predictive power at the end of the sampling period Ts can be expressed as 

21 *3 Re
2

k k
s g i g

RP T P Q P
L L

V V V                           (3.31) 

1 *3 Im
2

k k
s g i

RQ T P Q Q
L L

V V                                       (3.32) 

However, it can be seen that the prediction based on power derivatives using (3.31) 

and (3.32) are very complicated, making it not easy to implementation. Here, a simpler 

prediction scheme is developed. The discrete-time model of (3.28) can be expressed as 

( 1) ( ) ( ) ( ) / ( )f s i g f fk T k k k R L ki V V i i                        (3.33) 

Assuming the constant grid voltage during the sampling period, P(k+1) and Q(k+1) 

can then be calculated by substituting (3.33) into (3.21) and (3.22).  

Then evaluate the effects of each voltage vector on active and reactive power and 

select the one producing the least power ripples according to a specific cost function. In 

this work, the cost function is defined as 

* 1 2 * 1 2( ) ( )k kJ P P Q Q                                      (3.34) 

The control block of grid-connected operation is shown in Fig. 3.15. 

 

Vdc

Vg(k)

io (k)

P(k+1)

Q(k+1)

Predictive Model
(3.33), (3.21),

(3.22)

Cost
Function

(3.35)

P*

S
Q*Vi(k)

 
Fig. 3.15  Block diagram of MPC-based power regulation 
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Once again, as explained previously, one-step delay influence needs to be eliminated. 

Similar to the previous section, a two-step prediction is employed. if
k+1 is first obtained 

from (3.28) and then similarly, if
k+2 can be predicted with ik+1 as new initial state and 

Vi
k+1 as the input. Finally Pk+2 and Qk+2 can be obtained from (3.21) and (3.22). 

Consequently, the cost function in (3.34) should be revised as follows 

* 2 2 * 2 2( ) ( )k kJ P P Q Q                                  (3.35) 

 
 

3.3.2 Switching frequency reduction 
 

In MPC, the most appropriate vector is chosen based on an optimization criterion. 

However, this depends on whether the state of the system is transient or steady [3.42]. 

In dynamic response, the power error should be minimized as much as possible in order 

to obtain fast dynamics. Then evaluate the effects of each voltage vector on active and 

reactive power and select the one producing the least power ripples according to a 

specific cost function. In steady state, the goal is to obtain the minimum possible state 

changes in order to maximally reduce the switching frequency. In power conversion, 

particularly in high-power applications, the efficiency is essential. Without deteriorating 

the system performance, the lower the switching frequency, the lower the switching 

power loss, i.e. the higher the efficiency. 

In this work, in order to reduce the switching frequency, the expression of cost 

function (3.35) can be revised as 

* 2 2 * 2 2

1
2

, ,

( ) ( )k k

k k
i i

i a b c

J P P Q Q

D D
                                      (3.36) 

where Di
k+1 and Di

k represent the switching state of the rectifier leg i (i=a,b,c) at the 

current and the next control periods, respectively, Di = 0 or 1, with 0 meaning that the 

upper transistor is off and the lower one is on, while 1 indicates the inverse switching 

state, and 2 is the weighting factor. The first term in (3.36) is dedicated to achieve 

power ripple reduction and reference tracking, and the second term contributes to the 

objective of switching frequency reduction. A large value of the weighting factor 2 

implies a greater priority to this objective. Therefore, by defining the cost function as 

(3.36), the switching frequency can be taken into account. One should bear in mind that 
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eight possible vectors should be evaluated in (3.36) for switching frequency reduction, 

although only seven possible vectors would be enough for (3.34) because the effects of 

V0 and V7 are the same without considering switching frequency reduction.  

 
 

3.4 Numerical Simulation and Experimental Verification 
 
3.4.1 Numerical simulation 

 
The proposed control strategy for inverters is tested in simulation using 

MATLAB/Simulink. The system parameters are listed in Table 3.1. At 0.05 s, the 

control system starts to operate, and the grid synchronization begins at 0.15 s. The 

inverter is connected to the grid at 0.2 s with P* = 0 W and Q* = 0 VAR initially.  

 

 

 

 
TABLE 3.1  System Parameters of the PV System 

Line resistance                           R 0.51 Ω 
Line inductance                          L 4.8 mH 
Line capacitor                            C 36 uF 
Phase-phase Voltage                   e 133 V(rms) 
Grid voltage frequency                f 50 Hz 
DC-link voltage                       Vdc 250 V 
Sampling period                     Ts 40 μs 

 Local load                  RL 864 W 
 
 
A. Voltage control in islanded mode 
 

Fig. 3.16 shows the PCC voltage and load current in islanded operation. It can be 

seen that a stable PCC voltage is established very quickly, and it is sinusoidal with low 

distortion (THD = 2.54%). The grid synchronization process and grid connection are 

presented in Fig. 3.17.  From top to bottom, the waveforms are PCC voltage, grid 

voltage, and inverter output currents, respectively. It can be seen that the PCC voltage 

can match the grid voltage in less than 1 ms once the grid synchronization algorithm 

starts to operate. After the PCC voltage is synchronized with the grid voltage in terms of 

amplitude, frequency and phase angle, the PV system is connected to the grid through 

the static transfer switch and the capacitor of the LC filter is bypassed at 0.15 s. 
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Fig. 3.16  Simulation results of PCC voltage and load current. 
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Fig. 3.17  Simulation results of grid synchronization and connection 

 

 

B. Flexible power regulation in grid-connected mode 

 

Since the conventional switching table based direct power control (SDPC) [3.34] has 

had a significant impact and is commonly used, we use it as a benchmark to compare 

with the proposed MPC strategy.  

Fig. 3.18 compares the system dynamic responses during various active and reactive 

power steps for the SDPC and the proposed MPC strategy, respectively. Initially the 
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reactive power is set to 0 VAR while the active power is stepped from 0 W to -2 kW at 

0.22 s and back to 0 W at 0.24 s. After that, the active power is kept at 0 W while the 

reactive is stepped to 1 kVAR and -1 kVAR, respectively. Because of the merit of direct 

control method, SDPC presents excellent transient performance, as shown in Fig. 

3.18(a). On the other hand, the proposed MPC strategy also shows excellent dynamic 

response. The proposed MPC strategy presents even better references tracking ability 

than that of SDPC around 0.24 s and around 0.26 s, as shown in Fig. 3.18(b). 
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Fig. 3.18  Simulation results of flexible power regulation. (a) SDPC, (b) proposed MPC strategy. 
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3.4.2 Experimental verification 
 
The proposed control strategy has been further validated by experiments using a 

laboratory PV system setup. The hardware configuration is shown in Fig. 3.19. It 

consists of the following devices: a Semikron intelligent power module (IPM) as the 

inverter, a TMS320F28335 floating-point DSP used for the control, a XANTREX DC 

power supply used to simulate the PV panels, a three-phase LC filter, and a three-phase 

isolated transformer to increase the inverter output voltage to 415V. The system 

parameters are the same as simulation.  

 

 

Fig. 3.19  Laboratory test bench. 
 
 
A. Islanded mode 
 

In the islanded operation, the static transfer switch S1 is off while the bypass switch 

S2 is on. Fig. 3.20 presents the experimental results of islanded operation. From top to 

bottom, the curves are PCC voltage, load current, and inductor current of the LC filter, 

respectively. It can be seen that the experimental results are in good agreement with the 

simulation. The PCC voltage was established quickly and is very stable. Due to the 

resistive load, the load current is proportional to the PCC voltage. The inductor current 

presents high-frequency harmonics which are attenuated by the filter. 
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Fig. 3.20  Experimental results of islanded mode. 

 

 

Fig. 3.21 shows the waveforms of the PCC voltage and grid voltage.  Once the grid 

synchronization process begins, the two curves are in close agreement in phase, 

frequency, and magnitude.  
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Fig. 3.21  Experimental results of grid synchronization. 

 

B. Grid-connected mode 

 

After the successful grid connection, the PV system can switch to the flexible power 

regulation mode; i.e. the PV system can supply power to the local load and the grid 

flexibly. If the power generated is less than the local load demand, more power would 

be imported from the grid. On the other hand, if the power generated is larger than the 
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local load demand, the excess will be exported to the grid. Fig. 3.22(a)-(d) show the 

dynamic response of SDPC and the proposed MPC strategy. Again, it can be seen the 

experimental results are in good agreement with the simulation, and both methods 

present excellent transient performance. It should be noted that the active and reactive 

powers shown in Fig. 3.22 are the PV inverter output power, not the power exchanged 

between the main grid and the microgrid. For example, in Fig. 3.22(a) and Fig. 3.22(c), 

the PV system generated 2 kW active power (-2 kW means power is flowing out from 

the PV system), the local load consumed 3 × (120 / RL)2 = 288 W active power, and 

there is about 1.712 kW active power fed to the grid from the PV system.  
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(c)                                                                                   (d) 

Fig. 3.22  Experimental results of flexible power regulation. (a) active power steps of SDPC, (b) 
reactive power steps of SDPC, (c) active power steps of proposed MPC strategy, (d) reactive power 
steps of proposed MPC strategy. 
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C. Comprehensive comparison 

 
In order to obtain a better understanding of the whole proposed MPC strategy, the 

quantitative results of the different strategies are summarized in Table 3.2. Firstly, 

compared to SDPC, the MPC controller selects the most appropriate voltage vector 

based on a cost function rather than choosing the vector according to a look-up table. It 

can be seen that the performance of the proposed MPC strategy using (3.34) is better 

than that of SDPC, which is as expected. After the one-step delay compensation scheme 

is employed, i.e. using (3.35), the system performance is improved greatly, and is much 

better than that of SDPC. Furthermore, if the switching frequency reduction is also 

introduced to the cost function, i.e. using (3.36), the average switching frequency is 

reduced considerably to only 1053 Hz. It is noted that an additional term can be added 

to the cost function (3.36) to reduce the power ripples while low switching frequency 

can be maintained [3.45], which is not discussed in detail here.  

 

TABLE 3.2   Quantitative Comparison of Steady-state Performance of PV System 

Strategy fs (Hz) fsw (Hz) THD (%) Prip (W) Qrip (Var) 
STDPC 20 k 3018 9.35 80.68 115.23 

MPC (3.34) 20 k 2450 9.01 97.55 98.43 
MPC (3.35) 20 k 3164 6.02 70.71 82.94 
MPC (3.36) 20 k 1053 25.59 379.64 172.29 

 
Finally, it is worth mentioning that the optimization of the weighting factor 2 and 3 

is out of scope of this research. This specific research topic combined with the 

knowledge of mathematics and optimization design is investigated in some other 

research areas such as [3.46]. 
 

 

 3.5 Summary of the Chapter 
 

This Chapter proposes a model predictive control strategy for PV system inverters. 

The first contribution of this work is that this strategy can be used as a general control 

approach in microgrid applications in terms of islanded mode, grid synchronization, and 

grid-connected operation. By changing the cost function appropriately, different control 

objectives can be fulfilled. In the islanded mode, the control objectives are the α and β 

components of the voltage. In order to achieve grid connection, the voltage reference in 
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the cost function can be replaced by the grid voltage without changing the control 

structure. After connecting to the grid, the system can be controlled to generate flexibly 

any amount of active and reactive power within its capacity. The second contribution of 

this work is to develop a suitable one-step delay compensation scheme for this proposed 

model predictive control strategy, which is very useful in practical digital 

implementation. Last but not the least, an effective switching frequency reduction 

algorithm is proposed, which is very attractive for maximizing the efficiency of large 

capacity renewable energy generation systems. 
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CHAPTER 4 
 
 

MULTI-OBJECTIVE MODEL-PREDICTIVE 
CONTROL FOR HIGH POWER CONVERTERS 

 

4.1 Introduction 
 

Effective performance control strategies for electrical drives and power converters 

have been an ongoing research subject for several decades. With the development of 

more forms of electric transportation, this is becoming more so [4.1]. The direct torque 

control (DTC) has become a powerful control scheme since its first proposal in 1980s 

[4.2]-[4.5]. Because of its fast transient performance, simple control structure and 

robustness, DTC has been further utilized in renewable energy applications [4.6], [4.7]. 

Among the control techniques used in power converters, the direct power control 

(DPC), which is adapted from DTC for AC machines, has become one of the most 

popular control strategies, again, because of its robustness and simplicity [4.8]-[4.12]. 

In the conventional switching table based DPC (SDPC), the converter states are chosen 

by using a switching table, which is constructed from the instantaneous errors between 

the estimated and the referenced values of active and reactive power. Unlike the voltage 

oriented control (VOC), it does not need internal current loops and modulators, and thus 

the coordinate transformation is also eliminated. However, the main drawback is the 

large power ripples, leading to distorted line currents. 

Predictive control appears to be an attractive alternative for the control of power 

converters because it has excellent steady-state and dynamic responses. Several kinds of 

control schemes have been developed under the name of predictive control, such as 

deadbeat predictive control, hysteresis-based predictive control, trajectory-based 

predictive control and model-predictive control (MPC) [4.13]-[4.28]. 

MPC is a flexible control scheme that allows the easy inclusion of system constraints 

and nonlinearities, and has raised much interest in recent years [4.19]-[4.28]. In this 

control, a model is used to predict the system behavior, and a cost function is employed 

as a criterion to select the optimal switching states. The control objectives of MPC can 

vary considerably according to the application. The cost function defined in [4.19] was 

employed to evaluate the effects of each voltage vector in order to select the one which 
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minimized the error of the output voltage. This was for an inverter-based UPS system. 

In other systems, the minimizing objectives are the active and reactive powers in [4.20] 

and [4.21], the currents in [4.22] to [4.25] and the electromagnetic torque in [4.26] and 

[4.27]. In addition to defining different cost functions, MPC can also include different 

norms, multiple constraints and nonlinearities to improve the system performance. The 

key is to choose the correct weighting factors to get a reasonable tradeoff between the 

various control objectives [4.28]. 

In high power applications, such as flexible alternating current transmission systems 

(FACTS) [4.29], high voltage direct current (HVDC) transmission systems [4.30], and 

large capacity renewable energy (wind and PV) systems [4.31], [4.32], low switching 

frequencies are employed to reduce the switching losses. However, it is of very high 

priority to control the power converters intelligently to maintain high power quality in 

the current. This is important in a distributed power generation system, and also in the 

micro and smart grids in the future [4.33][4.34]. 

High power converters for distributed generation need a grid-friendly operation, low 

harmonic conductive electromagnetic emission for low electromagnetic interference, 

and at the same time converters must be controlled with low switching frequency in 

order to reduce the commutation losses. The power-switching devices used in these 

converters, such as high-voltage insulated-gate bipolar transistor (IGBT) and integrated-

gate commutated thyristor (IGCT), are capable of switching at a modest frequency of 3-

5 kHz. In high-power applications, it is often desirable to switch at even lower 

frequencies for lower switching power losses and higher power-handling capability. 

Proper selection of the switching frequency and PWM scheme is critical in minimizing 

harmonics and imbalance, and therefore, to achieve the desired system performance and 

to avoid costly and complex filters. 

The literature reports very little on MPC with switching frequency reduction. 

Switching frequency reduction was introduced in [4.22] and [4.23] for current control of 

a neutral-point-clamped (NPC) multi-level converter and a three-phase two level 

voltage source inverter, respectively, and they are of relevance here. By predicting the 

times of switching over a one-step receding horizon, the transistor commutations can be 

reduced. Similarly, this method was applied in [4.35] for the control of a matrix 

converter and in [4.36] for a three-phase two-level inverter. However, the introduction 

of switching frequency reduction without performance deterioration in MPC needs 

further investigation in order to take into account the computing power required to 
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evaluate the cost function with various constrains, especially with high sampling 

frequency. 

 

 

4.2 Multi-Objective Model-Predictive Control  
 

A three-phase two-level AC/DC converter, as shown in Fig. 4.1, is used as an 

example to illustrate the proposed multi-objective model predictive control (MOMPC) 

strategy. Three IGBT half-bridge units are connected to the main grid via a choke 

consisting of three series-connected inductors L and resistors R. On the DC side, a 

purely resistive load RL is connected to the IGBT bridge with a capacitor C in parallel. 

The converter input voltage can be expressed as the complex space vectors where 

( 1)
32 ( 1 6)

3
0 ( 0,7)

j i
dci V e i

i
V                                      (4.1) 
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Fig. 4.1  AC/DC converter structure 
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Fig. 4.2  Possible voltage vectors. 
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Depending on the switching states, there exists seven space voltage vectors: Vi (i = 1, 

2,…,7). Note that V0 = V7, as shown in Fig. 4.2. Consequently, the mathematical model 

of the converter can be described in the stationary α-β coordinates as 

a
a

d
L R

dt
I

e I V                                        (4.2) 

3
2

dc
L

dV
C D D I

dt
I I                                     (4.3) 

where eαβ is the three-phase input voltage vector, Vαβ the converter input voltage vector, 

Iαβ the line current vector, IL the DC load current, and Dα and Dβ are the switching states 

(0 = off, 1 = on). The active and reactive power supplied to the grid (which may go 

negative) can be calculated by 

*3 3Re{ }
2 2

P eI e I e I                                       (4.4) 

*3 3Im{ }
2 2

Q eI e I e I                                       (4.5) 

 
 

4.2.1 Concept of MOMPC 
 

A. Conventional switching table based DPC (SDPC) 

 

Since SDPC is a widely employed and accepted control strategy, it is used as a 

benchmark reference for the proposed MOMPC in this work. Fig. 4.3 illustrates the 

SDPC scheme, where the reference active power P* is delivered from the PI DC voltage 

regulator while the referenced reactive power Q* is generally set to zero for unity power 

factor. The digitized signals dP and dQ are then generated by two fixed-band hysteresis 

comparators using the tracking errors between the estimated and referenced values of 

the active and reactive powers. The converter switching signals are then selected from a 

look-up switching table (Table 4.1) according to dQ, and dP and the position of system 

input voltage vector eαβ in the α-β plane, which has 12 sectors (Fig. 4.2). 
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Fig. 4.3  Control block of SDPC 
 

TABLE 4.1  Switching Table of Conventional SDPC 

dP   dQ    S1    S2     S3    S4    S5     S6    S7    S8    S9    S10    S11    S12 
  1 0     V6    V7     V1      V0      V2      V7      V3     V0     V4    V7       V5        V0 

1     V7    V7     V0      V0      V7      V7      V0     V0     V7    V7       V0        V0
 

0 0     V6    V1    V1      V2       V2      V3      V3     V4     V4    V5       V5        V6 
1     V1    V2    V2      V3       V3      V4      V5     V5     V5    V6       V6        V1 

 

An in-depth analysis of the SDPC switching table reveals that the voltage vector 

selected is not necessarily the best one to correct the power errors in some sectors. For 

example, V7 is selected using the table if dP > 0 and dQ > 0 in sector S1. However, the 

reactive power derivative (or “slope”) of V7 is near zero, which means that activating V7 

just keeps the reactive power constant rather than increases it, resulting in large power 

ripples and current distortion. In this case, the more suitable vector to control the power 

is V3 rather than V7. 

 

B. Basic principle of MPC 

 

Fig. 4.4 shows a block diagram of the MPC. The key to the scheme is the prediction 

of power at the (k+1)th sampling instant for different voltage vectors. This assumes that 

an optimal voltage vector is able to minimize the power ripple effectively when applied 

during the interval between the kth and (k+1)th instants.  
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Fig. 4.4  Basic principle of MPC 

 

The active and reactive power derivatives can be obtained from (4.4) and (4.5) as 

3
2

de dIde dIdP I e I e
dt dt dt dt dt

                            (4.6) 

3
2

de dIdI dedQ I e I e
dt dt dt dt dt

                            (4.7) 

Assume sinusoidal and balanced line voltages, i.e. 

| | j te je ee e                                           (4.8) 

It can be deduced that 

de
e

dt
                                                 (4.9) 

de
e

dt
                                                 (4.10) 

Substituting (4.2), (4.9) and (4.10) into (4.6) and (4.7) yields 

2 *3 Re
2

dP R P Q
dt L L

e eV                                   (4.11) 

    *3 Im
2

dQ RP Q
dt L L

eV                                             (4.12) 

The active and reactive power at the (k+1)th sampling instant can then be obtained as 

21 *3 Re
2

k k k k
s

RP T P Q P
L L

e eV                              (4.13) 

 1 *3 Im
2

k k k k
s

RQ T P Q Q
L L

eV                                     (4.14) 
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where Ts is the time length of sampling period 

By evaluating the effects of each voltage vector on the active and reactive powers 

according to a specific cost function, the voltage vector that produces the least power 

ripple can be determined. In the rectifier control, the control objectives are chosen as the 

DC-link voltage and the power factor of the AC input, which can be regulated by 

controlling the active power P and reactive power Q, respectively. Therefore, the cost 

function can be defined as 

* 1 2 * 1 2( ) ( )k kJ P P Q Q                                      (4.15) 

 

 

C. Multi-objective MPC concept 

 

In MPC, the most appropriate vector is chosen by an optimization criterion. This, 

however, depends largely on whether the system is in a transient or steady-state [4.23]. 

That is, the control objectives will be different for different operations. As a matter of 

fact, even when the system is running in one operation, there are several aspects, or 

multiple objectives, to be considered in order to obtain a good performance. The 

proposed MOMPC concept is illustrated schematically in Fig. 4.5. In a dynamic state 

operation, the power error should be minimized as fast as possible in order to obtain a 

fast dynamic response. The effects of each voltage vector on active and reactive power 

will then be evaluated and the one producing the least power ripple will be chosen 

according to a specific cost function. 
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Fig. 4.5  Schematic illustration of MOMPC concept 
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In a steady state operation, the converter switching behaviour should be optimized to 

reduce the switching losses which account for a large amount of the total converter 

losses in high power applications. The cost function should then be revised to take into 

account the switching frequency. However, if the switching frequency is reduced too 

much, the system stability will deteriorate. It is necessary to add another component in 

the cost function to improve the system stability. This leads to an increased 

computational burden because of the large increase in the number of admissible 

switching sequences. Hence, the reduction of computing time becomes an important 

point to address in MOMPC implementation. 

 
 

4.2.2 Discrete-time digital implementation 
 

It should be noted that compensating for the one step delay is essential for MPC to 

avoid system performance deterioration [4.38], [4.39], as explained in Chapter 3 

previously. Model-based prediction can be an effective method to predict the system 

state in the next sampling instant. Here, (4.2) is used to obtain a prediction of line 

current Ik+1, which will then be substituted into (4.4) and (4.5) to obtain Pk+1 and Qk+1. 

However, for cost-function-based predictive control, after Pk+1 and Qk+1 are obtained, 

seven voltage vectors will be evaluated and the one making xk+2 closest to x* will be 

chosen. Therefore, to incorporate one-step delay compensation with cost-function-based 

predictive control, two-step prediction is required. Ik+1 is first obtained from (4.2) and 

then similarly Ik+2 can be predicted with Ik+1 as a new initial state and Vi
k+1 as the input. 

Finally, Pk+2 and Qk+2 can be obtained from (4.4) and (4.5), and consequently the cost 

function of (4.15) should be revised as 

* 2 2 * 2 2( ) ( )k kJ P P Q Q                                    (4.16) 

Because the directly controlled variables of the rectifier are the active and reactive 

power, the one step delay influence can be compensated for when (4.16) is implemented 

even when other norms or components are included. Therefore, the inclusion of more 

control objectives for the MOMPC should be based on modification of (4.16). 
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4.2.3 Switching frequency reduction 
 

In steady-state, the goal of the control is to obtain the minimum possible state 

changes in order to reduce the switching frequency. In power conversion, especially in 

high power applications, high efficiency is very important. Less power is lost when the 

switching frequency is reduced provided the system stability is maintained. Lower 

dynamic response may be acceptable if it leads to a reduction in average switching 

frequency. Fig. 4.6 shows the possible vector switching paths for a three-phase two-

level power converter. Assuming the switching state is “000” it can be seen that there 

are four types of possible switching paths according to the number of IGBT leg 

switches; i.e. no switching, one-state change, two-state change, and three-state change. 

For example, if the next switching state is “110”, the total number of leg switches is 

two. For the sake of switching frequency reduction, the switching path which causes 

least leg switches is preferred. 
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Fig. 4.6  Switching paths of vectors: the green dashed lines standing for no switching, the black 

solid lines one-state change, the red dashed lines two-state change, the red solid lines three-state 

change. 

 

In order to reduce the switching frequency, the expression of the cost function (4.16) 

can be revised to 

* 2 2 * 2 2

1
2

, ,

( ) ( )k k

k k
i i

i a b c

J P P Q Q

D D
                                         (4.17) 

where Di
k and Di

k+1 represent the switching state of the i phase (i=a,b,c) rectifier leg in 

the current and the next control periods, respectively. Di = 0 or 1 where 0 means that the 
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upper transistor is off and the lower one is on, and 1 reverses this switching state. 2 is 

the weighting factor. The first term in (4.17) reduces the real and reactive power ripple 

and the reference tracking, while the second term contributes to switching frequency 

reduction. A large value for the weighting factor 2 implies a higher priority for this 

objective. Therefore, by defining the cost function as (4.17), the switching frequency 

can be taken into account. It should be borne in mind that eight possible vectors should 

be evaluated in (4.17) because V0 and V7 are different vectors for switching frequency 

reduction, whereas only seven possible vectors are evaluated in (4.16) because the 

effects of V0 and V7 are the same. 

 
 
4.2.4 System stability improvement 

 

In (4.17), if 2 is too large; i.e. the switching frequency reduction is more aggressive 

than necessary, the system stability will deteriorate, resulting in excessively large 

currents and power ripples. This phenomenon can be explained by the following 

example. Assume V0 is the voltage vector applied during the interval between kth and 

(k+1)th sampling instant, and V2, V1, and V0 are the three best vectors for the correction 

of the power tracking errors in the next sampling period. However, the three best 

vectors to reduce the switching frequency are V0, V1, and V2. If 2 is set to a very large 

value, V0 is selected, which will cause large power ripple. A further analysis reveals that 

the better performance of one objective is achieved at the expense of compromising the 

performance of the other objectives when it is led unchanged (4.17). 
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Fig. 4.7  Active power trajectories and switching position with N-step prediction. 
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Using the principles of MPC, a further development is to predict the behavior of the 

variables up to certain future point in time. Controlling the error at the next N (N >1) 

instants will help to stabilize the system when 2 is too large. This is different from the 

model-based predictions for Pk+2 and Qk+2 with horizon N = 1 as discussed in Section 

4.2.2. This is also different from the method presented in [4.26] with N >1, where the 

variable is predicted every step from 1 to N. Instead, here, the input power of the 

rectifier at the (k+N)th instant is predicted from the value at the (k+1)th and (k+2)th 

instants using linear extrapolations. This is similar to [4.40] and [4.41]. To visualize this 

prediction theory, Fig. 4.7 depicts an example of the active power trajectory and the 

switching position with N-step prediction. The active and reactive power at the (k+N)th 

instant can be predicted as 

1 2 1( 1)( )k N k k kP P N P P                                  (4.18) 

1 2 1( 1)( )k N k k kQ Q N Q Q                                 (4.19) 

where Pk+1, Qk+1, Pk+2, and Qk+2 can be obtained by using the method presented in 

Section IV. Consequently, the cost function (4.17) can be further revised to 

* 2 2 * 2 2

1
2

, ,
* *

3

( ) ( )k k

k k
i i

i a b c
k N k N

J P P Q Q

D D

P P Q Q

                                   (4.20) 

where 3 is the weighting factor of the component in charge of system stability. Using 

the linear extrapolation for the prediction horizon, where N is larger than 2, it is feasible, 

especially when the sampling period is very short. Here, N = 5.  
 
 
4.2.5 Computational time reduction 

 

Calculating a cost function that contains several norms, e.g. (4.20), can be very time 

consuming although the computing power of microprocessors has increased 

dramatically in recent years. When the computing time Tc is greater than the sampling 

period Ts, the computation of the cost function cannot be completed. This delay in 

computation of the steps caused by slow computation can cause significant system 

performance deterioration. Therefore, steps must be taken to reduce the computing time 

when implementing the MOMPC strategy. It is worth mentioning that for almost any 

control algorithm, the computing time can be more or less reduced by machine code 
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optimization after the control strategy has been programmed. This can be done using 

procedures such as setting a global variable for a calculation that is used frequently, and 

using multiplication instead of division if possible. Instead of using the commonly used 

methods like the machine code optimization, this work presents a computing time 

reduction method by revising the control strategy itself. 

The new method is based on a hypothesis that the time demanded for the prediction 

of all the possible errors might be unnecessary. To control a three-phase two-level 

converter, it may be sufficient just to evaluate some of the eight switching states instead 

of all of them in the cost function in order to find the optimal vector for the next 

sampling period. For example, if the system input voltage vector e is within Sector S2 

or S3, as shown in Fig. 4.2, V1 and V2 will be probably used while V4 and V5 are barely 

be used for power ripple reduction. The switching state transfers from V1 (or V2) to V4 

(or V5) requires switching of at least two IGBT legs, which is not the priority for 

switching frequency reduction. Therefore, in the cost function, only six vectors are 

evaluated according to the position of system input voltage vector e. Similarly, V5 and 

V6 will not be evaluated if e is located in S4 or S5, and so on. Consequently, the 

computing time can be reduced by almost 25% without causing any apparent 

performance deterioration. This effect can be more significant when the sampling 

frequency is high. 

 

 

4.3 Numerical Simulation and Experimental Verification 
 
4.3.1 Numerical simulation 
 

To check the feasibility of the proposed MOMPC, it is compared with the CDPC 

using simulation in the MATLAB/Simulink environment. The system parameters are 

listed in Table 4.2. For simplicity, the CDPC methods without and with one-step delay 

compensation are denoted as “SDPC.I” and “SDPC.II”, and the MOMPC methods 

using (4.15), (4.16), (4.17), and (4.20) as cost functions are denoted as “MOMPC.I”, 

“MOMPC.II”, “MOMPC.III”, and “MOMPC.IV”, respectively. The MOMPC using 

(4.20) as the cost function and implemented by the proposed computing time reduction 

method is denoted as “MOMPC.V”. 
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TABLE 4.2  Parameters of the MOMPC System in Simulation 

Resistance of Choker                 R 0.25 Ω 
Inductance of Choker                 L 10 mH 
DC-link capacitor                      C 470 uF 
Load resistance                         RL 100 Ω 
Phase-phase Voltage                   e 120 V(rms) 
Source voltage frequency            f 50 Hz 
DC-link voltage                       Vdc 300 V 
Sampling period                      Ts 50 μs 

 

The reference DC-link voltage Vdc* is set to be 300 V, and the reference reactive 

power Q* is set to 0 VAR for unity power factor operation. Fig. 4.8 shows the steady-

state performance of the SDPC: (a) without and (b) with one-step delay compensation. 

From top to bottom, the curves are the active power (P), reactive power (Q), phase a 

voltage (ea/10), three-phase AC line currents (I), and the average switching frequency 

(fsw). The average switching frequency is calculated by counting the total commutation 

instants of a phase leg during a fixed period and then divided by 2. It can be seen that 

the power ripple is reduced and the line currents are more sinusoidal after introducing 

the one-step delay compensation, but the switching frequency increases from (a) about 

1.6 kHz up to (b) 5.1 kHz. 
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Fig. 4.8  Simulated steady-state performance. (a) SDPC.I, and (b) SDPC.II. 
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Fig. 4.9 shows the steady state performance of MOMPC.I and MOMPC.II. It can be 

seen that compared with SDPC.I and SDPC.II, MOMPC.I and MOMPC.II yield much 

smaller power ripple and more sinusoidal line currents with a significant increase of the 

switching frequency after the introduction of one step delay compensation. 
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      (a)                                               (b) 

Fig. 4.9  Simulated steady-state performance. (a) MOMPC.I, and (b) MOMPC.II. 

 

Fig. 4.10(a) demonstrates the effects of the switching frequency reduction strategy in 

MOMPC.III. It can be seen that the switching frequency is reduced from 4.6 kHz 

(shown in Fig. 4.9(b)) to about 2.2 kHz. However, the power ripple increases 

significantly due to aggressive switching frequency reduction, resulting in distorted line 

currents. 

Fig. 4.10(b) shows the switching frequency reduction that can be achieved without 

system performance deterioration by the introduction of a linear extrapolation 

component in the cost function. As shown, MOMPC.IV yields much lower power ripple 

and much more sinusoidal line current with a switching frequency of only 2.8 kHz. 
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    (a)                                      (b) 

Fig. 4.10  Simulated steady state performance. (a) MOMPC.III, 2=70, and (b) MOMPC.IV, 2=70, 

3=0.12. 

 
 

4.3.2 Experimental verification 
 

The proposed MOMPC strategy was tested experimentally on a scale-down 

laboratory AC/DC converter system, which uses a Semikron intelligent power module 

(IPM). The hardware setup is shown in Fig. 4.11. A TMS320F28335 floating-point DSP 

was used for the control. The controller was designed so that the control functions are 

interrupt driven. After completing the A/D conversion (ADC), an interrupt is generated 

and the program enters the interrupt service routine (ISR). The ADC start occurs using 

the period interrupt of the PWM. Therefore, the ISR runs once in each PWM cycle and 

is used to compute the switching state for the next cycle. The time consumption of ADC 

is less than 300 ns. The system variables are controlled using Real Time Data Exchange 

(RTDX) communication between the DSP and PC. The converter input active and 

reactive power are displayed through digital to analog conversion (DAC) ranged from 0 

V – 5 V with 1 V represents 60 (W or VAR) and 2.5 V corresponding to 0 (W or VAR). 

The system parameters of the experimental test are listed in Table 4.3.  
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Fig. 4.11  Laboratory test bench: (1) Semikron intelligent power module based AC/DC converter, 

(2) control unit, (3) inductors, (4) DC resistive load, (5) three-phase auto-transformer, (6) three-

phase isolated transformer, (7) Tektronix current probe, and (8) voltage probe. 

 
TABLE 4.3  Parameters of the MOMPC System in Experiment 

Resistance of Choker                 R 0.51 Ω 
Inductance of Choker                 L 22 mH 
DC-link capacitor                      C 680 uF 
Load resistance                         RL 150 Ω 
Phase-phase Voltage                   e 50 V(rms) 
Source voltage frequency            f 50 Hz 
DC-link voltage                       Vdc 120 V 
Sampling period                     Ts 50 μs 

 

Fig. 4.12 compares the experimental results of different control methods. It can be 

seen that experimental results are in good agreement with the simulation (Fig. 4.8 and 

Fig. 4.9). The input voltage is in phase with the input current for all the methods 

because the reactive power reference Q* is set to zero for unit power factor operation. 

After integrated the one-step delay compensation scheme into the SDPC, the active 

power and reactive power ripples are reduced, resulting in improved line currents, as 

shown in Fig. 4.12(a) and Fig.4.12(b). On the other hand, MOMPC presents less power 

ripple and a more stable DC-link voltage. Overall, better performances in terms of line 

current THD, active and reactive power ripples are achieved by MOMPC compared 

with SDPC, and one-step delay compensation further improves the performance, as 

illustrated in Fig. 4.12(c) and (d). 
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(a) 

     
(b) 

     
(c) 

    
 (d) 

Fig. 4.12  Experimental results. Left: CH1-grid phase A voltage, CH3 and CH4-converter input 

currents; Right: CH2-DC-link voltage, CH3-active power, CH4-reactive power. (a) SDPC.I, THD = 
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16.68%, fsw = 1562 Hz, (b) SDPC.II, THD = 11.04%, fsw = 5017 Hz, (c) MOMPC.I, THD = 11.72%, 

fsw = 2439 Hz, (d) MOMPC.II, THD = 7.16%, fsw = 4482 Hz. 

 

In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of frequency reduction algorithm and obtain 

the visual comparison, the PWM signals are also plotted. Fig. 4.13 presents the results 

of frequency reduction and system stability improvement. After adding the component 

of frequency reduction to the cost function, i.e. using (4.17), the average switching 

frequency is reduced considerably. However, the converter input currents are severely 

distorted and the system becomes fluctuating due to the aggressive switching frequency 

reduction. In order to stabilize the system, another norm is added to the cost function. 

After using (4.20), the system can be stabilized while the switching frequency is also 

reduced, compared to that of SDPC.  

 

          
(a) 

          
(b) 

Fig. 4.13  Experimental results of frequency reduction scheme and system stability improvement. 

Left: CH1-grid phase A voltage, CH3 and CH4-converter input currents; Right: CH1-PWM signals 

of upper leg of phase A, CH3-phase A current, (a) MOMPC.III, 2=70, THD = 14.38%, fsw = 1953 

Hz, (b) MOMPC.IV, 2=70, 3=0.12, THD = 7.75%, fsw = 2638 Hz. 
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Fig. 4.14 shows the results of MOMPC.V, i.e. (4.20) is used and the computing time 

reduction algorithm is employed. It can be seen that the system performance is almost 

the same as that of MOMPC.IV, while the power ripples are reduced, and the line 

currents are much more sinusoidal, compared to CDPC, which validates the 

effectiveness of the proposed MOMPC strategy.  

 

         

Fig. 4.14  Experimental results of computing time reduction algorithm MOMPC.V, CH1: grid 

phase A voltage, CH3 and CH4: converter input currents; CH2: DC-link voltage, CH3: and active, 

CH4: reactive power, 2=70, 3=0.12, THD = 7.89%, fsw = 2623 Hz. 

 

Fig. 4.15 compares the line current spectra of various control strategies. It can be 

seen that the SDPC strategies yields more low-order harmonics (Figs. 4.15(a) and (b)) 

whereas the MOMPC strategies have a relatively broad harmonic spectrum with smaller 

low-order harmonics (Figs. 4.15(c)-(f)). A further observation of the MOMPC strategies 

reveals that MOMPC.I and MOMPC.II present similar spectra, while the spectrum of 

MOMPC.III contains more low-order harmonics, and MOMPC.IV appears to be better 

with smaller harmonics, compared to MOMPC.III. It can be seen that the performances 

of MOMPC.IV and MOMPC.V are only slightly degraded compared with MOMPC.II, 

but still much better than that of SDPC.II. 
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Fig. 4.15  Line current spectrum, 60 mA/div, 1 kHz/div, Sa=20 kSa, (a) SDPC.I, (b) SDPC.II, (c) 

MOMPC.I, (d) MOMPC.II, (e) MOMPC.III, (f) MOMPC.IV. 

 

The dynamic responses of SDPC and the proposed MOMPC strategy are shown in 

Fig. 4.16 and Fig. 4.17, respectively. In this test, the outer DC-link voltage control loop 

is open, the active power P* steps up from 50 W to 100 W and steps back to 50 W 

shortly. It can be observed that the SDPC presents excellent tracking ability with only 

around 10 ms responding time, owning to the fact that no PI regulators and PWM 

modulators are used in direct control approaches. For the proposed MOMPC strategy, it 

takes only around 3 ms from 50 W to 100 W and around 10 ms from 100 W back to 50 

W, featuring even better transient performance than SDPC. 
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Fig. 4.16  Experimental results of dynamic response of SDPC.II, (a) active and reactive power, (b) 

three-phase input currents. 
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(b) 

Fig. 4.17  Experimental results of dynamic response of MOMPC.V, (a) active and reactive power, 

(b) three-phase input currents. 

 
 
 

4.4 Summary of the Chapter 
 

In this Chapter, a new MOMPC strategy has been proposed. By using the system 

model to predict the behavior of system variables, a cost function is employed as a 

criterion to select the optimal switching states. The main contribution of MOMPC is the 

considerable reduction of the average switching frequency, which makes it very 

significant for high power applications, such as larger-scale wind power generation 

systems and HVDC transmission systems. In addition, in order to improve system 

stability, an N-step linear extrapolation method is proposed and included in the cost 

function. Finally, a new method is proposed to simplify the implementation of control 

algorithm for effective reduction of the computing time. 

The proposed MOMPC method presents excellent steady-state and dynamic 

performances. This takes into account different control objectives by revising the cost 

function flexibly and correctly, which makes this method very attractive in terms of 

controlling power converters and in the development of micro and smart grids. 
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CHAPTER 5 
 

SMART MICROGRID SYSTEM CONTROL 
 

5.1 Introduction 
 

As the demand for electricity power keeps rising these years, the existing electricity 

power system is undergoing a major transformation. Due to the limitation of delivery 

capability and the increase in power demand, it is getting more and more stressed. 

Generally, the main drawbacks of the existing power systems can be summarized as 

followings [5.1]: 

A. Inefficiency: Almost 8% of the total power is lost along transmission lines while 

only one-fifth of its generation capacity exists to meet the peak demand. 

B. Domino-effect failures: It is a strictly hierarchical system where power plants at 

the top of the chain ensure power delivery to customers’ loads at the bottom of the 

chain. In other words, the power flows in only one direction, which will leads to 

large-scaled blackout triggered by power plants intermittence or even transmission 

lines problems. The most well-known failure occurred in August 2003, when 50 

million customers in the USA and Canada lost power for up to two days due to 

cascading events. 

C. Instability: The unprecedented fluctuation of demand for electrical power, 

coupled with increasing penetration level of DGs and lagging investments in the 

electrical power infrastructure, has decreased system stability. 

 

In order to address the issues of the existing electricity grid mentioned above and at 

the same time exploit the renewable energy sources effectively, the next generation 

electricity grid known as the “Smart Grid” was proposed recently. At the generation 

level, it is expected to emerge as a well-planned plug and play integration of smart 

microgrids. At the distribution and transmission level, the smart grid integrates small 

microgrids through dedicated highways for command, data, and power exchanges. 

Therefore, the efficiency, reliability, and security of the grid can be improved greatly by 

dynamic optimization of electric-system operations, maintenance, and planning. The 
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smart grid can thus be thought of as a platform where both supply and demand sides 

meet [5.2]-[5.4]. 

 

 
Fig. 5.1  Smart grid topology 

 
Fig. 5.1 shows a smart grid topology, it is seen that there are two transmission lines 

throughout the smart grid, i.e. the digital highway and the physical highway. The 

information from the smart meters and fault diagnosis monitors is collected by 

advanced metering infrastructure (AMI) system, and is then sent to the control center 

through digital highway. The control center controls the electronic device to optimize 

the power flow and heal the grid faults in physical highway. Since smart grid is an 

electricity network that can intelligently integrate the actions of many microgrids, the 

distinct advantage compared to the conventional power grid is that it can efficiently 

deliver sustainable, economic and secure electricity supplies. It is noted that the smart 

grid would and should coexist with the existing electricity grid, and it is required to be 

self-healing and resilient to system anomalies. 

 

Although much attention has been drawn from all over the world, the development of 

smart grids is still in the pilot stage. Generally, the key technologies and challenges of 

smart grids can be summarized as: 

 

 Power Electronics Control Technology 

Control strategies of power electronics with excellent steady-state and dynamic 

performance are very important in active and reactive power regulation, current, voltage 

and frequency control. Though some methods have been proposed such as improved 
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droop control (to be investigated in Section 5.3), for larger microgrids with numerous 

inverters, the depth of available literature is less comprehensive and doubts remain as to 

the scalability of techniques proposed for small-scale systems. 

 
 New Semiconductor Device 

Silicon-based semiconductor device is reaching its physical limits in power handling 

and switching frequency capability. Seeking new materials technology is very exigent 

for smart grid. As the need for renewable energy technologies, energy storage 

technologies, and smart grid technologies has grown in recent years, power 

semiconductor devices with high-voltage, high-frequency, and high temperature 

operation capability is required. 

 
 Information Technology 

Increasing numbers of smart grid deployments are using the internet technologies, 

broadband communication, and nondeterministic communication environments. 

Advanced technique of huge data processing is essential in information collection and 

energy management within the smart grid. 

  
 Security and Privacy Issues 

As the grid incorporates smart metering and load management, user and corporate 

privacy is increasingly becoming an issue. For example, will the power utilities be able 

to control the customer load without the customer’s prior permission? Will the private 

power consumption information be stolen by cyber-hacker with illegal motivation? 

Could the electricity consumption patterns lead to disclosure of not only how much 

energy customers use but also when they are at home, at work, or traveling? These are 

the security and privacy issues need to be concerned under the construction of the next 

generation smart grid. 

 
 

5.2 Smart Microgrid Topology 
 

From the power distribution perspective, to mitigate the negative influences on the 

grid and incorporate effectively the renewable generations, it is a good idea to combine 

the local utilization, energy storage, and distributed generation to form a grid-friendly 

distributed generation system, namely microgrid. In addition, considering that most of 
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the power outages and disturbances take place in the distribtution network, and 

therefore, the first step towards the smart grid should start at the bottom of the chain, in 

the microgrid system. 

Based on this background, the next-generation electricity grid is expected to address 

the major shortcomings of the existing grid. The microgrid is one of such systems, in 

which the distributed power generation is controlled not only to provide power but also 

to stabilize the fluctuation caused by the renewable energy sources, such as wind power 

and photovoltaic. Microgrid system is currently a conceptual solution to fulfil the 

commitment of reliable power delivery for future power system, which can address 

issues related to operation, control and stability of the system. Renewable power 

sources such as wind and hydro offer the best potential for emission free power for 

future microgrid systems. 

Fig. 5.2 shows a typical microgrid application for households, where the PV panels 

are generally installed on the roof of the houses, an energy storage system (ESS) is also 

utilized to absorb the surplus energy when the production is greater than the power 

consumption.  
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Fig. 5.2  Schematic diagram of a simplified microgrid system  

 

In such a small power system, the DC output of the PV panel is connected to the 

common DC bus through a DC/DC converter that is used to achieve MPPT, as 

explained in Chapter 3. On the other hand, an energy storage device, such as the battery 

bank, is used to smooth the gap between the generation and consumption. It is 
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interfaced to the common DC bus through a DC/DC converter which allows the bi-

directional power flows for battery charging and discharging. The other side on the 

common DC bus is connected to a DC/AC converter that is connected to an LC filter 

before connected to the household electric appliances or the utility grid. 

For the smart operation of a microgrid system, all the DG units should be able to 

participate in the optimized control mechanism, from the perspectives of both the loads 

and the utility grid. Generally the basic requirements for a microgrid to achieve smart 

operation can be described as: 

 

 Provide high quality power for the loads, i.e., establish a stable output voltage 

regardless of intermittent power generation and the fluctuated power demand 

 

 Provide utility grid support such as voltage boost and frequency stabilization 

during grid faults, by exploiting the STATCOM capability of the power 

electronics within the microgird.  

 

Fig. 5.3 shows a microgrid system with several DG sources at the Commonwealth 

Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation (CSIRO), Australia. It consists of three 

control levels. The first level is the DC microgrid including a small capacity wind 

turbine (WT), PV panel and a battery bank, which are connected to a DC point of 

common coupling (PCC). At the second level, single-phase inverters are used to 

interface PVs to the 240V AC PCC while a WT and a gas micro-turbine (MT) supply 

power to this AC common bus through three-phase converters. A load bank controlled 

in a binary system is utilized to simulate the fluctuated profile of power consumption. 

There are also wind turbines, PVs and gas MT with higher capacity at the third level, 

which is not shown here. In this distributed generation system, the gas MT not only 

provide a voltage signal to which all other inverters can synchronize to, but also control 

the voltage and frequency of AC PCC. The control of the DGs and the data acquisition 

are fulfilled through a supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) system. 
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Fig. 5.3  Microgrid configuration in energy centre of CSIRO 

 

In such a system, the major part of the electricity produced by DGs is consumed 

locally, and the excess will be exported to the grid. If the load is greater than local 

generation, more power can be obtained from the grid. Besides, it can operate in 

islanded mode in which electricity power can continue to be supplied to the load bank. 

The control centre will coordinate/dispatch the generators and energy storage devices 

according to the demands of the local consumption. The main objectives of this 

microgrid are to exploit the renewable energy effectively and efficiently [5.5]. 

Fig. 5.4 shows a proposed microgrid system being built at the University of 

Technology, Sydney (UTS). Fig. 5.4(a) is the configuration of this microgrid while Fig. 

5.4(b) is the laboratory hardware system of this microgrid. In this microgrid, there are 

distributed generation units including doubly-fed induction generator (DFIG) based 

wind power system, photovoltaic (PV), and proton exchange membrane (PEM) fuel cell. 

In addition, there is a charging/discharging battery based ESS to absorb the fluctuation 

between power generation and power consumption. The real-time information such as 

voltage and current of each DG unit and the point of common coupling (PCC) at 

common AC bus are monitored by a radio frequency (RF) module which is sent to the 

control centre through wireless transmission. The control centre will then determine the 

future behaviours of the microgrid in order to obtain the optimized power flow and 
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power quality, according to the current real-time information. After that, the control 

centre will deliver the control commands to control the power converters of each DG 

units. 
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Fig. 5.4  Smart microgrid, (a) laboratory setup, (b) schematic topology. 

 
The proposed microgrid system can operate in both grid-connected and islanded 

modes, which integrates the following features: 

(1) It incorporates distributed generations capable of meeting local demand as well 

as feeding the unused energy back to the electricity grid. Such distributed 
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generations are known as co-generators and often use renewable sources of 

energy, such as wind and solar. 

(2) It services a variety of loads, including residential, office and the whole building. 

(3) The control centre will coordinate/dispatch the generators and energy storage 

devices according to the demands of the local consumption. Therefore, it can 

smooth the intermittent performance of renewable energy sources and the 

fluctuating profile of the loads. 

(4) It incorporates smart sensors capable of measuring a multitude of consumption 

parameters (e.g. active power, reactive power, voltage, current, demand and so 

on) with acceptable precision and accuracy. 

(5) It incorporates RF modules capable of sending the real-time information of 

power generation and consumption and receiving control demands through 

wireless transmission, which makes it very useful in the applications where long 

wire interconnection is impractical, such as rural areas and large high-tech 

building in cities considering the reduction of cost and space. 

(6) It can also participate in the voltage support and power quality improvement for 

the utility grid.  

 
 

5.3 Control of Parallel Connected Inverters in Microgrids 
 

In order to propose appropriate control strategies for the microgrids, it is necessary to 

study the operating mechanism between DGs, which will provide insights into the 

performance of the methods. With a non-radial system configuration due to the presence 

of DG units, the power control complexity for a microgrid is substantially increased, 

and the “plug and play” feature is the key to ensure that the installation of additional 

DG units will not change the control strategies of DG units already in the microgrid. To 

realize this “plug and play” characteristic, many control techniques have been 

developed, which can be categorized into two main groups, namely active load sharing 

method and droop control method, as introduced in Chapter 1. The first one is derived 

from control approaches of parallel DC/DC converters and UPS, such as centralized 

[5.6], average load sharing [5.7], and circular chain control [5.8]. However, these 
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methods need intercommunication lines between DGs to achieve output-voltage 

regulation and power sharing, which can deteriorate the system stability and reliability.  

The second type of control technique of parallel DGs is the droop control without 

control wire interconnections, which has been commonly used for active and reactive 

power regulation in microgrids recently [5.9]-[5.15]. In this method, an artificial droop 

characteristics is introduced, and the active and reactive power supplied by the DGs can 

be controlled by adjusting the output voltage frequency and amplitude, respectively, 

according to a pre-defined manner. Therefore, the DGs can meet the new load 

requirements in a manner determined by its frequency and voltage droop characteristics, 

which is similar to the power system theory where a generator connected to the utility 

drops its frequency when the power required increases.  

With this technique, the active and reactive power sharing by the inverters is 

automatic achieved by adjusting the output voltage frequency and amplitude. In order to 

fix the reference voltage generated by the droop controller, generally a multiloop 

control scheme is implemented, where an inner inductor current feedback loop and 

outer filter capacitor voltage feedback loop are used. 

Recently much attention has been paid to improve the voltage droop method to 

obtain better transient performance and more accurate power sharing. For example, 

better transient response was obtained by introducing derivative-integral terms. The 

power sharing accuracy was enhanced by employing a virtual power frame 

transformation or virtual output impedance. In some applications, an angle controller 

was proposed to minimize frequency variation by drooping the inverter output voltage 

angle instead of the frequency. For the improvement of the voltage quality, the voltage 

deviation caused by droop method is compensated by a multilayer control strategy. 

 
 

 
5.3.1 Voltage droop method  
 

A. Voltage droop for power sharing 

 

Fig. 5.5 shows the equivalent circuit of DGs connected to a common AC bus through 

inverters. 
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Fig. 5.5  Equivalent circuit of parallel-inverters-based microgrid 

 

The active and reactive power flow from the DG to the common AC bus can be 

expressed as [5.16] 

2 cos cos( )Z E V ZE EV
P

Z
                                   (5.1) 

 
2 sin sin( )Z E V ZE EV

Q
Z

                                    (5.2) 

where E and V are the magnitudes of the inverter output voltage and AC common bus 

voltage, Z is the line impedance. For a purely inductive line impedance, the line 

resistance may be neglected, i.e. φZ=90°,  and thus (5.1) and (5.2) become 

sin( )E VEV
P

X
                                              (5.3) 

2 cos( )E VE EV
Q

X
                                      (5.4) 

where X is the line reactance. 

Further, considering that the phase angle difference δ=φE-φV is typically small, we can 

assume sin(δ)=δ and cos(δ)=1, and consequently, 

EVP
X

                                                        (5.5) 

( )E E VQ
X

                                                  (5.6) 

As a consequence, the flow of active power is linearly dependent on the phase angle 

difference (δ) and the flow of reactive power is linearly dependent on the voltage 

magnitude difference (E-V). At this point, similar to the power system theory where a 
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generator connected to the utility drops its frequency when the power required increases, 

and a voltage and frequency droop control method for microgrid can be defined as 

* *( )m P P                                                 (5.7) 

* *( )E E n Q Q                                                 (5.8) 

where, P* and Q* are the desired active and reactive power, ω* and E* the inverter normal 

output frequency and voltage amplitude, and m and n the slopes of the droop 

characteristics. Fig. 5.6 depicts the droop characteristics. For example, in P- ω droop 

control, the active power demand changes in load can be taken up by the DGs in a 

predetermined manner and the wireless control of parallel inverters is achieved with the 

utilization of system frequency as a communication link within a microgrid.  
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Fig. 5.6  Droop characteristics, (a) P - ω droop characteristics, (b) Q - E droop characteristics. 
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It is worth mentioning that this method is subject to two particular problems as 

follows: 

Power coupling: (5.5) and (5.6) are derived based on the assumption that the line 

impedance is mainly inductive. However, in some cases, line resistance cannot be 

neglected, especially in a low-voltage microgrid. As a result, the change of δ and E can 

affect both the active and reactive power flows, which can be explained from (5.1) and 

(5.2). 

Slopes selection: Even the power coupling can be avoided with improved strategies 

such as virtual power frame transformation or virtual output impedance. The tradeoff 

between the power sharing accuracy and the voltage frequency and magnitude deviation 

should be taken into account in the selection of m, n.  

 

B. Multi-loop feedback control of inverters  

 

After the droop controller is design, the inverters should be controlled to produce the 

specified voltage reference from the droop controller. Regarding to the inverter control, 

many control techniques have been developed for power inverters in the last few 

decades, such as multi-loop feedback control [5.17], [5.18], direct flux control [5.19] 

and direct power control [5.20], [5.21]. Since the output of the droop controller is the 

voltage reference, the multi-loop feedback control is very suitable to be applied here 

because it can be used to generate an output voltage with a specified frequency and 

amplitude within the inverter capacity.  
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Fig. 5.7  Control block of voltage and current feedback control. 
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Fig. 5.7 shows the voltage and current feedback control diagram, which including the 

inner current control loop and the outer voltage control loop. In the voltage control loop, 

a proportional compensator is used to force the inverter output voltage to track their 

reference values. The outputs of this voltage compensator together with the inner filter 

inductor currents are then fed to an inner current compensator to produce modulating 

signals for the sinusoidal pulse-width modulator (SPWM). This control technique 

features simple structure and quick transient response though tuning effort of PI 

regulators is required. 

 

C. Microgrid control 

 

The microgrid can operate in grid-connected or islanded mode. In the grid-connected 

operation, the DGs together with the utility grid supply power to the local loads. If the 

power generation is greater than the load consumption, the excess will be injected into 

the grid. On the other hand, if the power generation is smaller than the load demand, 

more power will be imported from the grid. In the islanded operation, the DGs should 

be able to provide a stable voltage at PCC and pick up the loads automatically. In 

addition, the microgrid should be re-connected to the utility grid seamlessly when the 

grid is available.  
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Fig. 5.8  Control diagram of the whole microgrid control based on voltage droop method. 
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Fig 5.8 illustrates the control strategy of microgirds, which consists of an outer droop 

controller and the inner inverter controller. To control the parallel inverters, the 

instantaneous active and reactive powers are firstly calculated from the PCC voltage and 

the inverter output current. The measured powers are then delivered into a droop 

controller to achieve proper power sharing between DGs. Next, the voltage reference 

from the droop controller is sent to the inner voltage/current loop, which utilizes the 

multi-loop feedback control technique to control the inverter to produce this specified 

voltage reference, as depicted previously. 

In the islanded mode, the static transfer switch (STS) disconnects the microgrid from 

the main grid, and the total power demand of the load is supplied by the DGs. With any 

load change, each DG must regulate its frequency and magnitude of output voltage to 

meet the new load requirement in a predetermined droop characteristic. In the grid-

connected mode, the microgrid frequency is fixed to the utility frequency. The DG units 

are supplying their rated active and reactive powers at rated frequency and voltage. 

When the load requirement is less than the rated capacity of the DGs, the excess power 

flows to the utility. In contrast, when the load requirement is greater than the rated 

capacity of the DGs, more power would be imported from the utility. 

On the other hand, a smooth transfer between the grid-connected and islanded modes 

is also essential for the reliability of a microgrid. Here, a simple synchronization scheme 

is developed. As shown in Fig. 5.7, in the re-synchronization compensator, the 

amplitude error E and the phase error δ of the grid voltage and the PCC voltage are 

delivered to a PI regulator, respectively. The outputs of these two regulators are fed into 

the outputs of the droop controller. In this way, the PCC voltage can track the grid 

voltage closely. Once the grid synchronization process is completed, the microgrid is 

ready for the grid connection. 

 

D. Numerical simulation  

 

The performance of the control strategy has been tested in simulation using 

Matlab/Simulink. A microgrid with two identical DG units, as shown in Fig. 5.5, is 

employed. In this simulation, there is one local load connected to each DG unit and one 

common load connected to common AC bus, the microgrid is connected to utility 

through a STS. The system parameters are listed in Table 5.1 [5.11].  
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TABLE 5.1  System Parameters of Microgrid Using Voltage Droop Method 

Nominal utility  voltage                     380 V     ω*                  50 Hz 
Switching frequency                           2 kHz   ωmin                  48.5 Hz 
DC source voltage                             1000 V   E*                 310 V 
Filter inductance                               0.9 mH   Emin               290 V 
Filter capacitance                              250 μF   P1

*
                         35 kW 

Line impedance                   0.05 Ω, 1.6 mH   Q1
*               15 kVar 

Rating of each DG                           70 kVA   P2
*                         30 kW 

Rating of Load 1                 30 kW, 10 kVar   Q2
*                        10 kVar 

Rating of Load 2                 20 kW,   6 kVar   m1, n1        -3/7e4, -4/8e4 
Rating of common load       13 kW, 10 kVar   m2, n2     -3/1.1e4, -1/3e3 
 

       

At the beginning, the microgrid operates in the islanded mode. Fig. 5.9 shows the 

active and reactive power sharing within the microgrid. P1, P2, and Pg denote the active 

power output from DG1 and DG2, and the active power flowing from the utility, 

respectively. On the other hand, Q1, Q2, and Qg denote the reactive power output from 

DG1 and DG2, and the reactive power flowing from the utility, respectively. In islanded 

mode, DG1 and DG2 together supply all the active and reactive power required by the 

local loads and the common load according to their frequency and voltage droop 

characteristics. It can be seen that DG1 carries a larger share of active power since it has 

a stiffer slope while Pg=0 W and Qg=0 VAR. At 0.1 s, the power consumption of local 

load 1 raises to its rated value (30 kW, 10 kVAR), DG1 and DG2 increase the output 

power automatically to meet the new power requirement. The DG output current and the 

grid current are shown in Fig. 5.10. 
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Fig. 5.9  Power flows within microgrid. 
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Fig. 5.10  Per phase current within the microgrid. 

 

At 0.3 s, the microgrid starts to synchronize, the increase in both active and reactive 

output power of DGs can be observed during the process of synchronization. After 

reconnection (0.5 s) of the microgrid and utility, it is seen that the output powers of 

DG1 and DGs drop back to their referenced dispatched values (P1
*, Q1

*, P2
*, and Q2

*) 

because part of the power flows from the utility in grid-connected mode. 
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Fig. 5.11  Response of voltage and AC common bus and current through STS 

 

The dynamic response of AC common bus voltage and STS current can be found in 

Fig. 5.11. The AC common bus voltage is very stable during the grid connection 

process while slight overshoot current can be observed in the STS at 0.5 s. The 

synchronization process can be observed in Fig. 5.12, the AC common bus voltage can 

track the utility grid voltage in less than 100 ms in terms of frequency, magnitude and 

phase angle, which guarantees the smooth and fast transition from the islanded mode to 

the grid connected mode. 
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Fig. 5.12  Synchronization of micro- and utility-grids. 
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5.3.2 Flux droop method  
 

The droop method illustrated in the previous section droops the voltage, i.e. the 

active and reactive power sharing by the inverters is achieved by adjusting the output 

voltage frequency and amplitude. To produce the specified voltage from the droop 

controller, generally a multi-loop control scheme is implemented, where an inner filter 

inductor current feedback loop and outer filter capacitor voltage feedback loop are used 

[5.22]-[5.24]. However, PI regulators are required, which complicate the control system. 

Besides, much tuning effort is needed to obtain system stability, which makes it not 

easy to be implemented in practical. In [5.9], the voltage and frequency from the droop 

controller are delivered to the frequency controller and voltage controller respectively to 

produce the referenced inverter flux, and the inverter is then controlled to generate this 

specified flux using a direct flux method. However, this strategy is very complicated 

and the system performance is compromised. 

Recently, much attention has been paid to improve the voltage droop method to 

obtain better transient performance and more accurate power sharing. For example, 

better transient response was obtained by introducing the derivative-integral terms 

[5.10], [5.25]-[5.27]. The power sharing accuracy was enhanced by employing a virtual 

power frame transformation or virtual impedance [5.12], [5.13]. In [5.28], an angle 

controller was proposed to minimize frequency variation by drooping the inverter 

output voltage angle instead of the frequency. The voltage deviation caused by droop 

method is compensated by a multilayer control strategy in [5.29] and [5.30]. However, 

all these methods are developed based on the voltage droop, i.e. on the ω – P and V – Q 

characteristics, and therefore, the conventional multi-feedback loops are unavoidable. 

Here, an alternative droop method is developed that active and reactive power 

sharing can be achieved as well as the conventional voltage droop control, and at the 

same time the control system can be simplified without multi-feedback loops and the 

complex PI controllers. This is the initial motivation of this work.  

 
A. Proposed flux droop control  

 

In the conventional droop method, the control loop makes tight adjustment over the 

output voltage frequency and amplitude of the inverter, in order to compensate the 

active and reactive power unbalances. A question needs to be answered is if there are 
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any other droop methods to achieve load sharing rather than voltage droop. In this 

section, the mathematical relation between the inverter flux and the active and reactive 

powers drawn to the common AC bus will be deduced, based on which a new droop 

method will be proposed.  
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Fig. 5.13  Equivalent circuit of a DG unit connected to a common AC bus 
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Fig. 5.14  Possible voltage vectors generated by the inverter 

 

A DG unit connected to a common AC bus through a power inverter is shown in Fig. 

5.13. The three-phase two level inverter output voltage can be expressed in complex 

space vectors as 

( 1)
32 ( 1 6)

3
0 ( 0,7)

j i

dci
V e i

i
V                                           (5.9) 

Determined by the switching states, Vi can be controlled to eight space voltage 

vectors, as shown in Fig. 5.14. The mathematical equation of the system equivalent 

circuit can be described as  

dR L
dt
IV I E                                               (5.10) 

*P jQS I E                                                (5.11) 
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where V, E, and I are the inverter output voltage vector, the common AC bus voltage 

vector, the line current vector, respectively, R is the line resistance, L the line inductance, 

P and Q are the active and reactive powers flow to the common AC bus, and * denotes 

the complex conjugate. Similar to the flux definition in an electrical machine, the flux 

vector of the inverter at node A and the flux vector at node B can be defined as  

t

V dV                                                        (5.12) 

t

E dE                                                      (5.13) 

Subsequently, the inverter flux vector and the flux vector at node B can be written as  

2fV V                                                   (5.14) 

V

V                                                        (5.15) 

2fE E                                                   (5.16) 

E

E                                                       (5.17) 

where φfV and φfE are the phase angles of the inverter flux vector ψV and the node B flux 

vector ψE, respectively, while φV and φE are the phase angles of the inverter output 

voltage vector V and the node B voltage vector E, respectively, and ω is the angular 

frequency of the voltages. As in most practical cases, the line impedance is mainly 

inductive, and if neglecting the line resistance, combining (5.10), (5.12) and (5.13) 

yields 

1 ( )V EL
I                                               (5.18) 

Substituting (5.18) into (5.11), we can obtain 

*1 ( )V ES
L

E                                                (5.19) 

Substituting (5.14), (5.16) and (5.17) into (5.19) yields 

( ) ( ) *2 21 ( )V E
E

j j j
V E ES e e e

L
                           (5.20) 
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Consequently, the apparent power flows from the DG unit to the common AC bus 

can be derived as 

2sin( ) cos( )E V V E E V V E ES j
L

                 (5.21) 

Therefore, the active power and reactive power can be expressed as 

sinE VP
L

                                                  (5.22) 

2cosE V EQ
L

                                       (5.23) 

where δ = φfV – φfE. Since typically δ is very small, we can assume sin(δ) = δ and cos(δ) 

= 1, and consequently obtain 

E VP
L

                                                       (5.24) 

E
V EQ

L
                                               (5.25) 

Therefore, the flow of active power is proportional to the flux phase angle difference 

δ and the flow of reactive power is proportional to the flux magnitude difference (|ψV| - 

|ψE|). Based on the analysis above, we propose a new droop method by drooping the 

inverter output flux and flux angle as  

* *( )m P P                                              (5.26) 

* *( )V V n Q Q                                           (5.27) 

where δ * is the nominal phase angle difference of ψV  and ψE, |ψV|* is the nominal 

amplitude of the inverter flux, P* and Q* are the power rating of the DG unit, and m 

and n are the slopes of the P – δ characteristics and the Q – |ψV| characteristics, 

respectively. For illustration, consider the P – δ droop characteristics as shown in Fig. 

5.15 for a microgrid containing two-DGs, the active power is dispatched between these 

two DGs by drooping their own flux angle difference δ automatically. Once the load 

changes, the power outputs of both DG units will immediately be changed in 

accordance with their droop characteristics to supply power to all critical loads at a new 

steady-state of δ.  
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Fig. 5.15   P – δ characteristic 

 

 
B. Small signal analysis 

 

In order to show the system stability and the transient response, a small-signal 

analysis is provided, allowing the designer to adjust the control parameters. The small-

signal dynamics of the P – δ droop controller can be obtained by linearizing (5.22) and 

(5.26) as 

* *( ) ( ) ( ( ) ( ))s s m P s P s                                     (5.28)                  

( ) ( )pP s G s                                                            (5.29) 

where 

cosp E VG
L

 

 Modeling the low-pass filters with a first-order approximation for the instantaneous 

active power calculation, the P – δ droop controller equivalent circuit of the small signal 

model can be illustrated as shown in Fig. 5.16, where Δ denotes the perturbed values, 

and ωc is the cut-off angular frequency of the low-pass filters.  

 

m ωc

s + ωc

Gp
ΔPΔδΔδ*

ΔP*

 
Fig. 5.16  Equivalent circuit of small signal model of the P – δ droop controller 
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By deriving the closed loop transfer function using ΔP as output and Δδ* and ΔP* as 

input according to the principle of superposition, one can obtain 

* *( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )p c p c

c c p c c p

G s mG s
P s s P s

s mG s mG
                        (5.30)                   

The characteristic equation can be derived from (5.30) as 

0c c ps mG                                                      (5.31)                   

Subsequently, the eigenvalue of (5.31) can be expressed as 

( 1)p c pmG                                                        (5.32)                   

Similarly, the small-signal dynamics of the Q – |ψV| droop controller can be obtained 

by linearizing (5.23) and (5.27) as 

* *( ) ( ) ( ( ) ( ))V Vs s n Q s Q s                                  (5.33)                  

( ) ( )q VQ s G s                                                          (5.34) 

where 

cosq EG
L

 

Modeling the low-pass filters with a first-order approximation for the instantaneous 

reactive power calculation, the Q – |ψV| droop controller equivalent circuit of the small 

signal model can be illustrated as shown in Fig. 5.17.  

 

n ωc

s + ωc

Gq
ΔQΔ|ψV|Δ|ψV| *

ΔQ*

 
Fig. 5.17  Equivalent circuit of small signal model of the Q – |ψV| droop controller 

 

By deriving the closed loop transfer function using ΔQ as output and Δ|ψV|* and 

ΔQ* as input according to the principle of superposition, one can obtain 

* *( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )q c q c

V
c c q c c q

G s nG s
Q s s Q s

s nG s nG
                 (5.35)                   
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The characteristic equation can be derived from (5.35) as  

0c c qs nG                                                   (5.36)                   

Subsequently, the eigenvalue of (5.36) can be expressed as 

( 1)q c qnG                                                   (5.37) 

According to (5.32) and (5.37), it can be seen that the eigenvalues placement of 

system varies with the droop slopes m and n, illustrating the stability limits which can 

be used to adjust the transient response of the system. 

 
C. Coefficients selection 

 

Besides to ensure the system stability, the selection of the slopes m and n should also 

take into account the tradeoff between the power sharing accuracy and the flux 

deviation, which in return will influence the voltage and frequency deviation. Consider 

the system stability analysis based on the small signal model previously, and here m and 

n are chosen to ensure steady state and system stability as 

*
max

*
min

m
P P

                                                     (5.38) 

*

max
*

min

V Vn
Q Q

                                              (5.39) 

Since the power ratings of DGs and the nominal flux amplitude and phase angle 

difference are generally fixed for a given microgrid, consequently, the design of m and n 

is to adjust δmax, Pmin, |ψV|max, and Qmin, taking into account the system ability, power 

sharing accuracy and the flux deviation. 

 

D. Direct flux control of inverters 
 

After the flux reference is obtained from the droop controller, the inverter is 

controlled to produce this specific flux in order to achieve proper power sharing 

between DG units. For the voltage droop method, the voltage reference from the droop 

controller is generally controlled using multi-loops approaches, i.e., outer voltage and 

inner current feedback control. For the proposed flux droop method, direct flux control 

strategy can be employed to generate this specific flux reference since it has been shown 

to have good dynamic and steady state response [5.9], [5.31]. 
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In direct flux control, two variables that are controlled directly by the inverter are 

|ψV| and δ, in other words, the vector ψV is controlled to have a specified magnitude and 

a specified position relative to the vector ψE. For the conventional switching-table-based 

direct flux control strategy (SDFC), the signals dF and dA are first generated by two 

hysteresis comparators according to the tracking errors between the estimated and 

referenced values of |ψV| and δ. The voltage vector is then selected from a look-up table 

according to dF, dA and the inverter flux position φfV. The switching selection of direct 

flux control is shown in Table 5.2 [5.9], where dF equal to 1 if |ψV|* > |ψV|, dF equal to 0 

if |ψV|* < |ψV|; dA equal to 1 if δ* > δ, dA equal to 0 if δ* < δ. k is the sector number in the 

α – β plane given by the inverter flux position given by φfV, as depicted in Fig. 5.13. In 

this way, |ψV| and δp are controlled within specified hysteresis bands by means of 

inverter switching, and therefore, the locus of inverter flux vector is regulated along an 

approximate circular path. 

 
TABLE 5.2  Vector Selection Strategy of DFC 

 Vector 
dF = 1 Vk +1 
dF = 0 Vk +2 

Zero vector is applied to when dA = 1 
 
E. Proposed flux droop control strategy of microgrids 
 

In this section, we will develop a whole control strategy for microgrids. Fig. 5.18 

shows the block diagram of the control strategy of one inverter connected to the 

microgrid, including two control blocks, which are the proposed flux droop control and 

the proposed MPDFC strategy.  
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Fig. 5.18  Block diagram of the proposed flux droop control strategy of micrigrods 

 

In the flux droop control, the active and reactive powers P and Q supplied by the DGs 

to the load are calculated from the line current I and load-side voltage E using (5.11) and 

delivered to the low-pass filters (LPF). The average values of instantaneous powers are 

then sent to the flux droop characteristics using (5.26) and (5.27) to obtain the specific 

inverter flux. In the MPDFC block, the inverter flux is firstly estimated from the current 

inverter switching states [5.35]. In the flux droop control, the active and reactive powers 

P and Q supplied by the DGs to the load are calculated from the line current I and load-

side voltage E, and then sent to the flux droop characteristics to obtain the specific 

inverter flux. Finally the inverter is controlled to generate this flux reference using the 

DFC approach.  

 

F. Numerical simulation 
 

Fig. 5.19 shows the test system of a two-DG islanded microgrid, which is identical to 

the one introduced in [5.9]. The system parameters are listed in Table 5.3. The test was 

carried out using MATLAB/Simulink. The system sampling frequency is 20 kHz, and 

the average switching frequency of each inverter is 3.235 kHz. The load resistance RE2 

is decreased suddenly to half its values at 0.2 s.  
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Fig. 5.19  Microgrid structure under study 

 
 

TABLE 5.3  System Parameters of Microgrid Using Flux Droop Method 

Item Symbol Value Unit 

Line inductance L1, L2 8 mH 

Line resistance R1, R2 0.05 Ω 

Filter Capacitance C1, C2 150 uF 

Load inductance LL1, LL2 40 mH 

Load resistance RL1, RL2 16 Ω 

Load resistance RE1, RE2 30 Ω 

Tie-line inductance Lt 6 mH 

Tie-line resistance Rt 0.4 Ω 

Nominal line to line Voltage En 3.6 kV rms 

Nominal frequency fn 60 Hz 

DGs output DC voltage Vdc1, Vdc2 10 kV 

Cut-off angular frequency ωc 10 rad/s 

Nominal inverter flux amplitude |ψV|* 7.797 Wb 

Nominal flux angle difference δ* 0.2 rads 

Nominal active power of DG #1 P1
* 0.75 MW 

Nominal reactive power of DG #1 Q1
* 0.2 MVAr 

Nominal active power of DG #2 P2
* 0.6 MW 

Nominal reactive power of DG #2 Q2
* 0.1 MVAr 

Slope of P – δ droop of DG #1 m1 -2.67×10-7 rad/W 
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Slope of Q – |ψV| droop of DG #1 n1 -2.65×10-7 Wb/VAr 

Slope of P – δ droop of DG #2 m2 -3.33×10-7 rad/W 

Slope of Q – |ψV| droop of DG #2 n2 -9.55×10-7 Wb/VAr 
 
 

Fig. 5.20(a) shows the power sharing. It can be seen that the two DGs can take up the 

load changes immediately. The system reaches a new steady-state within only 10 ms, 

and DG #1 carries a larger share of active power because it has a stiffer slope. Fig. 

5.20(b) shows the details of the proposed flux droop control algorithm. It can be found 

that δ was decreased automatically in order to increase the active power output when the 

load changes, while no obvious change in |ψV| can be observed since there is no reactive 

power change in the load demand. Because of the excellent dynamic performance of the 

DFC strategy, the actual values of |ψV| and δ (blue curves) are well tracking the 

references (red curves) from the output of the flux droop controller. Fig. 5.21 presents 

the line-to-line voltage across the capacitor C1 of DG #1, and as shown, it is very 

sinusoidal and stable before and after load is changed.  
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Fig. 5.20  Dynamic performance of power sharing  
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Fig. 5.21  Voltage across capacitor C1 

 

Table 5.4 compares the voltage frequency deviation and voltage amplitude deviation 

before and after the load is changed, for the conventional voltage droop method and the 

proposed flux droop method, respectively. It can be seen that there is about 7 V 

amplitude deviation of the voltage in order to compensate 0.1 MVAR reactive power 

unbalance, for both the V – Q droop characteristic and |ψV| – Q droop characteristic. 

However, if there is 0.1 MW active power unbalance from the load, the frequency 

features 0.4478 Hz deviation for voltage droop while only 0.0891 Hz for flux droop, i.e. 

the frequency quality is much better using the flux droop method with simpler control 

structure.  
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TABLE 5.4  Voltage Deviations for P = 0.1 MW and Q = 0.1 MVar 

Methods Frequency Deviations 
(Hz) 

Amplitude Deviations 
(V) 

Voltage Droop  0.4478 7.4507 
Flux Droop  0.0891 7.3680 

 
 

5.4 Coordinated Control of a Microgrid with PVs and Gas 
Microturbine 

 
There are several aspects need to be concerned in microgrid control, such as load 

sharing, power quality, seamless transfer, system stability, and protection during faults, 

as mentioned in Chapter 1. It is noted that all these aspects mentioned above are seldom 

isolated in a microgrid system. For instance, in load sharing, the design of droop 

controller has to consider the system stability. Power quality is always an issue during 

the transition from the grid-connected to islanded mode when a grid fault occurs. This 

section focuses on a microgrid with PVs and gas microturbine from a renewable energy 

integration facility (REIF) laboratory at CSIRO. Essential issues such as proper load 

sharing, power quality, and protection during faults are concerned. Firstly, the microgrid 

structure is presented. The inverter performance of each DG will be studied and 

demonstrated. A coordinated control strategy of PVs and microturbine will then be 

proposed, and finally a series of cases based on the experimental test will be provided 

and discussed.  

 
 
5.4.1 Microgrid configuration and problems identification  
 

Fig. 5.22 shows the laboratory  microgrid topology under study which includes a gas 

microturbine (MT), a solar PV array, a programmable load bank (LB), and an electric 

motor, all connected to a common AC bus with nominal line-line voltage of 415 V and 

nominal frequency of 50 Hz. The control of the DGs and loads, and the data acquisition 

are fulfilled through a SCADA system. In order to design a proper controller for this 

microgrid, it is necessary to study the characteristic of each component of the microgrid. 
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Fig. 5.22  Microgrid under study 

 
 

A. PV  
 

The series of PV panels are connected in the form of a single string, and each string 

is connected to a SMA Sunny Boy single phase inverter. These inverters are then 

distributed evenly across the three phase AC common bus with a total rated output 

power of about 20 kW. The PVs are controlled to output the maximum power with 

constant unit power factor. The performance of a PV array can be affected by many 

factors such as temperature, sun light strength, and shading, etc. Fig 5.23 shows the total 

power output performance of the PV array from 6:00 am to 8:00 pm in a sunny day (21-

10-2011) and a cloudy day (23-10-2011). It can be seen that, in a sunny day, the PV 

output power increased smoothly in the morning, reached the peak value of about 19 

kW at around 2 pm, decreased gradually in the afternoon, and hit the bottom of 0 kW at 

around 7 pm. However, the output power features an obvious fluctuating characteristic 

in a cloudy day.  
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Fig. 5.23  Total PV output power measured in two different days. 

 

It is noted that there are three characteristics of this kind of PV inverters. Firstly, it is 

always operated in the MPPT mode for solar panels without reactive power regulation, 

as mentioned previously. However, it is desired that DGs are not only controlled to 

generate active power, but also generate reactive power to participate in power quality 

improvement and system stabilization. Secondly, it requires a voltage signal to 

synchronize to, which it is not a problem in grid-connected operation. Nevertheless, this 

voltage must be produced by other power source in islanded mode. Fig. 5.24(a) shows 

the response of three phase PV output currents to the loss of external grid. It can be seen 

that the inverter stopped supplying current at about 30 ms after grid disconnection at 

zero second, i.e. this type of inverters loses the ability of supplying power if there is no 

external voltage signal that the inverters can synchronize to. The third feature of this 

type of inverter is that it is quite sensitive to the voltage variation. Fig. 5.24(b) shows 

one of the  inverters responses to the frequency variation. The grid frequency increases 

gradually from 50 Hz at 0 second up to 50.5 Hz at 0.2 second, as depicted by the solid 

line. It is clearly to find that the power supplied by this photovoltaic inverter drops 

abruptly when the system frequency reached 50.3 Hz at 0.12 second, and reached the 

bottom of zero Watts in 50 ms, as depicted in the dashed line. The inverter response to 

the frequency decreasing was also investigated. It stopped supplying power when the 

frequency dropped down to 49.8 Hz, which is not shown here.  
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Fig. 5.24  PV characteristics. (a) dynamic response to the loss of external grid voltage, (b) dynamic 

response to the voltage variation. 

 

The features of the PV system mentioned above are highly concerned in microgrid 

control. How to manage the PV system and how to coordinate the PV system with other 

DGs are the main issues need to be solved in the microgrid control. 

 

B. Gas MT 
 

Another type of DG source in the laboratory is the 30 kW gas MT. It drives a 

synchronous generator, which supplies electricity to the microgrid through a back-to-

back converter. The high frequency AC power generated by the synchronous generator 

is first rectified to DC, and then converted to AC. Fig. 5.25 shows a microturbine 
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system in microgrids. This paper focuses on the grid-side inverter, which can be 

controlled to produce a voltage with specified magnitude and frequency based on a 

droop method.  
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Fig. 5.25  A simplified diagram of a microturbine generation system in a microgrid. 
 

Although will not be studied in this paper, it is worth mentioning that the MT 

consists of several control units besides the power conversion system, such as speed and 

acceleration control system, fuel control system, and temperature control system [5.36], 

[5.37]. 

 
C. Load bank and electric motor 

  

The load bank (LB) comprises of a 63 kW resistive load, a 63 kVAR inductive load, 

and a 63 kVAR of capacitive load, which are arranged in a binary fashion. For instance, 

the resistors are arranged in powers of 2, i.e. to draw 1kW, 2kW, 4kW, 8kW, 16kW, 

and 32kW of power, such that any amount of power consumption can be achieved by a 

combination of these six resistors, following the standard binary code. The protection is 

another crucial issue in microgrid, which becomes more important with the increase in 

penetration of a large amount of renewable and other distributed generation because 

they may affect the conventional protection mechanism. Therefore, an electric motor 

was also used in this study with the purpose of introducing an apparent fault.  

 

 
5.4.2 Coordinated control strategy 
 

The microgrid can operate in grid-connected or islanded mode. In grid-connected 

operation, the DGs together with the utility grid supply power to the local loads. If the 

power generation is greater than the load consumption, the excess will be injected into 

the grid. On the other hand, if the power generation is smaller than the load demand, 
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more power will be imported from the grid. In islanded operation, the DGs should be 

able to provide a stable voltage at PCC and pick up the loads automatically. In addition, 

the microgrid should be re-connected to the utility grid seamlessly when the grid is 

available. Specifically, in this microgrid under study, the PV and microturbine should 

be controlled properly to be engaged in energy management. Besides, the PCC voltage 

should be stable enough to guarantee the normal operation of the PV system. 

 

A. Grid-connected operation: 

In this case, the grid voltage is available for the PV inverters to synchronize to. 

Therefore, the PVs are connected to the common AC bus and supply as much power as 

possible to the local load, and the excess will be fed back to the utility grid. 

 

B. Islanded operation: 

In this case, all the DGs and load is isolated from the grid to form an energy island. 

Within this microgrid, the power generated must match the demand. However, the 

utility grid voltage is unavailable for the solar inverters to synchronize to. In addition, 

the power generated by the PV is only active power, which cannot meet the requirement 

of reactive power consumption of the loads. Therefore, the MT is also utilized in 

islanded operation. Although the inverters of PV are operated with MPPT at unit power 

factor, the grid-side inverter of the MT can be controlled to provide a stable PCC 

voltage and supply power to the local load together with PVs.  

 

C. Fault protection: 

Fault protection is an important feature of the conventional electricity grid. However, 

the future smart grid will incorporate a significant amount of renewable and DGs, which 

may affect operation of protection. A short circuit fault can potentially involve very large 

amounts of energy, and thus can be destructive and dangerous to the electronic 

components in the circuit. In this work, the microgrid response to the short circuit fault 

will also be investigated, in both grid-connected and islanded modes.  
 
 
5.4.3 Cases study 
 

Fig. 5.26 shows the laboratory microgrid to be studied, with the control room at the 

centre, PV panels on the roof, PV inverters on the left, and gas microturbine, load bank 
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and motor behind the control room. The structure of this microgrid is illustrated in Fig. 

5.21, which incorporates 20 kW solar PV, 30 kW gas microturbine, a programmable 

load bank, an electric motor, and the monitor and control system, as described 

previously.  

 

 
Fig. 5.26  The renewable energy integration facility (REIF) 

 
A. Grid-connected mode 

 

In this case, PV and LB are connected to the AC common bus and the microgrid is 

then connected to the utility grid. The total active power output of PV at this time of the 

current experiment is about 4.5 kW. The LB is set to zero at the beginning, and then 

raised up to 3 kW (less than the PV output power) and 10 kW (greater than the PV 

output power) at 2.2 s and 5.3 s, respectively. Under such circumstances, the power 

flow between the microgrid and the utility grid, and the power flow between the PV and 

load demand, would be interesting to see. Besides, the voltage response at the AC 

common bus in terms of amplitude and frequency will be investigated. 

Fig. 5.27 shows the active power sharing between a PV-based microgrid and utility 

grid. It can be seen that the PV produced stable power of about 4.5 kW throughout this 

test. At no-load operation at the beginning, the power flow from the utility is -4.5 kW, 

which indicates that all the power generated from the PV was fed to the utility grid. 

When the load bank was set to 3 kW at 2.2 s, the power flow from utility becomes -1.5 

kW. This is to be expected, as PV provided all the load demand, resulting in only 1.5 

kW (4.5 kW – 3 kW = 1.5 kW) exported to utility. When 10 kW was loaded at 5.3 s, it 

can be observed that extra 5.5 kW (10 kW – 4.5 kW = 5.5 kW) power was imported 
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from the utility because now the load demand is greater than the power generation from 

DG.  
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Fig. 5.27  Power flow in grid-connected mode 

 

On the other hand, the amplitude and frequency are quite stable, presenting a voltage 

variation of only 0.6 V and frequency variation of 0.02 Hz frequency variation, as 

expected because of the connection to the utility grid, as shown in Fig. 5.28. 
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Fig. 5.28  Voltage and frequency response in grid-connected mode 

 

B. Islanded mode 

 

In this scenario, the microgrid was isolated from the utility grid, and the PV and MT 

together supplied power to the load bank. The MT regulated its output voltage 
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instantaneously so that the change in the power demand can be picked up quickly. In 

fact, the microturbine should reacts to provide the difference in active power between 

that demanded by the load and the PV output, and then provide all the reactive power. 

The total active PV output power at this time of the current experiment was about 2.8 

kW. The load profile was set in such a pattern that there was constant 5 kW resistive 

load throughout this test while 5 kVAR inductive load was added and removed at 1.9 s 

and 3.5 s, respectively.  
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Fig. 5.29  Active and reactive power sharing in islanded mode 
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Fig. 5.30  Voltage and frequency response islanded mode 

 

Fig. 5.29 shows the power sharing between PV and MT in islanded mode. It can be 

seen that the MT originally supplied active power together with PV to the load bank. At 

t =1.9 s, the MT raised its reactive power from 0 to 5 kVAR to meet the new power 
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requirement. However, the PV stopped supplying power once the load was changed. 

Note that the load bank was controlled in a binary manner, a very large load would be 

induced during the transition of load change, as illustrated in Section 5.4.2. Therefore, 

obvious power surge can be observed at 1.9 s, leads to the abrupt drop of voltage and 

frequency, as depicted in Fig. 5.30.  In fact, it is exactly the frequency drop (49.35 Hz) 

causing the PV to shut down, which has been demonstrated in Section 5.4.1. 

Instantaneously the MT also increased its active power output for the constant 5 kW 

resistive load once the PV shutting down was detected. The performance of MT output 

current during the load change is shown in Fig. 5.31. At t = 3.5 s, the inductive load was 

removed, the MT continued provided 5 kW active power while reactive power dropped 

back to zero. 
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Fig. 5.31  Microturbine output current 

 

 

C. Protection during faults 

 

In order to investigate the response of the microgrid system with large penetration of 

DGs under short circuit fault and propose protection methods, an apparent fault is 

introduced by starting an electric motor directly. The main aim of this test is to know 

whether the penetration of DGs will lead to an increased fault current and whether the 

protection mechanism of the conventional power system is adequate to deal with this 

new situation without redesign or adjustment. 
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Fig. 5.32  Simplified diagram of test system under faults 

 
(1) Test 1: Fault occurring in grid-connected mode 

 

In this scenario, the PVs, the MT and the load bank are connected to the AC common 

bus and the IBS is switched on, as shown in Fig. 5.32, where CB1 and CB2 are the 

circuit breakers. The MT produced 30 kW power and PV generated 6 kW at the time of 

this test with 20 kW resistive load bank.  

 The microgrid response to the short circuit fault is shown in Fig. 5.33. It can be seen 

the rms current measured at CB1 (solid curve) was about 22 A per phase before the 

fault, then rises up to 160 A during fault, as shown in Fig. 5.33(a). The load current 

presents a similar dynamic behavior only the fault current rises up to around 100 A. It is 

noted that the circuit breaker can be set to a single threshold, and therefore, the 

conventional protection mechanism of threshold based circuit breakers will provide 

adequate protection and does not require modification. It is worth mentioning that the 

current flow has reversed direction at t = 0 s. Before the fault, the current flowed from 

the microgrid to the utility grid because the total power generation was greater than the 

load demand. When fault occurred, the current flowed the other way, from the utility 

grid to the microgrid. On the other hand, a small PCC voltage dip is also observed, as 

presented in Fig. 5.33(b), which shows that small dip in voltage would not allow a 

reliable indication of a fault condition. Similar results were obtained from using 10 kW 

load bank and 30 kW load bank.  Therefore,  based on the behavior of current and 

voltage, the fixed threshold detection of current method is suitable for a protection 

system in this case. 
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(b) 

Fig. 5.33  Response of current and voltage during a fault in grid-connected mode (a) Currents, (b) 

PCC Voltage. 

 

 

(2) Test 2: Fault occurring in islanded mode 
 

The difference between this case from the previous one is that the IBS is switched off 

and the load bank was set at 10 kW, and the MT controlled the PCC voltage. To the 

limitation on the amount of power that can be supplied by the DGs, the fault current (the 

total current seen by DGs at CB2) only reaches 50 A per phase, as shown in Fig. 

5.34(a). In fact, the PV did not contribute any current because it shut down completely 

due to the severed voltage drop, as demonstrated in Section II. In other words, the entire 

fault current is supplied by the MT. On the other hand, Fig. 5.34(b) depicts that the 
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voltage dropped down to 100 V during the fault, which is very different to the previous 

case. Therefore, both the current and voltage should be utilized as a reliable indication 

of a fault condition in islanded mode. 
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Fig. 5.34  Voltage and current response to grid fault in islanded mode (a) current at CB2, (c) PCC 
Voltage. 

 
In this section, the intermittent nature of the renewable energy source and the 

behavior of inverters of PV and microturbine are firstly studied in order to define the 

roles and the required control system. An energy management strategy was then 

presented for a microgrid with PV operating with MPPs at unit power factor and a 

microturbine operating with droop control for load sharing. A series of case studies 

were carried out to validate the control strategy. In the grid-connected mode, the PV and 

the utility grid supply power to the load. In the islanded mode, the microturbine 
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dispatch active and reactive power while the PV simply attempts to push as much as 

active power as possible into the local AC bus. In addition, grid faults in various 

scenarios were investigated and the corresponding microgrid protection schemes 

proposed. 

 
 

5.5 Model Predictive Control of Microgrids 
 

Nowadays most of the previous works in microgrids control mainly focus on a two-

parallel-DG based system, and droop control method is generally used to control the 

inverters for autonomous power sharing between DGs, as introduced in Section 5.3. In 

Section 5.4, a more complicated microgrid system including PV array, microturbine and 

programmable load bank is studied, and a coordinated control strategy is proposed to 

ensure proper operation in both grid-connected and islanded mode.  

However, it is commonly necessary to combine different kind of DG sources and 

loads together with the storage technologies in order to ensure both long-term and short-

term energy storage, thus smooth the gap between power generation and power 

consumption within the microgrid. Due to the complexity of such a power system 

including several kinds of energy sources, energy storage systems, and loads, the 

appropriate control of these DGs to achieve optimal power flow and maintain high 

power quality becomes a big challenge.  

From the perspective of the energy sources, the power converters should be 

controlled to capture the maximum real power and inject the excess into the utility. 

From the utility/grid perspective, the power electronics interface should be also able to 

provide reactive power according to the requirement to improve power quality and 

enhance grid stability. In this sense, advanced techniques of microgrids including DGs, 

load and energy storage system (ESS) for power flow optimization are desired.    

 
 
5.5.1 Microgrid modeling 
 

Microgrids consisting of different types of DGs and storage system represent an area 

of growing interest due to the possibility to integrate clean and reliable power into 

household and industries. In such a small power system, the proper decision regarding 

operation is closely related to the system efficiency. The multiple sources and loads in a 

microgrid make the efficient operation a rather complicated task, such as the microgrid 
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configuration shown in Fig. 5.4 previously, which will be the research objective in this 

section. For easy illustration, it is shown here again as new Fig. 5.35.  
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Fig. 5.35  Smart microgrid topology. 

 

This microgrid includes the following components: 

 
A. PV system 

The PV system is illustrated in Fig. 5.36. 

 
(a) 

Ipv RPVs

Id RPVsh Vpv

IL

 
(b) 

Fig. 5.36  PV system, (a) PV array, (b) Equivalent circuit of the PV cell 
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The current source Ipv represents the photocurrent, Id the current shunted through the 

diode, and RPVs and RPVsh  are the intrinsic series and shunt resistances of the cell (Rsh >> 

Rs). The PV cells are assembled in larger units known as PV modules, which are further 

grouped in a parallel-series configuration to form a PV array. The corresponding 

mathematical equation that describes the current-voltage characteristics of a PV array 

can be expressed as [5.38], [5.39] 

exp 1dc
p pv p rs

s

VqI N I N I
k A N

                                     (5.40)                   

where Vdc is the PV array output voltage, I and Irs are the PV array output current and 

reverse saturation current of a p-n junction, respectively, q (=1.602×10-19 C) is the unit 

electric charge, k (=1.38×10-23 J/K ) the Boltzman’s constant, β the p-n junction 

temperature (in Kelvin), A the ideality factor, and Ns and Np are the number of cells 

connected in series and the number of modules connected in parallel, respectively. It is 

noted that the photocurrent Ipv is proportional to the solar irradiation level S and to the 

cell temperature, as  

[ ( )]
100pv scr r
SI I k                                        (5.41) 

where βr is the cell reference temperature, Iscr the short-circuit current of one PV cell at 

the reference temperature and irradiation level, and Kβ the temperature coefficient. From 

(5.41), the power delivered by the PV array can be written as 

exp 1dc
pv p pv dc p rs dc

s

VqP N I V N I V
k A N

                              (5.42) 

The performance of a PV array can be affected by many factors such as temperature, 

sun light strength, and shading, etc. Fig 5.37 shows the total power output performance 

of a PV array at CSIRO from 6:00 am to 8:00 pm in a sunny day (21-10-2011) and a 

cloudy day (23-10-2011). It can be seen that, in a sunny day, the PV output power 

increased smoothly in the morning, reached the peak value of about 19 kW at around 2 

pm, decreased gradually in the afternoon, and hit the bottom of 0 kW at around 7 pm. 

However, the output power features an obvious fluctuated characteristic in a cloudy day.  
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Fig. 5.37  Total PV output power measured in two different days. 

 

B. Wind power system 

Doubly fed induction generator (DFIG) based wind power system currently dominate 

the wind energy market due to their four-quadrant active/reactive power control, 

variable speed operation, low converter cost, and reduced power loss compared to other 

solutions, as illustrated in Chapter 2. A laboratory DFIG-based wind power system is 

shown in Fig. 5.38(a). The wind turbine is emulated by a 20 kW DC motor, which is 

connected to a 20 kW DFIG via a 1.33:1 gear box for increased torque at lower speed. 

A dSPACE system is used to control the torque output of a 4 quadrant thyristor DC 

motor drive according to the shaft speed and a programmable simulated wind speed 

input, in order to match the expected torque output of the actual wind turbine. On the 

other hand, the DFIG is controlled by another dSPACE system with MPPT. The 

equivalent circuit of the DFIG is depicted in Fig. 5.38(b).  

 

 
(a) 
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(b) 

Fig. 5.38  DFIG based wind power system in the University of Technology, Sydney, (a) 

experimental platform, (b) equivalent circuit of a DFIG in the synchronous reference frame 
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Fig. 5.39  Wind speed. 

 

Fig. 5.39 shows the actual wind speed information measured in a wind farm during a 

day [5.40]. It can be observed that the wind speed presents a stochastic characteristic 

during a day, from 2 m/s to 7 m/s with obvious fluctuation. Consequently, using this 

wind speed information as the input, the power output of the DFIG based wind power 

system (see Fig. 5.38(a)) can be obtained, as presented in Fig. 5.40. It can be seen that 

the power output features apparent oscillations with the range between 0 kW and 15 kW, 

approximately tracks the profile of the wind speed with slightly smoother characteristic 

and some delay due to the inertia of the generator. It is noted that the DFIG will not 

produce any power until the wind speed reaches a cut-in value mainly due to the 

following reason: the small among of power generated in quite low wind speed 

condition cannot compensate the power required for the normal operation of the wind 

power system, which will cause economic lost.  
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Fig. 5.40  Power output of the wind power system. 

 

C. PEM fuel cell 

Fig. 5.41 show a proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) stack, it is a self-

humidified, air-breathing, 60-cell stack with an overall size of 22.0 cm × 10.5 cm × 7.0 

cm. PEMFC is clean and efficient power generation source, which is currently under 

intense research efforts, being particularly useful in portable applications, and vehicle 

propulsion. 

The advantages of fuel cell are high efficiency, high power density, relatively low 

corrosion, and fast start-up compared with other distributed generation system. The 

PEMFCs consume hydrogen and oxygen to produce electricity. The hydrogen is sent to 

the anode catalytic layer where it is dissociated into electrons and protons. The latter 

ones flow through an electrolytic membrane, which blocks the electrons, to the catalytic 

layer of the cathode, producing electric current in this process. Simultaneously, oxygen 

is delivered to the cathode, arriving to its catalytic layer, where the oxygen, protons, and 

electrons react, generating water and heat in the surface of the catalytic particles. 

To use the PEMFC stack as the energy power source, there is one polarization curve 

given in the operator’s manual [5.41] that will be used here. Fig. 5.42 depicts the 

current-voltage and power characteristics of the PEMFC stack [5.42]. It can deliver a 

maximum power of 300W and the maximum power slew rate is limited to 20W/S. In 

order to match the power level of the proposed microgrid system and for the easy 

illustration, the maximum power of the PEMFC stack is set to 10 kW and the maximum 

power slew rate is limited to 200W/S, which will be presented in the test in Section 

5.5.3. 
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Fig. 5.41  300W PEMFC stack. 

 

 

 
Fig. 5.42  Current-voltage and power characteristics of a 300W PEMFC. 

 

C. Battery bank 

The battery bank is used as the energy storage device here to absorb the surplus 

power from the energy sources when the power generated is greater than the power 

consumed, and deliver it back in the opposite situation. The batteries are advanced 

stationary Pb-acid type with a total capacity of C120 = 367 Ah. The battery model is 

shown in Fig. 5.43. Normally the manufacturer prevents intensive use of the batteries 

and also to protect them from a deep discharging or overcharging. The batteries can 

support a specified peak current, but smooth operation is strongly recommend by the 

manufacturer for expanding lifetime of the battery.  
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(b) 

Fig. 5.43  Battery Bank model, (a) Pb-acid type battery, (b) Equivalent circuit of battery bank. 

 

D. Load  

The load profile is taken from the actual electricity power consumption of a building 

during a day. The rated power of all the electric appliances including lights, personal 

computer (PCs), air conditioner, and a printer is 30 kW. Fig. 5.44 shows the load profile 

during a day. It can be observed that the load profile features an obvious fluctuation 

with peak power consumption at around 7am, 12pm, and 19pm, respectively.  
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Fig. 5.44  Load profile of an office during a day [5.44]. 

 

In order to meet the power demand with such a stochastic profile in a microgrid 

system, it seems that it is impractical to connect the renewable power generation units 

directly to the loads because the power output of the energy sources themselves are 

oscillated. Therefore, the utilization of battery bank become essential since it can absorb 

the power fluctuation thus mitigating the power mismatch.  

It is noted that there is some scenario when some large power rating electric 

appliances are connected to the common AC bus suddenly, leading to a huge power 

mismatch. In order to deal with this problem, some DG source with fast start-up ability 

is required. That is why PEMFC is also employed, as mentioned previously.   

 

E. Control centre and communication  

 

The control centre is a high-performance computer, which takes charge of the 

operation of the entire microgrid, including the real-time system performance 

measurement, data processing, and the delivery of the control demands.   

For the communication between the DG units and the control centre, the wireless 

transmission is utilized in this microgrid system, and the XBee OEM RF modules are 

used to receive and transmit data [5.45]. One XBee module connected to the PC through 

USB as the master. Other XBee modules connected to the DGs as slavers, where for 

each module, the voltage or current analog sampling signals are connected to the ADC 
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pins of the module while the module is also connected to the microcontroller (e.g., DSP). 

Slave XBee modules correct the voltage/current information of DG, send it to the 

master XBee module then deliver to the PC to process. The PC then sends the 

commands to the master XBee, which will transmit the commands to each slave module. 

Finally, the slave module will send this command to DSP to control the power 

converters.  

In the communication, firstly, a control panel is built up using MATLAB to 

exchange data with the master module through serial communication (though serial 

communication is operated with UART, the USB connection is already the serial 

communication). Then the AT commands are sent from the software to control the 

master module. In order to get communication between the PC and the XBee module, it 

is necessary to know the protocol of the XBee module. Secondly, the communication 

between XBee modules should not be point to point anymore, it should be like mesh 

networking, where each module has its own address. Thirdly, the slave module 

communicates with the DSP using SPI communication.  

 

5.5.2 Problem description 
 

As described in Section 5.5.1, the power demand varies in every single minute. 

Unfortunately, the DG units within the microgrid cannot meet this demand because the 

power generation also varies with fluctuation. If no ancillary devices are used and no 

proper control strategies are implemented, the microgrid system would become unstable 

in terms of oscillated common AC bus voltage, large circulated currents between DG 

units, distorted load currents, and etc., due to the power unbalance, which will damage 

the power electronics and cause negative influences on the electric appliances.  

Given the noncontrollable and intermitted nature of the renewable energy sources, 

and hence that of their corresponding power production together with the fluctuated 

load demand, an appropriate solution is the use of an ESS which allows accumulating 

the surplus energy in those periods in which the production is higher than the power 

commitment and delivering it back in the opposite situation.  

In addition, it is necessary to protect the battery bank from deep discharging and 

overcharging, and to coordinated control the fuel cell to provide the additional power 

when some high-power rating electric appliances are suddenly connected to the 
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common AC bus while the renewable energy sources and the battery bank cannot 

handle such a power mismatch in a short time. 

Basically the constraints need to be taken into account in such a microgrid system 

can be described as the following: 

 In a microgrid system, the main aim is to supply high-quality power to the loads, 

regardless of fluctuated load profile and power generation. Therefore, the first 

objective of the MPC strategy is to establish a stable PCC voltage for the loads, 

in terms of frequency and amplitude. In other words, power demand from the 

load should be satisfied with high voltage quality regardless of the intermitted 

nature of the renewable energy.  

 

 Due to the intermitted nature of the renewable energy sources and the fluctuated 

load profile, the power generation and consumption are changed every minute, 

or even every second. Consequently, it is commonly necessary to use energy 

storage system (ESS) to smooth the gap between power generation and power 

consumption within the microgrid. For instance, if the power generated by DGs 

is greater than the load demand, the power will be stored in the ESS and the 

excess will be injected to the utility grid. On the other hand, if the load demand 

is greater than the power generated by the DGs, the ESS together with the utility 

will compensate the unbalance. In a word, the power flow within the microgrid 

should be optimized.  

 

 Since most of the power outages and disturbances take place in the distribtution 

network, ancillary services for distributed generation systems become a 

challenging issue to smartly integrate renewable energy sources into the grid.  

Besides, grid codes from the Transmission System Operators describe the 

behavior of the energy source, regulating voltage limits and reactive power 

injection to remain connected and support the grid under fault. Therefore, the 

microgrid is not only ocntrolled to supply power to the local loads, but also to 

ride through and support the grid voltage under grid faults. A common method 

to achive the grid support is to inject reactive power into the utility grid when 

grid faults occur. In this microgrid under studied, the reactive power can be 

generated by the DFIG based wind power system, as illustrated in Chapter 2.  
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 Protect the battery bank from deep discharging and overcharging. The 

manufacturer highly recommends to prevent intensive use of the batteries and 

also to protect them from a deep discharging or overcharging, with the 

purposing of expanding the lifetime of these expensive equipment.  

 

 Use the grid connection and the fuel cell only when the renewable sources are 

unavailable or the load demand is greater than the power generated by the 

renewable sources and the battery bank. 

 

To summarize, the main control objectives of the microgrid system can be illustrated in 

Fig. 5.45, including stable PCC voltage, power flow optimization, battery protection 

from deep discharging and over charging, and utility grid support.   
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Fig. 5.45  Control objectives of microgrids. 

 
 
5.5.3 Proposed concept of model predictive control for microgrids 
 

Most of the previous works in microgrids control mainly focus on a two-parallel-DG 

based system, and droop control method is generally used to control the inverters for 

autonomous power sharing between DGs. However, it is commonly necessary to 

combine different kind of DG sources, loads and storage technologies in order to ensure 

both long-term and short-term energy storage, and thus smooth the gap between power 

generation and power consumption within the microgrid. Therefore, advanced 

techniques of microgrids including DGs, load and ESS for power flow optimization are 

desired.  
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Some works in the whole microgrid control are based on heuristic control algorithms, 

such as “hysteresis band control” [5.47]. Fuzzy control also gives some hope, due to 

contribute with more simple formulation control rules. The results of the fuzzy 

controllers are satisfactory for keeping the batteries around a defined SOC, although 

forcing the electrolyzer and the fuel cell (the necessary elements to storage and use 

hydrogen) to excessive intermittent operation [5.48],[5.49]. Since this has a very 

negative impact on their lifetimes, these constraints should be considered in the future 

control strategies.   

Model Predictive Control is a good candidate to solve this problem, since it 

integrates optimal control, control of processes with dead time, multivariable processes 

and it can use the future references when available. The basic principle of MPC 

approach has been depicted in Chapter 3 previously. Generally the design of the MPC 

controller can be divided into three steps, namely, system predictive model, cost 

function and parameters selection. Firstly, the system model can be expressed as a 

discrete-time state-space model, the output of which is determined by the input, the 

current state of the model, and the discrete interval. In this way, the future behavior of 

the system can be predicted until a certain horizon of time. Secondly, the control 

problem can be defined as the determination of an appropriate control action that will 

force a generic system variable x(t) as close as possible to a desired reference value x*. 

A cost function over a finite horizon of length N is then utilized to evaluate each 

switching state, the one minimizing the error between x(t) and x* will be selected for the 

next sampling period. Besides, MPC has the inherit ability to handle efficiently 

constraints and uncertainties in multivariable dynamic systems. MPC computes at each 

discrete time instance the control action by solving a finite-horizon open-loop optimal 

control problem. By using a strategy with finite control horizon allows the consideration 

of constraints and nonlinear processes [5.50].  

Thus, MPC has been widely adopted in industry, although there are few works 

regarding MPC implementation in MGs. In [5.51], MPC is used for energy scheduling 

on a hydrogen-based MG without batteries, while MPC is applied for renewable energy 

power management with battery storage in a water desalination plant in [5.52]. Another 

example is the work of [5.53], where MPC is performed for a plug-in renewable energy 

source with battery storage. The electrical power transferred to the network and stored 

are the control variables that are considered. Also, [5.54] presented the application of 

hybrid modeling control for a Photovoltaic-fuel cell power plant.  
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However, the literatures using MPC for microgrids only focus on one specified 

energy source, a more complicated system with several renewable energy sources is still 

under further investigated. Besides, the MPC control strategies proposed so far did not 

take into account the grid connection from the point of view of the utility grid, and the 

potential grid supporting capacity of the microgrid is not yet exploited. Here, a new 

MPC strategy is developed on the top level of the microgrid system, which optimizes 

the power flow within the microgrid, and provides grid support during grid faults. 

 

A. Formulation of the MPC controller 

 

The problem described in Section 5.5.2 can be approached by means of an MPC 

strategy. The main idea is to minimize a given objective function J defined within a 

future horizon N, while the problem constraints are satisfied.  

Define the power generated as Pgen, considering the power demand Pdemand, the 

constraints referred to the net power available in the common AC bus can be expressed 

as 

net gen demandP P P                                                   (5.43) 

Since the total powers are generated by the PV array, wind turbine, and the fuel cell, 

therefore, Pnet can be further calculated as 

net PV wind FC demandP P P P P                                          (5.44) 

where PPV, Pwind, and PFC represent the power generated by the PV, wind turbine, and 

the fuel cell, respectively. Pnet, known as the net power, is the available power in the 

common AC bus, which should be balanced through ESS and the utility grid for energy 

saving considerations.  

The essential of the MPC controller is to set Pnet to zero. As a matter of fact, in the 

normal operation of the microgrid system, the (PPV + Pwind – Pdemand) adds a perturbation 

on this variable that the controller must balance using the rest of the control variables in 

order to track the reference output. Therefore, the supervisor control target is to 

determine the optimal operating power references for the fuel cell output power PFC
* 

and the power purchase or sold to the grid as auxiliary power reservoir Pg
* to 

compensate the unbalance.  
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According to the characteristics of each DG unit as described in Section 5.5.1, since 

the rated power of the wind turbine and the PV array are both 20 kW, the maximum net 

power is 40 kW, corresponding to rated power generated and no load. In contrast, the 

minimum net power is -30 kW, corresponding to zero generation and full demand. 

Therefore, the constraints aforementioned can be written for the control problem 

formulation as: 

,min ,max500 10FC FC FCP W P kW P                                       (5.45) 

,min ,max20 20g g gP kW P kW P                                       (5.46) 

,min ,max30 40net net netP kW P kW P                                       (5.47) 

Considering the dynamics of the batter bank charging and discharging and the 

PEMFC power generation, the constraints regarding the power slew rate with the 

purpose of protecting the equipment from over-currents can be formulated as 

,min ,max200 / 200 /FC FC FCP W s P W s P                                       (5.48) 

,min ,max1 1g g gP kW P kW P                                       (5.49) 

,min ,max3 / 4 /net net netP kW s P kW s P                                       (5.50) 

Another constraint needs to be taken into consideration is the protection of the 

battery from deep charging and over discharging, which can be implemented by setting 

the state of charge (SOC) as 

min max35% 90%SOC SOC SOC                                       (5.51) 
3 3

min max4.16 10 / 4.16 10 /SOC SOC s SOC SOC s SOC               (5.52) 

 
B. Cost function 

 
The cost function of the microgrid is defined as 
 

2 2 2 2 2 2
1 _ 2 _ 3 _ 1 _ 2 _ 3 _

0
2

1
2

1

.

( )

N

FC k g k net k FC k g k net k
k

k ref

k

Min J P P P P P P

SOC SOC
Q

            (5.22) 

In this cost function, N is the control horizon, the first three norms are in charge of 

the power flow optimization within the microgird. Hence, the penalization of the Pnet 

variable drives the actual value of Pnet to zero, i.e. the gap between the power generated 

and the power consumed can be smoothed, the power balance can then be satisfied. The 

following three norms are in charge of the increments of the power flow. Each term has 

a weighting factor, which represents the priority of the control objective.  
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Notice that the last term of the cost function is related to the reactive power 

compensation during grid faults (the balanced voltage sag is considered here). The 

selection of its weighting factor 1 is quite interesting, instead of setting a fixed value, 

1 is determined by the extend of the voltage dip, which can be expressed as 

1
normalV V

G
                                                  (5.45) 

where Vnormal is the normal RMS value of the grid voltage while V is the actual RMS 

value of the grid voltage, and G is the transfer factor. In this way, the microgrid can be 

controlled to participate in the voltage support. The severer of the voltage sag, the larger 

of the weighting factor 1, thus more reactive power can be generated.  

Another aspect needs to point out is that the power fed to the utility grid should be 

also determined according to the electricity market. For instance, the surplus power 

generated can be fed to the utility grid rather than stored in the battery bank during those 

periods when the electricity market price is higher, provided the SOC is relatively high. 

Though the electricity market price is not considered in this MPC strategy, it would be 

an interesting topic in the future work.  

 
5.5.4 Results and discussions  
 

In order to check the feasibility of the proposed MPC strategies for smart microgrids, 

the performance of the microgrid system (see Fig. 5.35) was simulated over a day from 

6 am to 8 pm using MATLAB. The profile of the power generated by the renewable 

energy sources and the power consumed by the loads are taken from Section 5.5.1. For 

the solar PV system, the power generation in a sunny day is used. The system sampling 

period is 1 second. The horizon N of the MPC controller is set to 10.  

The powers generated by the wind turbine and the PV array, and the power 

consumed by the load during a day are plotted out in Fig. 5.46. It can be observed that 

the PV output power increased smoothly in the morning, reached the peak value of 

about 19 kW at around 2 pm, decreased gradually in the afternoon, and hit the bottom of 

0 kW at around 7 pm. For the wind power system, the generator did not produce any 

power until 2pm because the wind speed is quite low in the first half of the day. The 

output power presents a fluctuated feature, reaching the peak value at around 6pm. On 

the other hand, the load profile features an obvious fluctuation with peak power 

consumed at around 7am, 12pm, and 19pm, respectively.  
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Fig. 5.46  Powers generated and consumed during a day. 

 

The power gap, i.e. PPV + PWind – Pdemand, is shown in Fig. 5.47. It can be seen that the 

mismatched power varies frequently between negative values and positive values due to 

the intermittent nature of the renewable energy and the fluctuated load profile.  
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Fig. 5.47  The gap between the power generated and consumed during a day. 

 

Fig. 5.48 shows the SOC of the battery bank. The SOC is calculated by estimating 

the voltage and current from battery string terminal voltage/current measurements 
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[5.55]. It can be seen that the battery bank was charging and discharging according to 

the power unbalance. From 6 am to 9 am, the load demand is greater than the power 

generation. In order to compensate this unbalance, the energy stored in the battery is 

flowing toward the load, as a result, the SOC drops gradually until the bottom limit 

(SOCmin is set to 35% in the MPC controller). Besides, it can be seen that the PEMFC is 

also operated to supply power to the load during this period, as shown in Fig. 5.49. 

From 2 pm to 6 pm, the power generation is greater than the load demand, and the 

surplus power is charging the ESS with the SOC raised smoothly until it hit the upper 

limit (90%). An interesting phenomenon around this moment is that the excess power is 

fed back to the utility as the ESS cannot store anymore power, as shown in Fig. 5.49. 

The SOC started to decrease after around 6 pm when the gap power becomes negative 

again.  
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Fig. 5.48  SOC of the battery bank. 
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Fig. 5.49  The power generated by the fuel cell and the power exchanged between the micro and 

utility grid. 

 

The proposed MPC controller can endow voltage ride-though capability during grid 

voltage sags. In order to validate this ability, the proposed MPC strategy has been also 

tested in the presence of a voltage sag of 0.15 p.u. which occurs for 2 seconds. In this 

case, it can be seen that the microgrid provides about 8 kVAr needed to compensate the 

sag, as shown in Fig. 5.50.  
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Fig. 5.50  Performance of the reactive power compensation under grid voltage sag of 0.1 pu. 
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5.6 Summary of the Chapter 
 

This chapter introduces the smart microgrid system and its control strategies. As a 

systematic organization of DG units, the microgrid has more capacity and control 

flexibilities to fulfill system reliability and power quality requirements, in addition to all 

the inherited advantages of a single DG system.  

Firstly, the two parallel-connected-DGs based microgrid is studied. The conventional 

voltage droop control method is introduced, where an artificial droop characteristics is 

introduced, the active and reactive power supplied by the DGs can be controlled by 

adjusting the output voltage frequency and amplitude, respectively, according to a pre-

defined manner. Therefore, the DGs can meet the new load requirements automatically 

without rely on intercommunication systems, which is similar to the power system 

theory where a generator connected to the utility drops its frequency when the power 

required increases.  

However, the conventional complex multi-feedback loops are unavoidable. Besides, 

the proper power sharing is achieved at the expense of voltage deviation. Based on this 

background, a new control strategy for parallel connected inverters in microgrid 

applications by drooping the inverter flux instead of the inverter output voltage. It can 

achieve active and reactive power sharing with much lower frequency deviation and 

better transient performance than the conventional droop method. This flux droop 

control approaches includes a direct flux control (DFC) algorithm, which avoids the use 

of PI controllers and PWM modulators. 

In addition, a microgrid which consists of a 20 kW solar system, 30 kW gas 

microturbine (MT), and a programmable load bank is focused. The PV inverter is 

operated at maximum power points (MPPs) with unit power factor while the gas 

microturbine is controlled by a droop algorithm to dispatch active and reactive power. A 

coordinated control strategy is then proposed to control the microgrid, both in grid-

connected and islanded mode. The experimental results from a renewable energy 

integration facility (REIF) laboratory show the feasibility of the control strategy by 

cases study such as grid-connected operation, islanded operation, re-synchronization. 

Besides, the response of this microgrid under grid faults is investigated and the 

protection mechanism is studied. 

Finally, a model predictive control concept is proposed for a microgrid system, 

where the power generated by distributed energy sources, power consumed by the load, 
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power stored by the energy storage system and the power injected to the utility grid are 

determined according to an optimized cost function, so as to smooth the gap between 

the generation and consumption. Furthermore, the an additional constraint is added to 

the cost function so as to inject the reactive power into the utility grid during grid 

voltage sags, endowing the microgrid with the voltage ride-though capability.  
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CHAPTER 6  

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
 

6.1 Conclusions 
 

In this thesis, advanced control strategies for smart microgrids have been studied and 

developed. The general conclusions of this thesis can be summarized as: 

 

1. Review of the state of art of renewable energy technology and microgrid control, 

comprehensive study of control strategies of power converters.  

 

2. Development of a new predictive control strategy for the doubly fed induction 

generator based wind power system, which considers fast grid synchronization, 

smooth grid connection and flexible power regulation. 

 

3. Development of a new model predictive control strategy for PV systems, which 

can achieve islanded operation, seamless transfer, and grid-connected operation.  

 

4. Development of an improved multi-objective model-predictive control approach 

for power converters to reduce switching frequency in microgrid applications. 

 

5. Development of a new droop control technique for microgrids with less 

frequency deviations and simple control structure, compared to conventional 

voltage droop control method. 

 
6. Proposal of a new model predictive control concept for microgrids including DG 

sources, load, and energy storage system, aiming to smooth the power flow and 

grid support during faults.  

 

6.2 Future Work 
 

Advanced control techniques for microgrids and smart grids are critically desired 

since the existing electricity network is undergoing a major transformation and the 

penetration of renewable energy sources connected to the grid are rapidly increased, and 
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they will be the ongoing research topic in the following decades. Based on the progress 

obtained in this thesis, the continued work of this research area can be described as 

 

 Based on the work of Chapter 3, develop a flexible control strategy of grid-

connected inverters to address utility voltage distortion such as voltage 

unbalance and voltage sag.  

 

 Validate the new droop control strategies developed in Chapter 5 with 

experimental results, demonstrating the effectiveness of power quality 

improvement using the proposed flux droop. 

 

 Further develop the model predictive control strategy of microgrids proposed in 

Chapter 5 and carry out the experimental test, including the control objectives in 

the cost function such as PCC voltage, optimized power flow and economic 

penalties reduction, taking into account the renewable energy characteristics, 

energy storage dynamic and the electricity market scheduling.  
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